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A-Z of Life in Lockdown

During Distance Learning, a NZ Herald article featured an A-Z poem about the Covid-19 

Lockdown. Inspired by the words of the eleven year old New Zealand author, College English 

teacher, Mrs Charlotte Pienaar set two of her Year 9 classes, one a girls’ class and one a boys’ class, 

the task of writing their own A-Z poem about how they were feeling during the enforced period of 

isolation within their family bubbles.

At the time of writing, the students had been isolated at home for over five weeks, transitioning from 

the Alert Level 4 down to Alert Level 3. With families around the country staying home to save lives and 

only venturing out for essentials, the students reflected on their isolation and feelings around social 

distancing. One student, Ricky Shen, chose not to dwell on his own isolation, but used the format 

to pay tribute to the health professionals who have risked their own lives as ‘essential workers.’

Whilst the students generally voiced their frustration of isolation and fear of the virus that 

has gripped the world, they also made some very pertinent social observations about 

how Lockdown was playing out across the country, from deserted highways, supermarket 

stockpiling and the longing to see others again. They were such powerful poems from our 

Year 9 students that we wish we could share them all, but here is a selection from Isabella 

Hughes, Henry Lang, Claudia Spencer and Ricky Shen.
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TRUST BOARD

Perhaps the most important role of the Board of any organisation 

is setting its values and monitoring its culture.  I am convinced 

organisations develop personalities of their own from their leadership.    

Nowhere is this more obvious, I think, than in a school setting. In the 

case of Saint Kentigern, we interpret our values from our Trust Deed, 

which if followed faithfully across the organisation, will set our culture 

and the atmosphere for all the activities we undertake. The Trust Board 

and senior leadership leads by example, and staff, students and our 

wider community become engaged accordingly.

At no time is it more important to hold to these values than in 

the midst of a crisis.  As we went into crisis mode in February, we 

emphasised that our Saint Kentigern values had to be an authentic 

part of everyone’s approach, as we worked towards completely 

changing the paradigm in which we engaged with our students 

during Lockdown. We are all human and blessed with a variety of 

skills -  some thrive with change and others find it more difficult - 

but I believe our team, our students and families did successfully 

demonstrate that our values were at the forefront at a most confusing 

time. Anecdotally, letters and other communications to us indicate 

we mostly did a pretty good job under the pandemic constraints, 

showing respect, patience and kindness. My thanks to all of you who 

lived our values.

I have just written my 2019 Annual Report of the Trust Board which 

covers a big list of the Trust Board’s activities in the past year. One of 

our busiest Board Committees was the Project Control Group (PCG), 

which spent long hours engaged in examining the requirements 

for the new buildings on Shore Road, critiquing the work of the 

architects and the myriad of other consultants, and 

as the pricing and contractual details were 

established, inevitably deciding what to 

change to make the projects affordable. This 

work was on top of the regular major maintenance and upgrading 

work across our three sites. Well done!

These projects need big financial resources. Responsibility falls to 

the Board’s Finance, Audit and Investment Committee (FAIC). Over 

the past three years, this team has steadily improved the financial 

systems of the organisation, including the budgeting process, while 

reviewing the efficiency of the whole organisation. The work of this 

group has resulted in the strongest ever financial position of the Trust 

Board.  The committee reviewed our banking needs, changing our 

bank, and putting in place the borrowing facilities we may need to 

access over the next 10 years. Well done.

The other standing committees of the Board are the Chaplaincy 

Committee,  which has responsibility to ensure the Presbyterian faith 

is central to the life of our schools, the Health & Safety Committee 

which provides accountability across the organisation, while the 

Educational Committee discusses major developments around 

what we teach and how we should teach it. Finally, the nominating 

committee oversees appointments to the Board.

This is the last time I will write for Piper as my term on the Trust Board 

ends shortly.  It has been a wonderful 20 year privilege to serve our 

students, alongside a kind, dedicated team of leaders, students and 

parents, as we strive together to build a world class educational 

organisation. It is my view that all our schools are well set to enjoy an 

exciting future for the ‘Glory of God and the service of others.’  

Fides Servanda Est

John Kernohan 

Chairman of the Trust Board   

From the Chairman 
of the Trust Board

Farewell to David Connor
Rev David Connor, a Presbyterian Church nominee on the Trust Board, 

retired last December for health reasons, after serving the Saint 

Kentigern Trust Board for nine years. David was a strong supporter of 

the organisation, working quietly behind the scenes.  He was a regular 

attender at end of year Prizegivings, drama and musical shows. He 

found them inspirational.’  He so much appreciated ‘helping at the top of 

the cliff,’ as much of his professional life was spent as a prison chaplain. 

He is very thankful for his involvement at Saint Kentigern. Thank you 

David for your contribution.

Welcome Haydn Wong 
Haydn Wong joined the Trust Board in February this year.  He is a 

Saint Kentigern parent with three children currently at the College, 

all of whom also attended the Primary Schools.   He is a Managing 

Partner of law firm, Bell Gully, and among other activities, is currently 

Chair of Black Grace Trust – the leading Pasifika Dance Company.  He 

was brought up in Hawkes Bay with long family connections to the 

Presbyterian Church there. Haydn was a prefect and Dux of Hastings 

High School and played in his school’s First XV, played provincial 

Rugby, and represented NZ Universities in Rugby.   We warmly 

welcome Haydn and look forward to his involvement with us.
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From the Head of 
Saint Kentigern
Committed to Business Excellence
The Mission of the Saint Kentigern Trust is to provide education which inspires students to strive for 
excellence in all areas of life for the glory of God and the service of others. 

In working to fulfil this ideal, a lot of time, effort and discussion is 

held around what we teach and the way we teach it. Rightly so. 

It is the daily educational experience of each student that is the 

touchstone in our search for excellence.

The different points at which each student interacts with the school 

are those that matter to the child, and are most visible to parents. 

However, sitting behind these are core operational and business 

functions that provide the ways and means for the educational magic 

to happen.  So, alongside our continual quest to improve the quality 

of our teaching, is a commitment to applying the best management 

systems and practices to our business affairs. Over the last few years, 

there has been a great many developments in the areas of finance, 

property management, IT services and human resourcing all designed 

to make sure that our schools’ function properly to support learning. 

These have been led by the Chief Operating Officer, Mrs Merle 

Boniface. I would like to briefly summarise some of the developments 

that have taken place. 

The Finance team has continued to refine its internal processes 

and the ways in which they support the Board and Schools. While 

students may have only seen the benefit of PayWave to reduce 

the queues at the College cafes, a much more significant tool has 

been the implementation of Magiq financial software. This provides 

reporting, forecasting and budgeting information to staff and the 

Board. Magiq provides ‘2 click’ subject information to a teacher or 

Head of Department so they can quickly track their spending and 

analyse their budget. At the other end of the spectrum, it allows 

Principals, the Finance Manager and the Board to calculate annual 

budgets and monitor yearly forecasts on a regular basis. By 

having up to date financial information readily available across the 

organisation, all staff can contribute to Saint Kentigern, operating 

at a level of business excellence that is at the forefront of New 

Zealand schools.  

Saint Kentigern has over $80 million of property 

plant and equipment assets. It is essential that 

these are all maintained and replaced in a 

timely manner. A comprehensive asset 

management and a full maintenance 

plan have been put in place. Saint 

Kentigern staff and all contractors 

provide input into this system. It allows 

us to now plan for replacements and 

maintenance within the lifecycle 

of the assets before failures occur, 

and enables a proactive approach 

so we can ensure we are always 

operating effectively. A new Facilities 

management system ensures that all 

work orders, insurance information, 

asset information and invoicing is 

handled efficiently. It also allows us to 

accurately track our spending and to 

better manage all financial aspects of 

this area of the budget.  

The organisation has developed a preventative maintenance 

programme that extends through the lifecycle of major assets. The 

Property Team has also worked closely with the Health and Safety 

Manager to ensure our property and services meet the priority we 

have placed on student and staff safety. 

The Saint Kentigern Trust Board has 394 employees, 144 contractors 

and 240 casuals on its staff across three separate locations. Teaching 

staff are represented by two different unions.  Over the past three 

years, the two staff in Human Resources have worked across a myriad 

of initiatives around recruitment, onboarding and remuneration. 

New policies and processes have been implemented. These ensure 

Saint Kentigern is in full compliance with all legislation and best 

practice standards while maintaining a user friendly and personal 

interaction. Clear guidelines and standards are in place from the point 

where a vacancy is determined through selection, appointment and 

onboarding. To assist this, an integrated cloud-based digital system 

for recruitment, contract generation and onboarding have been 

implemented and are being used across all campuses. These not only 

improve efficiencies and accuracy but also permit tracking and the 

production of metrics for analysis and continual improvement. 

Saint Kentigern’s Statement of Intent states that:

Saint Kentigern is committed to applying best 

governance and management practice to its 

business affairs. All business decisions will be 

grounded in our Mission Statement. We will 

operate in a safe, ethical, informed, effective 

and efficient manner. 

The Strategic Direction will focus effort and 

resource in a manner that ensures prosperity 

and sustainability of the ‘One Organisation’ and 

each of its individual entities. 

We will apply a disciplined approach to financial 

management, asset management and proactive 

risk management and will ensure that it is 

compliant in all aspects of its operations.

The work accomplished in all the areas 

summarised above, reflects the desire of 

Saint Kentigern, driven through the Chief 

Operating Officer and the Trust Services 

Managers, to achieve business excellence. 

The improved alignment, productivity, 

efficiency and accountability flows 

through directly to benefit the student 

and all in the Saint Kentigern community.

Fides Servanda Est

David Hodge 

Head of Saint Kentigern
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From the Chaplain

The Hauraki Gulf is arguably the best thing about living in 

Auckland. The access to islands and fishing spots right on our 

doorstep is pretty incredible, and Great Barrier Island is not very far 

away. New Zealand is a pretty special place to live and as an island 

nation, we probably don’t make enough of the waters that lie around 

us. Those who love to dive will readily tell you that there is another 

world underwater that is right there for us to enjoy.

Up until recently, I hadn’t completed a scuba dive course, otherwise 

known as a PADI, and so my experience of this underwater world was 

as fleeting as my freediving skills would allow. After visiting places 

like the Three Kings Islands and the Fiordlands, and congratulating 

mates who had bagged crayfish and scallops and shared experiences 

with dolphins and large schools of fish, I had developed over the 

years, quite a strong case of FOMO.

Just before the Lockdown, I completed a PADI course and achieved 

my dive ticket. My open water dives were held just off Motuihe Island. 

Ironically, the visibility, that day was pretty terrible. There was only 

about 1-2 metres of visibility. As a result, all we saw the entire dive 

was a sea slug; it was as disappointing as it sounds.  

If you have done your PADI, then you will know a fair amount of time 

is spent on the steps you take when you are going down and when 

you are coming back up to the surface. It is known as the five-point 

descent (signal, orientation, regulator, time, and descend), and the 

five-point ascent when you come back up. (signal, time, elevate the 

deflator hose, lookup, ascend).

How you control your descent and ascent is crucial in 

diving, and it seems to me this analogy provides a useful 

metaphor. We all know what it is like to experience highs 

and lows. We all know what it is like to have our ups and 

our downs. Parenting is certainly full of these moments. 

Students experience highs and lows when team selections 

and grades are released. As teachers, we talk to them 

about controlling these moments, showing resilience and 

determination when they fall, and humility and grace when 

they rise. 

The great underwater story of the Bible, found in the Book 

of Jonah, is basically a story of descending and 

ascending. If you have recently experienced 

the lows that life can sometimes dish up, 

then Jonah is a great book to read. 

As you may recall, in the story of Jonah 

and the whale, God asked Jonah to go to 

Nineveh and deliver a message. Jonah 

does the exact opposite. He heads 

down to the port at Joppa and buys 

passage on a boat heading in the 

other direction to Tarshish, until a 

storm threatens to destroy the boat 

he is on. 

In many respects, Jonah makes a five-point descent. In the original 

Hebrew, the play on words is even more evident. Jonah goes down 

to Joppa, boards down onto a boat, he goes into the cabin and falls 

down asleep, then, after the sailors on board panic, they throw Jonah 

overboard, down into the sea, where a whale swallows him and 

carries him down to the bottom of the sea. 

When Jonah can’t descend any lower, when he is literally rock 

bottom, he does something that has a significant effect on how 

he feels about his circumstances and a significant effect on what 

happens next. Jonah prays. The prayer we find in Jonah chapter 2, 

takes place when Jonah is sitting at the bottom of the ocean in the 

belly of the whale. ‘From the depths, I cried out, and you heard my 

cry…’ Prayer has an ability to transform us and our situation. As our 

Saint Kentigern preschoolers say together each time before their 

Preschool prayer, ‘Prayer is talking to God. Prayer is listening to God.’ 

Prayer enables us to offload our worries and concerns, and if the 

Bible teaches us anything about prayer, it is that God listens, God 

hears, God cares.

After his prayer, Jonah begins his five-point ascent. The whale carries 

him up to the beach and belches him up on to the sand. Jonah then 

travels up to Nineveh, up to Palace of the King and gives up God’s 

message, and the great city of Ninevah is saved. 

Apart from the moment when the whale belches Jonah up onto the 

beach, the best part of the book is when Jonah makes five claims 

about God’s character. Despite all that Jonah has been 

through, he affirms that God is gracious, compassionate, 

patient, full of mercy and great in kindness. 

These five-points are true of God, whether we are 

ascending in life or descending. God is gracious, 

compassionate, patient, full of mercy and great in 

kindness. 

We are in the midst of arguably one of the 

most challenging times in modern history. Can I 

encourage you to pray, and can I also encourage 

you to trust in and even emulate these five-points of 

God. If we can be gracious, compassionate, patient, full 

of mercy and great in kindness then as sure 

as God is with us, we will feel more in 

control of our circumstances even as 

we experience life’s ups and downs. 

Fides Servanda Est

Reverend Reuben Hardie

Chaplain to the Schools
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With thanks to former College Archivist, Mr Warwick Bell

The Saint Kentigern Trust Board would like to express its utmost 

gratitude for the donation of a very substantial grant from the 

Trustees of the Robert Allan Bell Charitable Trust, in memory of 

Mr Robert Allan (Dufty) Bell, a former Saint Kentigern Trustee and 

generous Howick/Pakuranga benefactor.

The Chapel of Saint Kentigern was originally opened for worship 

on 30 July 1972 and will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in 2022. The 

generosity of this funding enabled the structural improvements and 

refurbishment of the Chapel that took place during the latter part of 

2019, along with the addition of a toilet block to be constructed later 

this year. The improved facilities and installment of new audio-visual 

equipment will allow the Chapel to continue its vital role in the special 

character of a Saint Kentigern education. 

With the Chapel re-opened for services at the start of this year, having 

been closed while the work took place throughout Term 4 2019, the 

planned ‘formal’ reopening, in acknowledgement of this kind donation, 

was sadly thwarted when New Zealand was placed in COVID-19 

Lockdown. A plaque to commemorate this gift in memory of Mr Bell, 

who was a Saint Kentigern Trust Board Member from 1956 to 1973, 

has been installed inside the entrance to the refurbished Chapel and 

hopefully, this can be formally acknowledged at a later date.

Who was Robert Allan (Dufty) Bell?

The Bell family were Scottish settlers who came to New Zealand in 

1868. Dufty’s grandfather, David Bell purchased land in Pakuranga 

for him and his wife to raise their family of eight children. Not only 

did the family become enterprising farmers, growing a wide variety 

of crops and planting an orchard, but they were also involved in 

community affairs with both Dufty’s father and later his brother, 

David becoming Clerk of the Manukau County Council. Dufty Bell 

fought for his country in Palestine and Egypt in 1914, and sadly lost 

his brother, Stephen, at Gallipoli in 1915. 

Dufty himself lived in the Howick-Pakuranga area for almost 80 

years. He became a local identity, well known for his many skills on 

the Bell farm, where he cropped using horses, sowed and harvested 

grain, and established one of the country’s finest Friesian herds. As 

an authority on that breed of milking cows, he was recognised within 

farming circles, at A & P shows and beyond for his pedigree cattle and 

his champion bull, Hope Farm Charlie, which according to an article in 

the Howick Pakuranga Times, won 32 awards between 1954 and 1957.

When the Saint Kentigern Trust Board purchased land for a school on 

the nearby Roberts’ farm property in 1949, only a small portion was 

initially used for education. The remainder was a town milk supply 

dairy farm. Neighbouring farmer, Dufty Bell, was appointed to the 

Saint Kentigern Trust Board, with particular oversight of the farm 

management and responsibilities in the playing field development of 

the new College. He retired as a Trustee 1973. 

Throughout his life, Dufty was a public-spirited man and benefactor, 

involved in many local activities, including having an interest in rugby. 

At the time of the Bell family centennial in 1968, he gave six acres of 

his Pakuranga farm to the Pakuranga United Rugby Football Club for 

the establishment of a new park and headquarters for rugby in the 

local area, adjacent to the planned Lloyd Elsmore Park. 

Dufty and his wife, Annie Crawford resided in Howick after their 

marriage; Dufty’s brother David and sister Elsie remained on the 

Pakuranga land and Elsie lived in the family homestead until her 

death. Both David and Elsie were also generous benefactors to Saint 

Kentigern and their funding of bursaries enabled some families 

suffering financial hardship to attend the College. At Elsie’s wish, the 

family homestead was gifted to the New Zealand Historic Places Trust, 

into the keeping of the Howick and Districts Historical Society. As ‘Bell 

House,’ it holds a key place today in the Howick Historical Village.

Dufty Bell’s personal benevolence, and the generosity of the R A Bell 

Trust established by him, have benefited many organisations in the 

Howick-Pakuranga area and Saint Kentigern is the latest beneficiary 

of his love for the area which became his family’s home. We are very 

thankful for his kind donation that allowed the Chapel to be further 

upgraded to meet the needs of our current and future congregation.

Gift to Chapel from Robert Allan Bell Trust

‘Dufty’ Bell and his motorcycle circa 1920 The Bell Family

Our thanks to Howick Distict Historical Society for the photos
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Whilst 2019 was a busy period of careful planning, review and enabling works to get two very significant projects underway, there was no doubt 

that the start of 2020 heralded the beginning of a very exciting building phase on the Shore Road campus!

With resource consents for both the Specialist Facilities/Senior School Boys’ Classrooms and the new Girls’ School building granted by the end of 

2019, it was possible to advance to the construction phase.

SHORE ROAD CAMPUS

Specialist Facilities and Senior School Boys’ Classrooms 

During January, trees were removed and the demolition of the former Boys’ School staffroom, bank seating, Middle School and the old Library 

building were completed, levelling the site ready for construction. Whilst part of the Boys’ School has been consigned to history, the resultant 

building platform has cleared the way for the start of a new era, with the promise of outstanding teaching and learning facilities to come! 

Prior to the Covid-19 Lockdown in late March, work on the Specialist Facilities and Senior Boys’ Classrooms building was progressing very well and 

ahead of schedule at that point. The bulk of the earthworks had been largely completed, with the foundation works well advanced and ready for 

the first concrete pour. The Principals had been hoping to mark this significant milestone in late March but the plans were thwarted by Covid -19.

With the nationwide Lockdown implemented on March 26, all construction activities had to be suspended to comply with government legislation, 

but with the subsequent move down to Alert Level 3 in late April, work was able to re-commence on 28 April. By the time Alert Level 2 was 

announced in early May, all contractors and sub-contractors were already back onsite and making up for lost time. 
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During 2018, the Trust Board was pleased to confirm the Master 

Plan for significant development of new, purpose-built facilities, 

and enhancement of current facilities, on the Shore Road Campus and 

Pakuranga Campus. 

Since the last issue of Piper, work has continued to progress on projects 

at both the Shore Road and Pakuranga Campuses, with work tracking 

well against expectations. With exciting plans ahead beginning to gather 

momentum, much of the work at this stage is about ‘enabling works’ – that 

is, the prior preparation in readiness for the ‘main projects’ to go ahead.

If you have any questions or would like more information about the 

Phase 1 Projects, please email masterplan@saintkentigern.com

On Monday 2 March, Chairman of the Board, Dr John Kernohan, 

Chief Operating Officer, Merle Boniface and Major Project Manager, 

Colin Bowring convened for the formal signing of the biggest legal 

construction contract ever drawn up for Saint Kentigern. 

The Master Plan Stage 1 Development at Shore Road entails two of 

the largest, most ambitious and complex builds in our history. Over 

$61,000,000 has been allocated to the construction of a new Girls’ 

School at the lower end of the Shore Road Campus and a building in 

the heart of the campus that will house extensive Specialist Facilities 

for use by both the Boys’ School and the Girls’ School in one half, with 

the rest of the building assigned to new Senior School classrooms for 

the Boys’ School. 

As part of their vision for Operational Excellence, the Board has 

committed that Saint Kentigern will provide an outstanding physical 

environment designed to maximise learning and that ‘all resources are 

prudently developed, utilised and aligned for best practice.’

Contract Signed!

The New Girls’ School

With consent finalised in late December, the new Girls’ School 

building was tendered in February/March and the Trust Board 

approved a fixed price for the works during March.

The Girls’ School will be built on the land adjacent to Gate 5 on the 

Shore Road Campus and prior to Lockdown, preliminary site clearance 

works had commenced.  Early in Term 1, Girls’ School Principal, Miss 

Juliet Small was joined by students, Jeanna Ho, Sienna Robertshaw, 

Gemma Berkovits and Chloe Ira to ‘turn the first sod’ for the new 

school. The girls are all currently in Year 6 and will be the senior Year 8 

girls when the school is completed for opening in 2022.  

The Boys’ School Deputy Principal’s house formerly stood within 

the construction zone. When site work recommenced in April, the 

demolition of this building was completed and temporary retaining 

was undertaken, prior to the bulk earthworks getting underway 

during May. A tower crane will be installed in due course.

Whilst activities had to be stopped within the new Girls’ School 

construction zone during Lockdown,  the Contractor, Consultants 

and Saint Kentigern team continued to work on many other aspects 

of the project including drawing reviews with the precast and 

structural sub-contractors, provisional sum reviews, and design and 

documentation clarifications to ensure the project keeps progressing 

without undue delay.

New Shore Road Preschool

As part of the overall plan for the Shore Road site, a new Preschool will be built to replace the current Preschool on the Remuera Road property. 

The Board gave approval in late March to engage consultants, commence the design process and work towards the lodgement of a Resource 

Consent around October 2020.

We were delighted to welcome Mrs Nikki Joyce, the new Preschool Principal, at the start of Term 2 and she has joined the working group closely 

involved in the project. Collingridge & Smith, specialists in the design of preschools and early learning centres, have been engaged as the architect 

and along with other key consultants, they are currently working on the initial concept design options for consideration by Saint Kentigern.
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Introducing our  
New Preschool Principal 
 We are very pleased to welcome Mrs Nikki Joyce, as the new Principal of Saint Kentigern Preschool.

Mrs Joyce has been involved in the Early Childhood Education 

industry since 2007, when she opened her first Early Childhood 

Centre, Bear Park in Herne Bay, which she owned for six years. More 

recently, she has owned Pikopiko Learning in Whitford. Mrs Joyce 

said, ‘My aim at Pikopiko Learning was ‘Children and Adults inspired 

by Kindness and Learning’, so we always have the values of Kindness 

and Respect at the core of everything we do, similar to Saint 

Kentigern’s core values.’ 

A highly motivated leader with robust 

independent views, Mrs Joyce values the 

importance of professional development for her 

staff, helping them to achieve their goals in life. 

She has inspired staff to go on to lecture at 

international conferences, gain permanent 

positions as lecturers at training institutes 

and own their own centres.  She says, ‘My 

strength is in strategic planning and the 

‘big picture planning’ of centres, alongside 

the day to day operation. My first centre 

involved a new build, as well as converting 

an older building for use.’

‘My last centre required a 

major turn-around when I first 

took it over, due to Ministry 

of Education requirements. I 

upgraded not only the physical 

centre, but also the teaching 

philosophy and management 

systems, for it to become a 

successful and viable centre 

of learning, earning a positive 

ERO review.’ 

Alongside owning and 

managing her centres, 

Mrs Joyce has taken great 

interest in educational 

research and has attended 

many ECE conferences, 

including attending conferences twice in Reggio Emilia, Italy, home 

to the Reggio Emilia inspired philosophy for Early Childhood, centred 

on the principles of respect, responsibility and community through 

exploration, discovery and play. In 2018, she travelled to Finland 

to learn more about their preschools and how their population 

consistently sits near the top of not only PISA scores, but also 

happiness and wellbeing scores. 

Mrs Joyce joins Saint Kentigern as planning gets underway for a new, 

purpose-built Preschool on the Shore Road campus. She says, ‘Joining 

Saint Kentigern at the start of a new building programme offers such 

amazing opportunities, especially having input to ensure that that the 

new Preschool is designed in such a way that it provides inspiration, 

guidance and challenge for children for generations to come.’

Mrs Joyce has been very involved in both the Boys’ School and the 

College for a number of years. Both her sons started their schooling 

at the Boys’ School, with Campbell now in Year 11 at the College and 

older brother, Hayden appointed as this year’s Deputy Head Boy in 

his final year. She said, ‘Ever since my boys first started, I have loved 

everything that Saint Kentigern stands for.’ She was actively involved 

in the Boys’ School Parents and Friends, is currently the secretary 

of the College Rowing Club Committee and was part of the Sports 

Review panel at the College last year.

In a professional capacity, she has visited Saint Kentigern Preschool 

a number of times over the years. She said, ‘I enjoyed sharing 

ideas and am looking forward to the challenge of building on the 

excellence that is already on show every day. I am honoured and 

excited to have been given the opportunity to lead Saint Kentigern 

Preschool and to ensure that the values, which are such an integral 

part of our community, are nurtured in the youngest members of 

our organisation. I look forward to inspiring everyone involved at 

the Preschool to realise their vision as world leaders in education, 

ensuring that both the children and our collaborative teaching team 

continue to grow throughout their time there.’

 The Trust Board is confident that Mrs Joyce will provide robust and 

effective leadership for the Preschool as it continues to build on the 

strong foundations and achievements of the last nine years since it 

first opened. We welcomed Mrs Joyce early in Term 2, keen to give 

our youngest Saint Kentigern students their best start in life.



During the nationwide lockdown, our Preschoolers, like all school children around the country, 

discovered the fun and challenge of new learning experiences from home. Set with daily tasks 

from their teachers, the children were encouraged to create, explore, invent, discover, experiment 

and question as they usually would when at Preschool. From building and creating new things, 

learning to write and count, baking and exercise outside, the children enjoyed spending this 

learning time with their families and sharing their experiences online with their teachers.

Although the children were at home, our teachers were still active in their daily routines; for 

example, by sharing fitness videos for the children to take part in and reading books to them 

online. The teachers also shared ideas and communicated with their parents to ensure the children 

were engaged physically, intellectually, spiritually and emotionally during the lockdown, and that 

they were still able to construct their knowledge and enrich their understanding of the world 

around them through play. 

Distance Learning 
During Lockdown
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Farewell Sue

After nine years of dedicated service to Saint Kentigern Preschool, 

Sue Nash resigned earlier in the year from the role of Preschool 

Director. During her tenure, Sue saw countless young boys and girls 

successfully transition through their preschool years, well-prepared to 

start school.

With a new Preschool planned on our Shore Road campus, as part 

of the relocation and consolidation of our Remuera campuses. Sue 

decided that it was the right time for someone else to step into 

the role of leading and managing this next exciting phase for the 

Preschool, allowing her time to focus on her own business interests. 

Sue has been the Director of the Preschool since its establishment 

and has been instrumental in its success. We thank her for all of 

her hard work, passion and commitment during her tenure and 

wish her well in her future endeavours.
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Building Homes and Habitats

As early childhood educators, we are constantly observing the children as they 

play, explore and interact with resources and materials to discover any common 

interests that they might share. Constructing and creating houses and enclosures 

became a strong thread of learning that bound the children together. To respond to 

this, we decided to delve into homes and habitats. 

Using a variety of art mediums, children were given opportunities to think about not 

just their own houses, but the unique habitats different animals live in. The children 

amazed us with their existing knowledge and we were impressed by their dedication to 

their creations. The attention to detail, along with the sense of pride they took in their 

own work was truly inspiring. 

For our passionate builders, this centre of interest gave them free licence to 

construct homes and enclosures of all shapes and sizes. These opportunities allow 

for children to express their individuality and expertise, especially when it came to 

spatial concepts such as balance, stability, symmetry and geometry. These moments 

of play reminded us of children’s competencies for building on their own knowledge 

in cooperation with others.

Discovering Bugs and Insects

Young Gardeners

The children’s keen interest in gardening has been 

enhanced by the opportunities and materials that 

nurture a love for the natural world. Tending to our 

plants and growing their own flowers, herbs, fruit and 

vegetables in the Preschool garden, the children have 

learnt new skills, and expanded their knowledge and 

respect for nature. From observing how sun and water 

affects the growth of plants, to gaining an understanding 

of the important role insects play in the garden, there 

was much to learn!  

Exploring our garden and planting new seeds was a 

wonderful way for the preschoolers to utilise their senses 

and cultivate a sense of enjoyment of the natural world, 

expanding their knowledge and understandings of how 

we can help a garden to flourish and grow. They learnt 

how to care for our plants and in turn our environment, 

as well as a growing sense of responsibility as they water 

and tended to the plants. They discovered ways to grow 

food as they watched their plants grow! 

Bugs and insects are an area of interest that will always captivate young children. 

Their curiosity towards these living creatures motivates them to share their 

existing knowledge as well as being open to new facts and information. During Term 

1, the preschoolers made the most of every opportunity to extend their learning, 

whether that was through art activities, books or playful discussions amongst 

themselves and the teachers. 

Some of the children took it upon themselves to ‘seek out’ bugs and insects in our 

outdoor space - we had a few children who took on this role of responsibility with 

great enthusiasm! We were reminded about children’s abilities to 

notice the tiniest insect or bugs hiding on plants or in the bark. 

When exciting discoveries were made, these were then shared 

with the rest of the group. 

This centre of interest transcended into children’s family homes. 

We were inundated with cicadas, stick insects, spiders, praying 

mantises and even the odd cockroach. These treasures were 

celebrated by one and all at mat times. These opportunities allow 

for the children to make meaningful contributions to the learning 

of the larger group, as well as gaining a deeper appreciation for 

the living world themselves.  
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Learning our Letters

Throughout the day, our children have countless opportunities to engage in learning about 

letters. They have the time and space to explore recognition of letters, as well as using 

art and play experiences to practise the craft of ‘writing’ letters. To make these learning 

contexts meaningful, we often start with their own names, as children place enormous value 

on their names, as they foster their sense of identity. The Preschool teachers recognise that 

young children learn through hands-on and interactive activities, encouraging them to think 

about the shapes of individual letters and how to re-create these interpretations using a 

variety of art media and other materials. 

Learning about letters sits within a wider scope of oral, written and visual literacies. This 

requires our teachers to skilfully invite the children to also think of letter sounds, as well 

as to foster a love of literacy through reading and listening to stories. Early childhood is a 

time for children to develop a love for, and enjoyment, in using their developing language 

and literacy skills to become confident and expressive communicators.

The Positives of Water Play

With the splendidly hot summer weather, water play has been a daily 

requisite within the Preschool programme. This has presented 

opportunities for the children to engage with water in different ways, along with 

being a means to cool down and enjoy its calming effect. Water holds great 

fascination for young children. It invites interaction with the senses and can hold 

their concentration and focus for extended periods of time. 

Our water play experiences are enriched by a variety of 

resources and materials to support the children’s innate desire 

to learn through play. The addition of items such as jugs, scoops, 

funnels and water wheels become the catalyst for early science 

and mathematics learning. Children can explore their developing 

understandings about the natural world with the addition of 

sea creatures and other animals as provocations to generate 

dramatic play in small groups. Water play also lends itself to 

encouraging the children to take a collective responsibility for 

looking after our resources; bathing the ‘babies’ is always well 

received. This careful provision of materials allows for children 

to learn about themselves and to develop working theories 

about their social, physical and material worlds.

Endless Opportunities 
through Outdoor Play

At Preschool, the outdoor area is a learning environment full of potential and 

possibility. Each day this space is enriched with resources and intentionally 

planned experiences for the children to engage in. Popular areas of play include 

obstacle courses, monkey bars, bike riding and the sandpit but to name a few. 

Through their playful interactions, the children are learning to assess risk and 

challenges under safe supervision. The children take opportunities to guide their 

skill acquisition when navigating obstacle courses and the monkey bars. These 

experiences foster gross motor strength and confidence, along with the capability 

to balance, negotiate height and to explore positional concepts such as ‘over’ and 

‘under.’ When using the bikes, children are embracing the opportunity to explore 

speed and momentum as well as coordinating a wide variety of physical skills 

alongside their friends. 

Our sandpit is a highly popular curriculum area that invites children to use their 

imaginations and enjoy shared interests with their friends. Holding tea parties, 

baking and cooking, making sandcastles, and creating landscapes for the animals are 

frequently observed by teachers. This highlights the value we place in trusting children 

to initiate their own rich, dramatic play experiences. 
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As I write from my bubble in lockdown, I can’t help but reflect on the sad connection that currently 
links the world, as national borders have closed and countries across the globe grapple to make their 
citizens safe. 

In early March, I was pleased to have the opportunity to travel to a 

seminar in Florida, little knowing that this would be one of the last 

times that New Zealand citizens would have the choice and ability 

to freely travel internationally. As it was, a week and a half after my 

return, as isolation rules tightened, I was retrospectively asked to self-

isolate. I was given an early taste of what it meant to work from home 

and time to reflect on how grateful I was to have had one last chance 

to travel and meet fellow educators from all over the world.

The Global Connections Seminar was hosted by Palmer Trinity 

School in Miami, Florida, USA. At the heart of this, is the belief that 

by regularly gathering a diverse group of educators from around the 

world, we will each be exposed to new initiatives, making ourselves and 

our schools more genuinely global and inter-connected. There is much 

to learn from the ideas of others.

With a theme of ‘Human Migration and Water for 

2020’, the benefit of collaborating with some 

of the world’s best educators and sharing 

different experiences, including best practice 

from other world class institutions, was 

incredibly meaningful.

Some key ideas emerged from my time in 

Miami - the value of cultural identity; the 

importance of a relevant and authentic 

curriculum; and social action from 

learning, which both utilises and benefits 

the community. 

Having a strong sense of self and cultural 

identity enables students to stand strong 

and become great citizens.

Leading into the Seminar, we were immersed in 

the Cuban Spanish culture of Miami, drinking 

Cuban coffee, viewing colourful murals and 

watching locals play dominoes in Domino 

Park, Little Havana.  These experiences 

gave us a greater understanding of 

the many students who we met and 

talked with over the week, during 

school visits and lectures.  What was 

strongly evident was the pride that 

they had in their Spanish language, 

their culture and learning. 

The importance of a relevant and authentic curriculum; and social 

action from learning, which both utilises and benefits the community. 

We viewed some great examples of environmental projects completed 

by senior students and some of the alumni of Palmer Trinity High 

School, who now study at the University of Miami. Research such as 

the resiliency of coral to withstand warmer sea temperatures, and the 

simulation of high winds and sea level rise in a gigantic laboratory.  

Our New Zealand curriculum offers great flexibility for schools to plan 

teaching and learning to suit our local context. 

Learning is most meaningful when we can listen to student concerns 

and ideas about the environment and this promotes natural links 

for engagement in deep learning. Increasingly, we must always ask 

ourselves, ‘What matters most?’ ‘What is our legacy?’- and ensure 

that there is a point to the learning. There is even greater value when 

we ask ourselves, ‘So what now?’ -  and promote social action. 

One community project absolutely fascinated me. This student-

led project from Palmer Trinity School related to sea level rise and 

involved local businesses. Students discovered how many metres 

above sea level their houses were, and each family made a sign 

with the number on it and posted it outside in the garden in Miami. 

Florida has many parallels to New Zealand with lots of coastline, so 

this activity greatly resonated with me and I could see the potential for 

social action in New Zealand. There were other community projects, 

linked to an artist called Cordada, who addresses environmental 

concerns through eco art efforts and socially engaged art practices. 

As a result of stepping into another education system, other cultures 

and viewing a different curriculum in action, different community and 

physical environment, I returned to New Zealand with fresh eyes and 

renewed energy. 

As I landed back in Auckland, ready to enjoy the long-planned Girls’ 

School 10th Birthday Celebrations, the Government was in the process 

of making plans to send school students home and lockdown the 

country. ‘Connectedness’ became a key word for our Saint Kentigern 

schools as we rolled out our Distance Learning programmes. Like all 

Principals, I looked forward to the moment, after lockdown, when our 

girls could return to school, and we would be able to fully explore some 

of the ideas and learnings from my time away.

Fides Servanda Est

Juliet Small 

Girls’ School Principal
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Prefect Commissioning

The Girls’ School’s first Chapel Service for the year held special 

significance as it was the commissioning of this year’s prefect 

team. Guests and proud family members of the Year 8 leaders filled 

Somervell Church to celebrate the occasion. 

Principal, Ms Juliet Small welcomed College Deputy Principal, Mrs 

Angee Robertson and this year’s College Head Girl, Lulu Denholm, 

to the service. Lulu gave the girls some insight into how she became 

a leader and what inspires her. She spoke about leadership and 

encouraged them to create their own journey, embrace their 

strengths and weaknesses and to be themselves and serve others. 

She concluded by stating, ‘Leading isn’t about being up the front and 

in control, it is about leading from behind.’ 

The newly elected Head Girl, Mikayla Chung and Deputy Head Girl, 

Sophie Yan were called on to accept their duties, followed by the 

prefect team. Deputy Principal, Mrs Jill Wahlstrom read the pledge, 

asking the girls to serve Saint Kentigern Girls’ School to the best of 

their ability, at all times, demonstrating a sense of pride in all they do 

and with a sense of caring and friendship for all girls and staff. Each 

new leader signed the Prefect Book and received their badges.

Reverend Reuben Hardie concluded the service by blessing the girls 

and the year ahead and reminded the girls to strive for excellence in 

everything they do.    

HEAD GIRL 

Mikayla Chung 
Mikayla Chung joined Saint 

Kentigern Girls’ School in 2019. She 

enjoys all aspects of school and has 

immersed herself in a variety of co-

curricular activities such as Mathex, 

EPRO8, Kapa Haka, sports, Theatre 

Sports, Music, the Student Council 

and Students in Prayer.

Mikayla has a passion for ballet, 

sport and mathematics, and enjoys 

stepping out of her comfort zone to try new things.  Mikayla is 

committed to service both in and outside her community and 

aims to achieve her silver award this year.

She is a positive role model for her peers and we are delighted 

to name Mikayla as our 2020, Head Girl for Saint Kentigern 

Girls’ School.

DEPUTY HEAD GIRL 

Sophie Yan 
Sophie Yan has been a student at 

Saint Kentigern Girls’ School since 

Year 0/1. Starting out as a very shy 

student, Sophie has blossomed 

into a delightful young lady who 

is passionate about her academic 

studies, Food Technology and Art.

Last year, Sophie was involved in 

a variety of co-curricular activities 

such as Showquest, EPRO8, Netball, 

Theatre Sports, Private Speech 

and was the Art Monitor. This year, Sophie hopes to complete 

her silver service award and says she will continue to strive for 

excellence in all her core subjects. 

We are pleased to name Sophie as our 2020, Deputy Head Girl 

for Saint Kentigern Girls’ School.

2020 Prefect Team 
Head Girl    Mikayla Chung

Deputy Head Girl    Sophie Yan

Head of Chapel   Nora Caffery

Head of Student Council  Priscilla Zhong

Head of Cargill   Ada Hu

Head of Chalmers   Amelia Duff

Head of Hamilton   Jamaria Tofilau Chankau

Head of Wishart   Emma Wang

Head of Chapel

Nora Caffery

Head of Student Council

Priscilla Zhong

Head of Cargill

Ada Hu

Head of Chalmers

Amelia Duff

Head of Hamilton

Jamaria Tofilau 

Chankau

Head of Wishart

Emma Wang
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School Assembly – Friday 13 March 

The focal point for the current students was the much-anticipated 

Friday events. Starting with a full school assembly, the girls, their 

families and past students filled the hall as the Girls’ School Kapa 

Haka group took the stage to perform. The karanga was called by 

Year 8 student, Nora Caffery, with the manuhiri in return by Year 13 

College student, Selena Agaimalo. Former Girls’ School students, now 

at the College, Selena, Tiana Gray, Moiralisa Ainu’u Aneru, J’adore 

Harris-Tavita and Anamia Rangihaeata then joined the Girls’ Kapa 

Haka group to give an exceptional performance. 

Principal Ms Juliet Small warmly welcomed former staff members, Dr 

Sandra Hastie, Foundation Principal of Saint Kentigern Girls’ School, 

Mrs Judith Dobson, former Deputy Principal and Mrs Janine Bennett, 

former Junior School Dean. In her speech, Ms Small congratulated 

everyone on this 10-year milestone and spoke of the promising future 

ahead for the girls, as they prepare to relocate to their new school 

currently being built on the Shore Road campus. 

She thanked the members of the community for their generosity, 

commitment and support thus far and concluded her speech saying, 

‘Over the past 10 years, we have been on an interesting and exciting 

journey together and I am looking forward, with confidence, to a 

successful and exciting future.’

Former Girls School Head Girls, Katherine Thibaud (now Year 10 at 

the College) and Moiralisa Ainu’u Aneru (now Year 13 at the College) 

were invited to reflect on their time at the Girls’ School and how their 

experience has helped shape them into confident young women. 

Katherine said she gets a ‘warm fuzzy feeling’ returning to the School 

and ‘a strong sense of belonging’. She said she contacted four past 

Head Girls to see what they thought made the Girls’ School so special. 

All four girls agreed that it was their Principal, teachers, peers and the 

big sister-little sister bonds that were formed that made the School 

so special. Katherine is remembered for a wry sense of humour and 

in her own way, she reminded the girls of the fun activities and events 

that they share at the Boys’ School each year, reassuring the girls of 

their exciting future move to a shared campus. 

Now a confident yet humble young woman preparing to graduate 

from the College this year, Moiralisa shared a similar experience, 

saying she had much to thank the Girls’ School for. It gave her the 

guidance and support that she needed when she first arrived – 

after famously catching the wrong bus on her first day! - and was 

the motivation behind her willingness to do good for others and 

herself. ‘It has installed in me great skills, knowledge and values,’ 

she said. ‘I’ve learned to always show humility and gratitude and to 

take opportunities when I am faced with adversity. This school has, 

and will forever be, a significant part of my life and I will always be 

grateful for that.’ 

Girls’ School 
Celebrates 10 Years!

2010 - 2020

After months of planning, the Girls’ School 10th Year Birthday Celebration came together 

beautifully, and what a success it was! Held over four days, the celebration brought past and 

present staff, students, families and friends of Saint Kentigern together. Each of the functions brought 

a chance to reminisce on the past ten years since Saint Kentigern’s primary school for girls was first 

opened on the Remuera Road site. Past students and staff enjoyed the opportunity to catch up on the 

intervening years and learn about the exciting development of the new Girls’ School to be built on the 

Shore Road Campus.
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School Birthday Party – Friday 13 March 

Following the formality of the speeches, it was the time that all 

the girls had been waiting for, the cutting of the Birthday Cake 

to celebrate 10 years! Girls’ School Principal, Ms Juliet Small, 

Head Girl, Mikayla Chung and one of our youngest students, 

Elsa Chang had the privilege of cutting the cake as those 

assembled sang Happy Birthday. Reverend Reuben Hardie 

gave his blessing and as the hall cleared, cake was delivered 

for the students and guests to enjoy for morning tea. There 

were many happy girls dotted around the School licking the 

chocolate off their fingers!

As the morning unfolded, the girls gathered across the ages in 

their four Houses (Cargill, Chalmers, Hamilton and Wishart) to 

take part in an afternoon full of fun birthday activities, which 

involved waterslides, bouncy castles, pool activities, ice-cream, 

Nano Girl Science experiments and decorating bears. The girls 

also took part in learning a song and dance in small groups 

which came together as one at the end of the day to perform in 

front of an audience of staff and parents. 
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10th Birthday Celebrations

As part of the Girls’ School Birthday Celebrations, three events were held in the 

evening that gave, current and past staff, parents, students and community 

members the chance to mix, mingle and reconnect. 

Past and Current Staff Cocktail Function –  
Thursday 12 March 

To open the celebrations on Thursday night, current and 

past staff were invited to an informal cocktail evening held 

at Winger Maserati Newmarket. Overlooking the stunning 

views of the city lights and accompanied by beautiful 

background music played by one of the College Chamber 

Groups, (Celina Tsui, Owen Chen, Annie Ni and Lachlan 

Wong), the evening was a perfect time for the staff to relax 

as they prepared for the busy days ahead. Celebrating 

together, the evening was enjoyable with much chatting and 

laughter echoing around the room. 

Past Students and their Mothers –  
Friday 13 March 

On Friday evening, past students and their 

parents were invited to celebrate with staff in the 

Girls’ School Drawing Room. The older students 

were pleased to see former Principal and Deputy 

Principal, Dr Sandra Hastie and Mrs Judith 

Dobson. One of the highlights for the girls was 

the array of photos on display, showcasing some 

of the great memories from the past 10 years – 

there was a great deal of laughter shared as their 

younger faces appeared on screen!

Community Cocktail Function –  
Saturday 14 March

The fourth event invited past and current Girls’ School community 

members to a cocktail evening held at the Royal Akaranga Yacht Club. 

Ms Small welcomed everyone and thanked them for their ongoing 

support and loyalty. Guests enjoyed their time reconnecting with 

one another over refreshments and stunning views of Auckland’s 

harbour. The College Jazz Band entertained the guests with some 

light background music before some College students stepped on 

the ‘runway’ to showcase their wearable art designs. Throughout the 

evening, MC, The Block co-host, Shelley Ferguson, did a fantastic job at 

reminding everyone about the auction that would conclude the evening. 

Before the auctions, the guests enjoyed a special performance from 

College singer/songwriter, Grace Kelly who performed four songs for 

the guests. Overall the evening raised $23,000 which will go towards 

the new school. We thank everyone for their generosity. 
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Thank You
Our sincere thanks to the ongoing support of the wider 

Saint Kentigern community and all those who attended 

the events. We give special mention to the organising 

committee who have spent countless hours to ensure the 

weekend was such as success. Thank you to Development 

Manager, Richard Lindroos, Chair of the Girls’ School 

Parents and Friends, Rebecca Scoones, staff member, 

Kristie Richards and parents, Denise Nel, Caroline Paull – 

Leighton and Sacha Palmer for all your hard work behind 

the scenes. 

Community Chapel Service –  
Sunday 15 March 

To conclude a wonderful weekend, a 10th 

Anniversary Chapel Service was held at St 

Mary’s Church in Parnell. Ms Small thanked 

everyone for making the weekend so 

special and made special mention of the 

organising committee for their time and 

effort in bringing the events to fruition. In her reflection, she said her 

highlight was ‘the strong sense of community that has resonated 

through each of our gatherings - the laughs, the memories and bright 

future that we all share.’ 

Reverend Reuben Hardie led the service for the morning, making the 

theme of ‘RISE to Love’ known in his call to worship. Head Girl, Mikayla 

Chung gave the first reading followed by the Kapa Haka group’s 

stunning performance, ‘Hareruia’. The second reading was presented 

by Deputy Head Girl, Sophie Yan who then handed the stage over to 

the Performer’s Choir who performed ‘The Angel’s Song’. 

Reverend Hardie’s message reminded the girls to ‘RISE to Love’ – 

the anacronym for our Saint Kentigern Values of Respect, Integrity, 

Service, Excellence and Love. He encouraged the girls to rise up and 

show love, give everything their best shot and to strive for excellence 

in all they do.

And because it was the end of a birthday celebration, Reverend Hardie 

introduced an element of fun. In an unusual demonstration of the 

value of Excellence, he invited a student from each House to pin the 

tail on the donkey blindfolded. He then challenged them to be the first 

to blow up a balloon, draw a smiley face on it, pop the balloon and 

then manoeuvre a chocolate biscuit from their forehead and into their 

mouth without touching it – not an easy task! This was fun for those 

trying as well as those watching, with Wishart declared the winners!  

As part of the service, every girl came forward to receive their 10th 

Year Anniversary badges before closing with the Saint Kentigern 

Prayer and the hymn ‘Shine Jesus Shine’. To conclude, Reverend 

Hardie gave the benediction followed by a Maori blessing from Nora 

Caffery, the Chapel prefect. The College Pipe Band played as the 

congregation made their way out of the Church to join together for 

refreshments together. 

The service was a beautiful way to end a fantastic four days of 

celebration, enjoyed by students, staff and parents alike. It was a 

pleasure to welcome back Foundation Principal, Dr Hastie to share 

in celebration and to hear from former Girls’ School students who 

proudly acknowledged the great start they had been given, preparing 

them well for College life. 

The Girls’ School now has much to look forward to as they watch 

their new school begin to take shape on the Shore Road campus in 

readiness to occupy in 2022.
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It was our senior girls who coined the phrase, ‘not everything is cancelled.’ In a video 

they produced during the early days of lockdown, the girls encouraged their peers to 

get creative with their free time and to turn any negative thoughts into positives, or 

cancellations into new opportunities. There were plenty of activities to be getting on with 

at home! The girls were encouraged to get outside and shoot hoops to replace a game of 

netball or to run around the block instead of athletics, they could practise their instrument, 

or even learn one for the first time. They were reminded that with a good book in hand, you are 

never lonely. And, most importantly, they were encouraged to be thankful for the little things in 

life, the things that we usually take for granted, like sunshine and fresh air - that can’t be cancelled!

The distance learning structure of the day varied for Junior, Middle and Senior School but each syndicate made sure they included a 

morning meeting for teachers and students, teaching and learning time, breaks, exercise and fun challenges daily. The unexpected skills 

the girls gained, especially their growing competence in digital literacy and self-awareness, were outstanding. Not to mention the new 

found baking skills discovered in households across the nation – for those who had put flour on their shopping lists early enough!

Years 4-6

In Lockdown...  
‘Not Everything 
is Cancelled!’

Years 0-3
From Years 0-3, the students 

operated using a combination of 

digital learning and hard copy packs 

that focused on English, Mathematics, 

STEM projects and topic (inquiry) based 

work. Junior School Dean, Melinda 

Clifford said it was great to see the girls 

in their own environment and see some 

of the activities initiated by the girls 

themselves, such as obstacle courses 

for pets, parachutes for eggs, Lego 

creations and interesting discoveries in 

and around their communities.

The Year 4-6 students also worked to an online 

schedule that covered all core subjects and they 

were particularly encouraged to read books and 

indulge in crafts and baking once formal lessons 

were done. They focused on the Saint Kentigern 

value of service and were encouraged to help 

around their bubbles and community. A highlight for 

the Middle School was a service initiative initiated 

by Year 6 student, Jeanna Ho who made and 

challenged her peers to make 100 origami birds 

(that symbolise hope and healing) and distribute 

them to their neighbours. 
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When New Zealand went into Lockdown towards the end of Term 1, and the girls headed home 
to the safety of their bubbles to begin their distance learning, there could have been a sense of 
disappointment about the many school activities that had been cancelled. Sport was cancelled, 
choir was cancelled, orchestra was cancelled, drama was cancelled, the service trip was cancelled 
and, well…going to school was cancelled! 

After time at home, as the distance learning programme got well underway, the girls soon 
discovered that with the help of the internet and technology, they were able to meet with their 
teachers and peers daily, participate in class activities, and even ‘attend Chapel,’ all whilst in the 
comfort of their own home! 

Lockdown SKGTV edition 

At the beginning of the year, a group of Year 7 students decided to start 

up an online ‘news show’ to keep their community informed of the 

great things happening around their school. Well received by all, the show 

was up and running before they knew it and had different classes working 

together each fortnight to produce an episode. During the lockdown, Miss 

Cassie’s class (7CC) was tasked with producing a distance learning episode. 

This was a lot more challenging for the girls as individual videos had to 

be filmed at home and sent through to the students to edit. The girls did 

a fantastic job and set up video conferences to plan and edit the episode 

together. Well done girls! 

Years 7-8

Science at 
Home

Senior girls were tasked 

with finding out how 

different liquids reacted with a 

red cabbage indicator and to 

see which liquid has the highest 

pH level. Student, Phoebe 

Hirst found there were some 

challenges doing the science 

experiment from home but said 

that she enjoyed it and that it 

was fun taking photos and video 

to share with her friends and 

Science Teacher, Jess Francis.
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The Senior School, much like 

the Junior and Middle School 

spent time in online English and 

Mathematics classes but also had 

Science and Social Science twice weekly, 

and took part in Visual Arts, Food and 

Material Technology, Music, Christian 

Education, Languages, and Speech and 

Drama once a week. The students 

were hands on in Mathematics with a 

measurement project that required 

them to partake in some baking, and 

enjoyed Science Teacher, Jess Francis’s 

online experiments, mixing liquids. A 

highlight for the senior girls was piecing 

together their Distance Learning 

SKGTV episode. Senior School Dean, 

Bernadette Haerewa said overall, 

the experience was a positive but 

challenging one. It was great to see 

our teachers and students give it 

their all and have plenty of laughs 

along the way. 

Sharing Hope and Kindness

After being challenged by a friend to make 100 origami 

birds during the April holidays, Year 6 student, Jeanna 

Ho decided to make use of the opportunity to show 

kindness. Just in time for Mother’s Day, Jeanna delivered 

the birds to her neighbours with the bible verses, (John 

14:27) and (2 Thessalonians 3:16’) attached to them.
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Summer Camping!

School camps are one of the most memorable parts 

of growing up, as students experience many new 

challenges and activities that they wouldn’t usually 

encounter in their daily lives. Our two summer camps 

help our girls to build confidence, collaboration skills 

and relationships in new environments away from the 

classroom. With stunning weather, both groups had a 

fantastic time away learning new skills. We offer our 

grateful thanks to all those who assisted to make 

these camps possible for the girls.

Year 7 And 8 Camp
Mclaren Falls, Tauranga

Early in Term 1, more than 70 senior students travelled to Tauranga 

to for an ‘ultimate’ camping experience at McLaren Falls. Sleeping 

in tents and cooking their dinner on gas burners, the girls embraced 

every challenge, developing resilience and independence during their 

week away from home. 

The weather was stunning and allowed for a wide variety of activities, 

such as the river hop, kayaking, paddle boarding, surfing and 

completing the Maximus programme at Waimarino Water park. The 

most challenging but exciting event was the ‘blob’ - where students 

jumped from a high board onto the inflatable ‘blob’, sending their 

peers flying into the river. 

The evenings were also jam-packed with exciting activities and games 

such as the all-time favourite spotlight, and a waka ride through the 

glow worm canyon. 

Year 5 and 6 Camp
Shakespear Lodge, Whangaparoa

The Year 5 and 6 students made their way to 

Whangaparaoa’s Shakespear Lodge to immerse 

themselves in a range of challenging water-based 

activities, putting their emerging leadership and 

collaborative skills to the test.   

The Year 5 students took part in orienteering, 

built rafts, went sailing and learned about boat 

safety. The Year 6 group on the other hand, took 

part in archery, mountainboarding, raft building, 

coasteering, kayaking and rock climbing.

The girls displayed great determination to succeed 

in the wide range of activities on offer. It was great 

to see them support and help one another along 

the way, as not every task was easy! It was fantastic 

to see the girls enjoying each other’s company and 

making the most of their time away. 
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Chalmers Wins Swimming 

Confidence in the water was evident at the swimming championships this 

year, as the girls raced for podium places and House points. 

Spread over three days, the students displayed great sportsmanship and 

talent as they swam their breaststroke, back stroke, freestyle and butterfly 

heats. The first day of racing for the Year 4 to 8 students was preliminary 

races only, where students raced to gain places in the finals the following 

day. The students, staff and supporters were fortunate to celebrate the girls’ 

success in beautiful weather. 

The Year 0 to 3 students, on the other hand, were not quite so lucky when it 

came to the weather. The morning races started out with beautiful sunshine, 

but by the last quarter, heavy rain fell, and the temperature dropped, resulting 

in the girls finishing their races early. 

Well done to Chalmers House who came out of top, just beating Wishart out of 

contention, having placed first equal with them last year. 

Our thanks to parent, Andrew Cornaga from Photosports for sharing 

some of his photos.

Girls’ School Swimming Championships 

Year 1 Champions 

1st= Evie Reynolds CH

1st= Kayla Richardson CH

3rd Charlotte Dobson WI

Year 2 Champions

1st Alyssa Wray HA

2nd Darci Barnes CA

3rd Lena Sun CH

Year 3 Champions

1st Emily Albrecht HA

2nd Chloe King CA

3rd= Lola Leport-Symonds WI

3rd= Bella Boyd CA

Year 4 Champions

1st Zara Hong CH

2nd Eve Van Aalst CH

3rd Kasey Wray HA

Year 5 Champions

1st Daniella Gillard CA

2nd= Amelia Hardie WI

2nd= Zimo Ge HA

Year 6 Champions

1st Sienna Robertshaw CH

2nd Pieter Spencer CH

3rd Bianca Ivanova WI

Year 7 Champions

1st Kayla Knight CH

2nd Jaime Knight CH

3rd Kate Slyfield CH

Year 8 Champions

1st Amelia Duff CH

2nd Emma Wang WI

3rd Jade Bevans CA

HOUSE CHAMPIONS

1ST CHALMERS

2ND WISHART

3RD HAMILTON

4TH CARGILL



The Best-Laid Plans 
often go Awry 
How appropriate is that quote after the weeks we have just experienced? 

Perhaps it is a timely reminder that we should not always expect 

for things to turn out to plan. It is, however, important to note how 

people respond when things go wrong. What do they do to cope, 

how do they implement change and are the prepared to adapt?

Throughout the year, schools must be organised to ensure that the 

day, the week and the term run smoothly for boys, parents and staff. 

Events must be calendared according to availability, seasons, weather 

conditions and, perhaps, taking into consideration outside influences 

such as zone championships or cultural festivals. When events are 

locked in, detailed planning is undertaken to ensure that everyone 

involved is aware of timings, responsibilities and outcomes. 

When disruption happens, we experience many different emotions 

as we endeavour to process exactly what this means to us now or in 

the future.

Initially, it is okay to be annoyed, frustrated and even angry, however, 

those feelings won’t provide an alternative or a solution. Accept that 

‘it is what it is!’ and then plan to immediately respond in the most 

effective way possible. Once in this mode, you can make changes or 

adapt as new information comes to hand or you see where changes 

are required to provide a better outcome.

Our Journey of Acceptance, Action, Review, Improvement, Growth

Accept: There was a sense that things were coming to a 

head when WHO classified Covid-19 as a pandemic 

and the spread across Europe was spiralling out of 

control. At Saint Kentigern, both at school and as a 

wider organisation, planning was well underway, 

looking at different scenarios for if and when 

schools would be closed. While there had been 

a glimmer of hope that we would make it to 

the scheduled holiday period, this was quickly 

scuppered when the Government announced on 

Monday 23 March that the country would move 

into Alert Level 3 and two days later would 

be at Alert Level, 4 which in effect closed all 

businesses, schools and workplaces, other than 

those deemed essential services.

The decision was made for us and we had two 

days to get everything up and running before 

our school gates were closed, along with 

our access to resources.

Action: With a shorter timeframe 

than anticipated, decisions and 

immediate action was required 

to ensure we could deliver a 

Distance Learning programme 

to our students. Learning packs 

were prepared for students in 

Years 1 – 6 for collection on 

Tuesday and Wednesday, prior 

to the enforced Lockdown at 

11.59pm. School laptops were made available for families who had 

indicated they required one. Day 1 of Distance Learning rolled into 

action for the entire school on Wednesday 25 March. 

Whilst the Ministry of Education made the announcement to close 

state schools for the holiday period, reopening for Term 2 after 

Easter, Saint Kentigern joined other independent schools in making 

the decision to keep on with our Distance Learning programme 

and finish Term 1 at the Easter break. We felt that the immediate 

continuation from classroom to Distance Learning would be more 

beneficial to both students and parents. Maintaining a routine in 

the initial stages was important for the boys to ensure continuity of 

learning, while at the same time keeping the boys engaged in activity, 

allowing parents to adapt to their changing landscape.

Review: After a week of Distance Learning, each of the Syndicates 

undertook a survey in order to get feedback from parents to gauge 

the effectiveness of our programmes.

Improvement: The survey feedback was analysed with trends 

noted. Changes were made to programmes that reflected the 

feedback received.

Growth: This has been an incredible journey of learning that has 

opened up new ideas, innovations and pedagogy that will benefit 

both staff and students when ‘normalcy’ returns.

Key learnings: 

• Starting each day with a Chapel Chat with Reverend Hardie 

 connected our community and lifted our spirits

• Students need to know that there is a plan in place to reschedule 

 those special events that were put on hold, and school

 management need to make sure they do happen 

• Schools, their special character, the opportunities they offer, and

 their communities cannot be replaced by digital or Distance Learning

• People crave physical contact, interaction and collaboration

• Digital platforms must be simple and allow multiple ways to 

 deliver content

• Screen time must be carefully considered

• Academic learning and wellbeing of students is equally important.

• Videos of teachers with messages, welcomes or instruction are 

 most effective

• A forum to ask questions or seek clarity is essential

• Age and stage of students requires different delivery methods 

 and expectations

• Feedback on student work submitted is crucial

• Designing tasks that require students to collaborate and take 

 responsibility must be included

At the time of writing, I am sure that staff, parents and boys are 

looking forward to returning to school as there is only so much we 

can do in our bubbles!

Fides Servanda Est

Mr Peter Cassie,  

Principal
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Prefect Team 
Commissioned

During a special service attended by their parents and 

invited guests, the Boys’ School Prefect team for 2020 was 

commissioned. For the newly elected Head Boy, James Hiddleston 

and Deputy Head Boy, Louis Spillane, this was a particularly proud 

day! These fine, young men both have the capability to serve and 

lead the School with distinction. 

Principal, Mr Peter Cassie welcomed Head of Saint Kentigern, 

Mr David Hodge along with this year’s College Head Boy, Will 

Bason and his Deputy, Hayden Joyce. Also attending was Michael 

Hiddleston, this year’s Head Boy at Auckland Grammar. All three of 

these boys began their schooling at Saint Kentigern from Year 1 at 

the Boys’ School.

In addressing the new prefect team, Will said, ‘Set a goal for 

yourself every day; it doesn’t matter how small the goal but 

remember these are small steps to achieving dreams. Saint 

Kentigern and our core values of Respect, Integrity, Service, 

Excellence and Love create a perfect environment for you to 

achieve goals. So set your goals high because the chances are 

Saint Kentigern will help you achieve them.’

Mr Cassie came forward to challenge both James and Louis with 

the Prefect Pledge: ‘Gentlemen, do you promise to uphold the 

values and standards of Saint Kentigern Boys’ School and to serve 

its students, teachers and parents to the best of your ability and 

for the glory of God?’ The boys signed the Prefect Ledger, first 

started in 1995, then introduced the rest of their prefect team 

to the School, as they in turn accepted the duties of leadership; 

committing to serving Saint Kentigern with pride. 

HEAD BOY -  
James Hiddleston
James started at the Boys’ School as a 

Year 0 student in 2012. With two older 

brothers, Michael and Thomas, having 

paved the way, James was well-versed in 

what it means to be a son of Kentigern. 

He follows in the footsteps of his brother, 

Michael, who was also Head Boy in 2015 

and who has been named the 2020 Head 

Boy at Auckland Grammar. Right from the 

outset, James quickly made his mark both in the classroom and on the 

sports field. His achievements and contribution have been amazing, 

and his determination coupled with his competitive spirit has clearly 

been evident. Over his years at the School, he has been awarded many 

prizes from public speaking to numerous sporting awards.

James leads by example. He is making the most of every opportunity 

available, giving of his best in all that he undertakes. He is articulate, 

well-mannered and above all, a humble young man. As James 

undertakes his final year at the Boys’ School, we know he will do 

so with determination and a genuine passion to live our school 

values. We look forward to James’ leadership of our school in 

2020, confident that he will do so with enthusiasm, energy and a 

commitment to serve us all.

DEPUTY HEAD BOY -  
Louis Spillane
Louis started at the Boys’ School as a Year 

7 student last year. Right from his first 

day, he made an impression as a boy who 

embraced his new school with confidence 

and a willingness to take part of all aspects 

of school life. As Louis became more 

familiar with his surrounds, his sense of 

commitment and dedication was apparent 

as he became involved with the Kapa Haka 

group, the All Comers Choir, learning the guitar and being a Middle 

School Monitor. He was also quickly spotted as a skilled footballer and 

was duly selected into the 1st XI Football team. 

His emerging leadership skills were also recognised by his peers when 

he was elected as a School Councillor to represent his class on the 

Council. Louis also worked hard in the classroom and his effort and 

attainment grades were consistently good.During Term 4 last year, 

Louis instigated a plan for a special Mufti Day at school to help raise 

funds for animals affected by the Australian Bushfires, raising $2,600 

from this initiative.Louis exemplifies the Saint Kentigern Way through 

his actions and shows his ability to be an outstanding and dedicated 

leader. We are confident that Louis will rise to the challenge of being 

the Deputy Head Boy and give of his very best in all that he does.

2020 Boys’ School Prefect Team 
Head Prefect   James Hiddleston

Deputy Head Prefect Louis Spillane 

Chapel Prefect  Tom Tipler

Council Prefect  Nathan Dick

Academic Prefect  Adam Andrews 

Sports Prefect  Spencer Leighton

Cultural Prefect  Arden Matheson

Junior School Prefect Lachlan Hay

Middle School Prefect James Knottenbelt

Cargill House Leaders Seth Mellis-Glynn, Jaden Renault Pollard 

Chalmers House Leaders Luca Evans, Naveen ter Wal  

Hamilton House Leaders Fletcher Clarke,Rafi Newland

Wishart House Leaders Ari Taylor , Devaansh Gupta 
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With thanks to Boys’ School Director of Pedagogy, Mrs Kellie Carpenter

We all want to feel cared for, valued and inspired by the 

significant people in our world. Some of the world’s most 

famous people point to a special teacher as the inspiration behind 

their success. Microsoft founder, Bill Gates credits a teacher who 

challenged him, with giving him the drive to achieve his ground-

breaking goals.  When the relationship between teachers and their 

students is good, the students are more likely to feel positive about 

school, be willing to challenge themselves, risk making mistakes and 

ask for help when they need it. 

At the Boys’ School, our staff started the year by investing time 

into exploring the importance of the teacher-student relationship.  

Through our professional learning, we developed an even greater 

understanding that a boy’s relationship with his teacher is primary to 

the success of his learning journey. We shared an understanding that 

boys value authenticity, and they want to be appreciated and known 

by their teachers. The research is clear, boys become invested and 

engaged when they know their teachers care about them.

As the pandemic reached the shores of New Zealand, we knew 

that the student-teacher relationship was going to be vital during 

an extended period of distance learning, when the boys and their 

teachers went home to their own bubbles, spread across Auckland, 

to continue the teaching and learning programme.  At the time, 

education expert, John Hattie said that to, ‘best exploit distance 

learning during the pandemic, there is a need to optimise the social 

interaction and connection between students and teachers.’  

As the boys left school to continue learning from their bubble, we 

knew that connection and continuity needed to be at the heart of the 

distance learning programme for all. Ready to adapt to the changing 

circumstances, our teachers made the best use of the technology 

available, to help maintain these strong relationships. 

From virtual school assemblies and a memorable Anzac Service 

to fun house competitions, our Deans connected daily with their 

syndicates to keep school life ticking over. Everyone loved dialling 

into Reverend Hardie’s daily Chapel Chats for a word of inspiration, a 

sense of connection and to hear the latest daily challenge. Our Head 

Prefect, James Hiddleston even created a school-wide Mother’s Day 

fun craft activity.  

We knew how important it would be that the boys’ learning had 

continuity and so the students at all year levels had a daily routine 

of structured lessons, using platforms such as OLE and Microsoft 

Teams video calling. The use of video conferencing ensured that the 

boys remained connected with their teachers, as well as providing 

opportunities to interact with fellow students, and the boys were 

continually provided feedback so they understood their next 

learning steps.  

Lockdown  
Strengthens Relationships
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The pastoral care of our boys was also a key focus during this time.  

Our teachers started every day by connecting with their classes 

and this allowed us to develop a better understanding of how this 

challenging time was impacting our boys and the wider school 

community.  Adam Andrews in Year 8 said that, ‘The tutor group calls 

at the start of the day gave me time to prepare, get ready for the 

following subjects and connect with my friends.’ 

Year 8 student, Sam Bashford reflected on his time during distance 

learning and the support that he received saying that, ‘We had our 

teachers guiding us through the lesson and helping us when we were 

confused or unsure. When we have our teachers very accessible, it 

can make some things easier.’  

Middle School teacher, Sam Mackarell shared his thoughts about 

how important the student-teacher relationship had been for him 

during distance learning, ‘Making strong connections with my 

boys at the very start of the year was an invaluable asset for me 

when it came to distance learning. I knew the individual learning 

needs which allowed me to cater for them throughout the distance 

learning programme.’

Likewise, teachers, Kate Fowler (Year 0) and Ellen Benes (Year 7) 

both reflected on their experiences with their boys.  Kate felt that, 

‘Forming relationships at the beginning of the year has proven to 

be vital during the lockdown period.  It signified the importance of 

building strong relationships between students, school and home.’  

Ellen said she believed that the distance learning environment helped 

her to learn even more about her students and see them where 

they are most comfortable – at home. This has now added a new 

dynamic to the student-teacher relationship and ‘has allowed genuine 

connection and care to occur.’  

Thrown into a full distance learning programme at short notice had 

its challenges, however, everything is possible if you have the right 

attitude. Principal Mr Peter Cassie said, ‘Having an oversight of each 

of the Syndicates and their learning programmes gave me a very 

clear picture of what was happening for all concerned, whether a 

staff member, parent or student. I also had the privilege of attending 

various teacher and student Teams Meetings. It became glaringly 

obvious that the relationship and connection between teachers 

and students was absolutely critical in achieving desired learning 

outcomes. Being able to engage at a personal level for instruction, 

clarity of task or feedback was the determining factor for confidence 

and ultimately the achievement of set work.’ 

‘I believe that following our enforced Lockdown, the relationships 

between student and teacher, son and parents, and parent and 

teacher has become stronger. Families and teachers were incredibly 

supportive and understanding of each other. All parties now fully 

understand how important the school and home partnership is, to 

ensure the very best outcome for the boys. 
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3D Help in Time of Need

During Lockdown, Year 8 student, James Hunter saw a news item on television putting out the call 

for volunteers with access to 3D printers to assist in creating PPE type face shields to protect front 

line staff who worked for ‘essential services.’  James made contact through the website of ShieldsUp, 

an initiative bringing volunteer workers into a virtual space to assist, and received a 3D printing file 

in return, to produce the head pieces that support the shields. James said it took approximately two 

hours to print the band for each head piece, adhering to the conditions set out by ShieldsUp. He had 

also received the laser cut face masks from another source and assembled these to the bands he had 

created to strict specifications.

Having assembled and packed 24 completed face shields, he was proud to deliver them to Ascot 

Radiology near his home, chosen from a suggested list of centres grateful to receive extra supplies.

Service plays an important part of a Saint Kentigern education and we encourage our students to 

look for ways they can offer help in meaningful ways. Well done James for stepping up to help in a time 

of need.

Virtual Anzac Service

Despite the country being in Lockdown, Chaplain 

to the Schools, Reverend Reuben Hardie did not 

see this as an obstacle to the tradition of bringing the 

Boys’ School and Girls’ School communities together to 

‘stand at dawn’ in remembrance of the fallen on Anzac 

Day – albeit, in a virtual setting this year. Anzac Day is 

a day for remembering service and sacrifice in conflict, 

and the strength that comes from working together 

to overcome adversity. In our own adverse moment 

in history, as we locked down in our family bubbles, 

ever aware of the tragedy that continued to unfold 

across the world,  we drew on the many qualities that 

the enduring Anzac spirit has taught us – mateship, 

endurance, good humour, ingenuity and courage. 

In true Saint Kentigern tradition, lone piper, Year 8 

student, Spencer Leighton had the honour of opening 

the service - and like all other contributors to the 

service, this was recorded from home!

After welcoming all those who joined the service 

online, Boys’ School Principal, Mr Peter Cassie, recalled 

the dark days on the Gallipoli Peninsula in 1915 that 

left a powerful and enduring Anzac legacy. Reverend 

Hardie spoke of the courage of the Anzacs, that 

continues to be an inspiration for us 100 years on. 

Representatives from both the Boys’ School and the 

Girls’ School had a part to play. Girls’ School teacher, Mr 

Isaac Williams and his wife, Chloe, led the singing of the 

National Anthem before Girls’ School Chapel Prefect, 

Nora Cafferly read the Bible passage from John’s 

Gospel. Former Boys’ School student, now professional 

singer, Paddy Leishman sang ‘Sons of Gallipoli’ and 

Boys’ School Head Boy, James Hiddleston, did a superb 

job of presenting the evocative Western Front poem, 

‘In Flanders Fields,’ before Girls’ School teacher, Miss 

Candace Cassie, led the singing of 'Māori Battalion.’ 

As the service came to an end, Year 3 student, Kai 

Stevens, was called on to deliver Binyon’s immortal 

lines ‘We will remember them’ from his poem, ‘For the 

Fallen,’ followed by the ‘Last Post,’ played by itinerant 

music teacher, Tom Chester.

Following Rev Hardie’s blessing, Boys’ School Head of 

Curriculum, Mr Kurt Dorset, concluded the video with a 

‘Lockdown Cooking Show’ to encourage the students to 

create a healthy Anzac Family Breakfast!

Recording
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The Power of Yet
There is a difference between not knowing, and not knowing yet.

When the Junior School boys returned to school at the start 

of the year, there was a superhero in their midst. It was not 

Superman or Spiderman, but a simple, little three letter word that 

packed a powerful punch – the word was ‘yet.’ 

Bedecked with a superhero livery, ‘The Power of Yet’ poster was 

placed at the entrance to the Junior School, as a reminder to the 

boys that with the correct mindset, they have the ability and power 

to self-improve.

In life, it can be an easy choice to just stick with what you know, only 

wanting to do the things you know you are good at, or at least know 

you can achieve – for it lessens the risk of failure. It takes a change 

of mindset to move beyond that, to not let the risk you may fail, stop 

you from working to improve. It’s important to know that setbacks, 

can actually provide a way forward and that deep understanding 

takes time.

Professor of Psychology at Stanford University, Carol Dweck, a 

pioneering researcher in the psychology of motivation, is known for 

her work on the psychological trait of mindset. Her popular TED talks 

have helped spread the thinking about the impact that moving from 

a fixed mindset to a growth mindset could have on an individual’s 

ability to grow and learn. She said, ‘In a ‘fixed mindset,’ students 

believe that their basic abilities, their intelligence and their talents 

are just fixed traits – they have a certain amount, and that's that. In a 

‘growth mindset,’ students understand that their talents and abilities 

can be developed through effort, persistence and time.’ 

Dweck’s concept is based on the premise that just because you 

haven’t accomplished a task yet, that you cannot or should not try, 

and it certainly does not mean that you should give up. Your ‘yet’ is 

coming – it’s just not here yet. The simple word can instil a hope in us 

to not give up. 

For our Junior School boys, the word ‘yet’ was a powerful goalsetting 

tool, as they began to see a challenge as an opportunity to learn. The 

superhero ‘Yet’ poster was soon surrounded by statements from the 

youngsters, as they pondered on what they would like to achieve:

‘I can’t write long stories…YET!’

‘I can’t spell really tricky words…YET!’

‘I can’t count to 1000…YET!’

‘I can’t skip with a skipping rope…YET!’

‘I can’t swim 8 lengths of the pool…YET!’

‘I can’t solve challenging multiplication…YET!’

‘I can’t tie my shoelaces…YET’

‘I can’t cut with scissors…YET’

‘Yet’ became a strong motivator, changing an otherwise negative 

statement to a positive one. The boys came to understand that ‘I may 

not be good at it yet, but I could be if I work at it.’  Can’t becomes 

could, and could becomes can. 

At each step of the way, reflection also played a part as we 

encouraged the boys to think about strategies they used - what 

worked, what didn’t, what could they do differently next time?

In a world of ‘instant’ everything, resilience is a skill that could easily 

be eroded. At the Boys’ School, we are passionate about developing 

resilient learners who embrace challenge, keep trying to overcome 

problems and understand that there is value in making mistakes, 

if they use it as an opportunity to learn, for learning is not always 

easy. We encourage curiosity in our boys and the confidence to keep 

asking questions.

There is certainly power in positive thinking as it can help the boys 

to reframe how they face challenges. The subtle shift in adding the 

word ‘yet,’ opens a whole world of possibilities – ‘yet’ is definitely a 

superhero in our eyes!
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Chalmers Wins Swimming Sports

In a summer like no other, with endless days of sunshine, the pool was a welcome respite for the 

boys in the first term. The clear blue skies, day after day, ensured an uninterrupted swimming 

programme from the very first day back. By the time the Junior, Middle and Senior School 

swimming events came around, the boys were ready to dive in and give it their best! 

There is a huge amount of organisation that goes into these days with well over 300 separate races 

to get organised, involving marshals to get the swimmers to the starting blocks, race-starters, time-

keepers and results recorders and, of course, the boys themselves - every single one of them had 

the chance to swim! 

The Juniors were the first to put their skills to the test, with the youngest making use of swimming 

aids under the watchful eye of the Year 8 support team, whilst others mastered the full length of 

the pool under their own steam. The Middle School followed the next day with a great day of racing 

for well-skilled swimmers – and still the sun shone down! The Senior event the following day was a 

‘drought-breaker!’ Sun and rain were on repeat throughout the day. Umbrellas went up and down 

amongst the spectators and while the rain made little difference to the boys powering down the 

pool, it was certainly challenging at times for the parents at the end of the pool timing the races! 

The final races of each day caught the attention of all the spectators who cheered on those seeking a 

podium spot, often with just a hair’s breadth between them at the finish line! 

With the individual champions decided, the boys were looking forward to the House Relays and zone 

championships for those who had qualified, but that was not to be as the Covid-19 Lockdown 

restrictions came into place. Better luck next year!

A Taste of the Outdoors

At a time of year when the older students at all three Saint 

Kentigern schools are heading away to camp, our youngest boys 

in the Junior School had their own small taste of life in the outdoors. 

With the trees below Roselle Lawn starting to turn colour and a 

carpet of autumnal leaves crunching underfoot, the boys in Years 1 

-3 each had their turn to experience ‘EOTC’ (Education Outside The 

Classroom), to lay the groundwork for when they head away to camp 

in Year 4.

Using the outdoor expertise of Todd Dorset (brother of staff 

member, Kurt), each year group rotated around three set activities, 

but it was the Year 3s who worked together on the first day to erect 

the tents.

Making ropes from flax leaves required the boys to work co-

operatively. They learnt how to strip and prepare the flax, taking 

responsibility for handling the ‘stripping knives.’ The boys took 

turns communicating their ideas to each other, learning which ideas 

worked best.

Todd spoke to the boys about the duty of care we should have for 

the bush – when we take away, to also make sure we give back. With 

that in mind, the boys were set the task of creating wildflower seed 

bombs to attract bees and butterflies. Digging their hands into a 

bucket of sloppy mud, initially proved a challenge for some, but it 

wasn’t long before they all dug in and rolled a seed ball to dry in the 

sun! These will be scattered later and with a little water, will rehydrate 

to release the seeds to encourage pollen-filled wildflowers.

As a respite from activity, the boys were encouraged 

to take quiet time out to read in either the tents or 

in hammocks dotted around amongst the trees. The 

lower end of Roselle Lawn is a world away from the 

heart of the campus. Our boys are fortunate to attend 

a school with such easy access to natural woodland 

and an amazing outlook across the blue water of the 

Orakei Basin. It was the perfect setting to experience 

a little taste of the camps to come!

HOUSE SWIMMING 
CHAMPIONS

1ST CHALMERS

2ND HAMILTON

3RD CARGILL

4TH WISHART



BOYS’ SCHOOL SWIMMING CHAMPIONS

YEAR 1 CHAMPIONS

1st = James Bruford (H)

1st = Jack Stephens (CA)

3rd Felix Newland (H)

YEAR 2 CHAMPIONS

1st Jeremy Wu (W)

2nd Quinn Palmer (CA)

3rd Darren Lin (W)

YEAR 3 CHAMPIONS

1st Joshua Qu (W)

2nd Austin Chen (CH)

3rd Austin Watson (CH)

YEAR 4 CHAMPIONS

1st Austin Zhao (CA)

2nd James Zhang (H)

3rd Matthew Lamb (W)

YEAR 5 CHAMPIONS

1st Ryan Zhou (H)

2nd Benjamin Durose (CH)

3rd Harry Lynn (CA)

YEAR 6 CHAMPIONS

1st Michael Sun (H)

2nd Hugo Bricklebank (H)

3rd Toby McFarlane (CA)

YEAR 7 CHAMPIONS

1st Thomas Campion (CH)

2nd Max Trankels (H)

3rd Lachlna Schnauer (CH)

YEAR 8 CHAMPIONS

1st Luca Joint-Rotondo (H)

2nd Oscar Bower (W)

3rd Charlie Russell (CH)
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Busy, Active, Engaged and Challenged!

YEAR 4 CAMP 

Peter Snell Youth Village in 

Whangaparaoa

With the theme of ‘Shakespear 

Survivor’ the Year 4 boys 

had a chance to experience 

orienteering, archery, hobo 

stoves, a Burma trail, bivouac 

building, wall climbing, rifles, 

slingshot paintball, slippery 

slide and an initiative course - 

the activities were all designed 

with boys in mind to keep our 

them busy, active, engaged and 

challenged. And with the beach 

on the doorstep, there were 

plenty of opportunities for beach 

sports and kayaking!  For most 

of these boys, it was their first 

experience of being away from 

home in a camp setting – and 

they were keen to give it their 

all and be the ones selected as 

‘Camp Legends’ at the end of 

each day.

YEAR 5 CAMP

MERC, Long Bay

A week jam packed with marine-

based education and outdoor 

recreational activities kept our Year 5 

boys challenged with a daily rotation 

of activities that both tested them 

mentally and physically. Both land and 

water based, the activities included 

abseiling, climbing, paddle boarding, 

canoeing, orienteering, a giant’s ladder, 

slingshot, archery, raft building and 

sailing. The boys were also given the 

opportunity to give back to the Long 

Bay community by removing weeds 

that were suffocating the native plants 

on the dunes. 

Whilst the boys in Years 1-3 had a taste of the ‘great outdoors’ on Roselle Lawn, the boys in Years 4-8 headed 

away to camp. No matter what the age group or the location of the camp, all our camps away aim to offer new 

experiences, develop independence, discover self-confidence and help the boys find success in the face of 

new challenges. The boys returned to school at the end of their week, brimming with excitement and totally 

exhausted!
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YEAR 6 CAMP 
Kaueranga Valley

Located just outside Thames and surrounded by 

hill country farms, the acres of terraced grasslands 

overlooking the Kaueranga River proved to be a 

fantastic spot for the boys to get away from the 

busyness of citylife and get busy in the outdoors. With 

a river running through the camp, there was plenty of 

opportunity to get out on the kayaks. Go karts, BMX 

riding, archery and a flying fox also featured. By far 

one of the most memorable activities for the boys was 

the mud slide – any chance to get wet and muddy!

YEAR 7 CAMP

Camp Manaia, Whangarei Heads

Year 7 headed north to the Whangarei 

Heads, alternating the 137 boys between 

two campsites - Camp Manaia, a more 

traditional campsite, and Jagger Camp, 

which is wild and rustic without any 

boundaries. The two sites offered two very 

different camp experiences! The boys loved 

the mix of locations, spending two nights at 

each but especially enjoyed their nights at 

Jagger Camp in the bush. This was camping 

in its truest form with the boys experiencing 

real bush life. They learned how to start a 

fire without matches, weave flax to make 

fishing lines to catch their own food, and 

cooked bush pizza and damper doughnuts 

over an open fire.  To add to the experience, 

the boys slept in hammocks in the trees or 

in tepees with some boys electing to simply 

sleep out under the stars on the sand dunes!

YEAR 8 

Tongariro Adventure

Now a fixture, the Year 8 boys headed to 

Tongariro National Park for their annual 

camp with blue skies all week. Spread 

across three locations, each group had a 

day on the lake in kayaks or canoes, a local 

activity day and an overnight expedition 

that encompassed many fantastic activities.  

The heart of the camp was the expedition 

that each team undertook.  This involved 

packing a pack, hiking to various locations, 

making shelter and undertaking different 

activities along the way.  Caving, abseiling, 

rock climbing, flying fox, canoeing as well as 

making camp, cooking their own food and 

ensuring that all members of the group were 

looked after were necessary for each student.  

The boys spent two days and one night out in 

the bush relying on their own resilience and 

each other’s before returning to the lodges.  
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Dear Dr Reverend MacFarlan

I never had the chance to meet you, yet in my short time here, I feel 

I know you so well from the powerful legacy you have created. I’m 

writing across the years to tell you about an experience that I feel you 

would appreciate.

I have recently joined the staff at Saint Kentigern College and on my 

first day I was privileged to attend a welcome assembly – a far cry 

from your first day in 1953, when you and your staff of four teachers 

gathered with 93 boys for the first ever College assembly. Standing 

to attention in front of the original three-room school, you, your staff 

and your first intake of students were surrounded by a sea of muddy 

paddocks awaiting development.

How different was my experience! I waited at the entrance to the 

MacFarlan Centre, the striking centre of administration built in more 

recent times at the entrance to the College and named in your 

honour. A building that now houses a hub of activity. In your day, Sir, I 

know you attended to all the administration yourself.

Dr John Kernohan, the Chairman of the Board and Mr David Hodge, 

the Head of Saint Kentigern, joined me as we were piped to assembly 

by Year 12 lone piper, Cameron Dean. The skirl of the bagpipes is now 

a proud Saint Kentigern tradition; a reflection of our Scottish roots 

and your own Scottish heritage.

As we walked across the campus, the view to Rangitoto was stunning. 

That is something that hasn’t changed; a view your family would 

remember well from your Headmaster’s House by the College gates. 

You, like me today, probably revelled in this view, thinking how 

fortunate our students were, and now are, to have the privilege of 

such an amazing 

campus.

It was a beautiful 

day and the 

campus was 

silent as we made 

our way to the 

awaiting assembly. 

The College has 

now outgrown 

Elliot Hall, so 

proudly built in 

your day. Full 

College assemblies 

are now held in the 

Sports Centre - not 

the gymnasium of 

early days, that’s 

now our Music 

Centre.

As I entered, you 

would have been 

impressed and 

proud of your 

school. Over 

2000 students 

were standing in 

respectful silence, 

dressed proudly 

A Letter to our  
Founding Headmaster
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in their 

blue blazers, along with a staff of over 200. As I reflect back, there 

was a clear impression of far-reaching tradition, a deep sense of 

respect and most importantly, a strong feeling of the importance 

placed on excellence in education.

That evening, my family returned for my Commissioning Service in 

the Chapel of Saint Kentigern, the cornerstone of our campus, the 

Chapel you built for your community, and used by many families 

since, to come together and explore the Christian values upon which 

the College was founded. Dr Kernohan read the same words to me 

that were read to you 67 years ago when you were commissioned; the 

same words repeated at the commissioning of every Saint Kentigern 

Principal since, committing me to the care of the College and its 

students, and to continue to ‘keep the faith,’ continuing your legacy 

of Saint Kentigern’s founding motto, ‘Fides servanda est – the Faith 

must be kept.’

It would be lovely to walk through the campus with you. While many 

new buildings have taken shape where mud once lay, the heartbeat 

of the campus remains the same - the warm, friendly nature of the 

students and our staff. As I smile and say hello to students, I am 

greeted in return with an enthusiastic ‘Good morning Sir!’ The positive 

attitude and pride in their College shines from these students. It 

would make you smile, as it does me.

As we continue our walk in the afternoon, after classes have finished, 

we will come across musicians, dancers and actors practising, and 

sports teams across the many codes working through their drills. 

There are students and staff working out in the Fitness Centre, bands 

and orchestras rehearsing in the Music Centre, artists painting in the 

Jack Paine Centre and debaters debating in the Goodfellow Centre. 

At every turn, there is a buzz of activity in progress. I know you will 

agree that busy children are happy children!

Our students continue to come from all around Auckland, and far 

beyond, but today our College is ‘co-ed.’ As someone who came 

through single sex education myself, I can honestly say that I see the 

real benefit of a ‘co-ed’ environment. From the College’s early days 

of a boys only school, you will know well the ‘traits’ of boys. Girls too 

have their ways and so it was a wise decision made, when girls first 

joined the College, to create a ‘parallel education’ model, where boys 

and girls are taught in single gender classrooms during their younger 

teenage years, before bringing them to work together in their senior 

years, to prepare them for life beyond the College gates. This looks to 

be working very well and I think it would meet with your approval.

I think there is much to meet your approval. Our College has been 

built on a solid foundation that began with your first day in 1953. 

Much has changed but much also remains the same. I am honoured to 

be the 8th Principal of Saint Kentigern College; this is a very special 

place and I wanted to share with you, Sir, how proud I am to serve our 

school, and how proud you deserve to be of your legacy. 

COLLEGE
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IIt is with great pleasure that we introduce our Senior Leaders for Teaching and Learning, Mrs Angee Robertson, Mrs Pat Baird, Mr Eric Wall, Mr 

Chris Bright and Mr Duncan McQueen. In particular, we extend a warm welcome to Mr Wall and Mr Bright who joined the College this year. The 

full Senior Leadership team also includes the Chaplain, Reverend Smith and Operations Manager, Ms Kate Offord. Newly appointed Assistant 

Principal and Director of Student Futures, Mrs Hannah Williams, will be introduced in the next issue of Piper.

Mrs Angee Robertson – Curriculum and Learning 

Mrs Robertson joined the College at the start of 2019, coming to 

us from St Margaret’s College in Christchurch, where she had been 

Head of English since 2015. Prior to that, she was the Director of High 

Performance at Shirley Boys’ High School for three years, having 

taught English, Media Studies and Drama there since 2006. Mrs 

Robertson has been recognised for her superb classroom practice and 

pedagogy, with a nomination for the NEITA Excellence in Teaching 

Award in 2011, as well as being awarded the prestigious Woolf Fisher 

Fellowship for Teaching, Learning and Leadership in 2014. Mrs 

Robertson will be working with our Heads of Department to continue 

our drive to meet high expectations for Academic Excellence. 

Mr Eric Wall - Pastoral Care, Middle School

Mr Wall joined us at the beginning of 2020 as the new Deputy 

Principal of pastoral care for our Middle School students. He came 

from Howick College, where he was Deputy Principal for four years, 

leading a variety of areas, with specific expertise in pastoral care, 

student leadership and academic tracking.  Prior to that, he was 

Assistant Principal at Sir Edmund Hillary Collegiate in Otara for eight 

years. His teaching specialities are Health and Physical Education, 

and Technology.  Mr Wall completed his Master’s in Educational 

Leadership from Victoria University in 2018 and his thesis explored 

the benefits of single sex classes in a co-educational setting. Eric is a 

firm believer in the importance of relationships to enhance a student’s 

wellbeing and educational outcomes.  His goals include offering an 

extraordinary level of care for students and providing pathways for 

them to develop their leadership and service potential within the 

College and wider community.

Mr Chris Bright – Pastoral Care, Senior School

We welcomed Mr Chris Bright at the start of 2020 from Albany 

Senior High School in Auckland, where he had been an Across School 

Leader for the Albany Schools Community of Learning and a Specialist 

Subject Leader for Health and Physical Education. Prior to that, he 

was Head of Health and Physical Education at Whangaparaoa College 

and a Senior Dean at Takapuna Grammar School. He has postgraduate 

qualifications in Educational Leadership and Health Science. Mr Bright 

will be leading student care and well-being by working with the 

pastoral care team to support our senior students to enable 

them to achieve personal excellence. 

Mrs Pat Baird – Curriculum and Learning

Mrs Baird has a long association with Saint Kentigern having joined 

the staff in 2003. She came from Papatoetoe High School where 

she had been the Assistant HOD for Science. At the College, 

she has taught both Physics and Chemistry to Year 13, as well as 

Junior Science. In 2009, she was appointed the Principal Nominee, 

overseeing NCEA and in 2017, she took up the role of Head of 

Science. She was awarded a Massey Scholarship to start her Master’s 

in Education which she completed in 2009. Mrs Baird will be working 

with teachers across the College to ensure a continuous improvement 

in Teaching and Learning so that our students will achieve the high 

academic goals they set for themselves.

Mr Duncan McQueen - Director of Campus Life and Special Character

Mr McQueen joined Saint Kentigern in 1998, on returning to New 

Zealand after a decade teaching in the UK at a top Independent 

School in Kent. He has had a number of leadership roles during 

his time the College. He is science and mathematics teacher and 

completed his post graduate Masters in Education while at the 

College. Most recently he was the Principal of the Middle College 

(Year 7 -10) and following the Trust Board leadership restructure 

during 2019, he has taken on the role of Director of Campus Life and 

Special Character, working with students and staff across the whole 

College. He oversees what makes Saint Kentigern special and unique, 

the vast range of co-curricular activities from the performing arts, 

sports, EOTC and service, through to the heritage, Christian values 

and Christian Education programmes. He works closely also with 

the Boarding House team and has oversight of the support of our 

International students.
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Senior Leaders L-R:  
Mr Chris Bright, Mrs Angee Robertson, Mr Eric Wall, 
Mrs Pat Baird, Mr Duncan McQueen
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At an evening Chapel Service at the conclusion of his first day as the newly appointed Principal, Mr 
Russell Brooke was commissioned as the eighth Principal to lead the College. 

On this historic occasion, Mr Brooke’s wife, Michele and his children, 

James and Grace, joined the Trust Board, senior staff and invited 

guests to witness his formal commissioning. Year 13 student, David Liu 

had the honour of piping the official party into Chapel.

In making this appointment, the Trust Board believes that Mr Brooke 

has the professional and personal qualities that are key to providing 

outstanding leadership; qualities that are aligned with the core 

values and vision for the College. He is committed to excellence in 

all endeavours and to continuing the Saint Kentigern tradition of 

‘Keeping the Faith’. 

Addressing the Brooke family, Reverend Smith said, ‘We are 

delighted to welcome you to Saint Kentigern College. Tonight, as we 

commission Russell as the Principal of our College, we do so with a 

strong sense of tradition. We remember the group of Presbyterian 

elders from Saint Andrew’s Church in the city who founded Saint 

Kentigern 67 years ago, and the seven Principals who have gone 

before. But we also commission Russell with a great sense of 

anticipation and an eye to the future as we look forward to all that he 

will bring, as he takes hold of the tiller and leads our community on.’

Following the opening prayer, Head of Saint Kentigern, Mr David 

Hodge extended his welcome, saying, ‘This is an extremely important 

moment for us as we receive the leader who will take the College 

forward into the next exciting, exacting, challenging and aspirational 

stage of its development. It is a time to look forward and to dream 

and plan.’ 

In introducing our Premier Choir, Kentoris, Reverend Smith alluded 

to Mr Brooke’s own love of music. As a talented trumpet player, we 

expect to hear a little more about that as he settles in! The choir 

sang ‘Ka waiata ki a Maria,’ accompanied by Year 12 student, Annie 

Ni on guitar.

Following the Bible reading by Head Girl, Lulu Denholm, choir 

member Christie Martel (Year 13) sang ‘Amazing Grace’ to a hushed 

congregation.

Chairman of the Board, Dr John Kernohan and Mr Brooke came 

forward for the formal commissioning, with Dr Kernohan reading the 

same words used for the commissioning of the first Head, Reverend 

Adam MacFarlan in 1953. ‘Mr Brooke, on behalf of the Saint Kentigern 

Trust Board, I now commit to your charge and care this College, the 

scholars who may from time to time be enrolled and all the staff 

who serve here, assuring you of the Board’s confidence in you, and 

support of you, to implement the objects of the Trust.  May God richly 

bless you in this task.’

In response, Mr Brooke expressed his thanks, ‘Your presence here 

is humbling. It tells me how much you care about Saint Kentigern 

College, the continuing journey and your support for me.  With age, 

we gain some gifts of wisdom, patience and seeing the world in a 

different way. As I stand before you today, I don’t think I could have 

wished, nor planned, better learning through my life’s experiences. It 

is this learning that I offer you as start my service at Saint Kentigern 

College. The opportunity to lead a school committed to excellence, 

not just in a practice, result and intent, but also to the excellence of 

its people, and a Board committed to allocating resources to achieve 

their goals, is exciting. I particularly value the opportunity to lead a 

faith-based school, with a heart anchored in Christian values. I thank 

you for the support and for the opportunity to be part of the Saint 

Kentigern family.’

New College Principal 
Commissioned
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A New Era of Leadership

Recently appointed College Principal, Mr Russell Brooke follows on from seven 

leaders who have led the College since it opened in February 1953.

 The Reverend Dr Adam M L MacFarlan came from Scotland to be the foundation 

Headmaster and continued until his retirement in 1983 when Mr Nigel R L Toy took 

up the role.  Mr Toy headed the College for 14 years until his resignation in 1997, 

when he took up a new position as Headmaster of St George’s School in Canada.  

The Reverend David Williams was the third Headmaster of Saint Kentigern College 

and following his resignation in 2001, he became the Headmaster of Kinross Wolaroi 

School in Australia.  Mr Warren Peat was Executive Head from 2001 until 2008 when 

he was appointed Headmaster of John Paul College in Brisbane. 

Mr Steve Cole became the new Head of College from the start of Term 3, 2009, with 

Mrs Suzanne Winthrop, Deputy Principal at the time, taking on the role of Acting 

Head in the intervening months until his arrival. When Mr Steve Cole resigned in April 

2017, after eight loyal years of service, the Trust Board restructured the leadership 

at the College, disestablishing the role of Head of College, to appoint Mrs Suzanne 

Winthrop, as Principal of the newly named Senior College, and Mr Duncan McQueen 

as Principal of the Middle College. In the same year, Mr David Hodge was appointed 

as Head of Saint Kentigern, a role responsible to the Trust Board for performance 

and strategic operation of all Saint Kentigern schools. 

Following two in-depth reviews during the course of 2020, the decision was made 

to return the Middle College and Senior College to a single College, to be led by a 

single Principal and the Board was pleased to appoint Mr Russell Brooke from ACG, 

Parnell in late 2019, to begin his tenure in March 2020.

Two of our youngest students from Year 7, 

Madelyn Quay-Chin and Tom Aitken, joined the 

Head Prefects, Lulu Denholm and Will Bason to 

present some gifts; a Saint Kentigern Bible and 

all the essentials for supporting students on the 

side-lines – a Saint Kentigern umbrella, jacket 

and shirt. Mr Brooke is now ready to don ‘the 

blue and white’ and cheer his students on!

As the guests filed out, the Pipes & Drums of 

Saint Kentigern played in front of the Chapel, 

the skirl of the pipes and beat of the drums a 

reminder of our Scottish roots.

The Trust Board is confident that Mr Brooke will 

provide robust and effective leadership for the 

College as it continues to build on the strong 

foundations and achievements of the past 67 

years of Independent Education.  We welcome 

Mr Brooke and his family to this, our place of 

learning and life, our ‘World of Opportunity,’ our 

special Saint Kentigern family.



HEAD GIRL:  
Lulu Denholm 

Lulu joined the Saint Kentigern family in Year 

7 and follows her sister, Isabella who was also 

Head Girl in 2017. Lulu is a focused and motivated 

young woman with well-developed leadership 

skills, who is happy serve others and lead from 

the front. Lulu was a Middle School Leader, has 

completed the New Zealand XTND two-year 

leadership course and was selected as Tearfund 

New Zealand’s first Youth Ambassador. 

Academically, Lulu is a hard-working role model 

and is an academic all-rounder. She enjoys a challenge and gained 

Excellence endorsements in both NCEA Level 1 and 2 and is now 

working towards her Level 3 qualification. 

Outside the classroom, Lulu is actively involved in the Arts, Netball 

and Kentoris, as well as working towards her Duke of Edinburgh 

Gold Award. She also volunteers at Riverhills Breakfast Club and St 

Andrew’s after school care. 

Lulu is a vibrant and caring young woman and a true Daughter of 

Kentigern, demonstrated through her servant leadership, integrity 

and humility. She is well-deserving of her selection as Head Girl.
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2020 College Prefect Team 

At the first, formal College assembly for the new year, the Prefect Leadership team was commissioned. This year we congratulate Lulu 

Denholm and Will Bason, whose leadership skills, hard work and pride in the College have seen them appointed as this year’s Head Prefects. 

Both Lulu and Will have committed themselves fully to their academic, co-curricular and service endeavours during their college years, both 

demonstrating their potential to fulfil the Saint Kentigern Vision to ‘Lead and Serve with Distinction.’

Lulu and Will will be supported by Olivia Brewster and Hayden Joyce, who have been appointed as Deputy Head Prefects, as well as an extended 

team that includes Academic, Chapel, Art, Service and Sport Prefects, and House Leaders. 

The selection of prefect roles is a lengthy process and students who are selected are often ‘all-rounders’ who have taken advantage of the many 

opportunities that Saint Kentigern has to offer. Congratulations to all the students who have been appointed as Prefects for 2020. 

HEAD BOY:  
Will Bason 
Will joined the Saint Kentigern family in Year 

1 at the Boys’ School. He is a confident and 

motivated young man who has a strong work 

ethic, which makes him a great leader and role 

model. Will loves a challenge and strives to 

achieve his goals in all of his academic, co-

curricular and service endeavours. 

Will is full of enthusiasm and willing to give 

everything a go. Academically, he achieved 

NCEA Level 1 and 2 with a Merit endorsement 

and is now working towards his Level 3 qualification. 

Outside the classroom, Will is involved with a wide range of sports, 

including being a member of the Open Water Swimming Team, 

Triathlon Team, Water Polo Premier Team and Rugby 1st XV. He is in 

the Rugby Academy and was the 2019 Swimming Sport Champion. 

Giving service, he has been a student coach for the Boys’ School 

Flippa Ball and Water Polo Teams, which has helped him build on 

his leadership skills. 

Will is a passionate and engaging young man with a drive to 

succeed. He is a true Son of Kentigern, demonstrated through his 

caring attitude, his humility, integrity and servant leadership. He is 

well-deserving of his selection as Head Boy.

DEPUTY HEAD PREFECTS:  
Olivia Brewster and  
Hayden Joyce 

Lulu and Will will benefit from the support of two 

strong Deputy Head Prefects. Olivia Brewster and 

Hayden Joyce are both responsible and mature 

senior students who are driven and attentive to their 

academic studies and co-curricular activities. Olivia 

enjoys sport and plays touch, cricket and netball 

and also coaches netball. Hayden, who joined Saint 

Kentigern at the Boys’ School in Year 1, takes part 

in debating and enjoys rowing. He was the Rowing 

Club Captain last season and often helps the club 

with maintenance duties.  

We wish all our College Prefects the very best as they taken on a full and busy year of 

leadership duties. 

2020 Leadership - 
College Prefects
Lulu Denholm (Stark) Head Girl

Will Bason (Chalmers) Head Boy

Olivia Brewster (Cargill) Deputy Head Girl

Hayden Joyce (Cargill) Deputy Head Boy

Grace Chang (Cargill) Academic Prefect

Esther Schubert (Wilson) Arts Prefect

Ivan Zhang (Wishart) Arts Prefect

Simran Chand (Cargill) Chapel Prefect

Holly Simmons (Stark) Service Prefect

Morgan Roberts (Wishart) Service Prefect

Grace Maddren (Chalmers) Sports Prefect

Alex McNaught (Chalmers) Sports Prefect
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CARGILL HOUSE PREFECTS

House Leader: Niamh Bilsborough  

House Leader: Judah Tapert 

Eric Goodger

CHALMERS HOUSE PREFECTS

House Leader: Christie Martel 

House Leader: Peter Barclay  

Moira Aneru, James Batten, 

Claudia Beere, Campbell 

Jordan 

HAMILTON HOUSE PREFECTS 

House Leader: Jessica Conover 

House Leader: Guy Weenink  

Sarah Braid, Abbey Keyte, Sacha 

McLeod, Eddy Zhang

WISHART HOUSE PREFECTS

House Leader: Mia Dobbe 

House Leader: Fraser McOmish 

Sophie Denby, Chris Manniing, 

Zara Smith

STARK HOUSE PREFECTS

House Leader: Emily Grigg  

House Leader: Nicholas Stirling 

Ben Humphries, Sophia King, 

Dylan Muggleston

WILSON HOUSE PREFECTS 

House Leader: Charlotte 

McDonald   

House Leader: Fintan Wong  

Adrien Canniveng, Tom Henzell, 

Tayla Smith, Matthew Wai

Middle School 
Leadership Teams 

At the first Middle School assembly for the year, the two Middle 

School leadership teams were introduced to the students in 

Years 7-10. Appointed for a full year, the Middle School Leaders 

and the Peer Support Leaders take on specific roles. 

2020 Middle School Leaders

The Middle School Leaders are expected to provide positive 

leadership in the Middle College and within their House. Over the 

course of the year, they will be involved in leading assemblies, 

taking readings at Chapel, helping coordinate teams for House 

events, helping organise our Year 10 Graduation Lunch and various 

other College events, whilst also representing the views, opinions 

and concerns of the Middle School student body. Congratulations 

to the Year 10 Middle School Leaders on their appointment. 

Cargill: Joshua Evangelidakis, Marcus Wallace, Leticia Liang

Hamilton: Broughton Weenink, George Turner, Finn Mayer, 

Mackenzie Alley, Kayla Conover

Chalmers: Joe Berman, David Nie, Cameron Riley, Kate Thibaud, 

Petra Martinez Azaro

Stark: Daniel Hayes, Sophia Lafaili’I, Aimee Watson

Wishart: Jade Nomani, Matthew Moody, Kaia Ashmore, Adam 

Morrison, Harvey Whyte

Wilson: Franklin Shen, Isabella Nigro, Ashton Smith

2020 Peer Support Leaders 

After taking a training programme, our Peer Support Leaders will 

facilitate a Peer Support programme for Year 7 and 8 students, 

and will also assist with the Year 7 and 8 Social and other key 

events, liaising with pastoral care staff throughout the year. They, 

too, will represent the views, opinions and concerns of the Middle 

School student body. Congratulations to our Middle School Peer 

Support leaders.

Cargill: Lachlan Wallace, Tate Hywood, Liv Peebles

Hamilton: Harrison Pulman, Alex Smith, Marco Lazzarro, Millie 

Thomas, Zara Chamberlin

Chalmers: Maddix Brady, Hugh Arnold, Thomas Beech, Brooke 

Murdoch, Bella Moyes

Stark: Ryan Stephens, Olivia Steele, Chloe Muldoon

Wishart: Tiffany Thompson, Nico Jancys, Cynthia You, Avik Mehta, 

Austin Alcock, 

Wilson: Joshua Douglas, Charlotte Richardson, Jacob Johnston
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2019 External Academic Results: NCEA  
With thanks to Mrs Angee Robertson, Deputy Principal 

As educators, we are committed to empower every student to achieve their personal academic goals. We acknowledge that ‘Ehara taku toa, 

te toa takitahi, Engai he toa takitini - success and strength is not the work of one, but the work of many.’ Our teachers and students can be 

rightfully proud of their results in the end of year, 2019 external examination results in both NCEA and the IB Diploma.

Those with Excellence Endorsements in NCEA and Distinction in IB are to be applauded and celebrated, but equally, we also commend those 

students who achieved their own academic personal bests and goals set.  

NCEA Results
The majority of our senior students sit the NCEA and we are pleased that the measurable indicators at all three levels show a positive result 

with gains made. Highlights include certificate attainment levels and endorsements above national averages which means we have a substantial 

number of students who gained high enough results to be awarded a prestigious Saint Kentigern Academic Colours or Honours, a further 

testament to student success at the at the highest level. 

NCEA LEVEL 1  

At Level 1 (Year 11) 99.1% of all the students 

gained their NCEA Level 1 certificates.

Endorsements:  

35.9% attained their certificates with an 

Excellence Endorsement 

49.7% gained a Merit Endorsement. 

Congratulations To Our Top NCEA Level 1 

Students

Nathaniel Bailey 99.3

Nathan Xu  99.2

Matthew Chandler  98.3

Cameron Dean  98.3

Michelle Guan  98.2

Isabeau Pan  98.2

Zara Jancys  98.2

NCEA LEVEL 2  

Our Level 2 results continue to remain strong 

with 100% of students gaining their NCEA 

Level 2 certificates. 

Endorsements:   

32.8% gained their certificates with an 

Excellence Endorsement

35% gained a Merit Endorsement. 

Congratulations To Our Top NCEA Level 2 

Students

Yuchen (Betty) Zhou 98.7

Connor Stevens   98.2

Owen Chen   96.2

Vishakhan Bhakhavan 95.8

Jasmine Huang  95.2

Michael Bebelman 94.3

NCEA LEVEL 3  

Our 2019 graduates also produced a very good 

set of results.  98.2% gained a NCEA Level 

3 Certificate while our University Entrance 

success rate for NCEA was 88.6%. 

Endorsements:   

18.4% gained a Level 3 endorsement with 

Excellence

42.2% gaining a Merit Endorsement. 

Congratulations To Our Top NCEA Level 3 

Students 

Xiyuan (Jesse) Niu  98.5

Misaki Chen  97.4

Harriette Baxter  96.8

Benjamin Fraser  95.8

Jason Hatton  92.8

Samantha Shing  92.0

2019 International Baccalaureate Diploma Results
With the release of the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma examination results in early January, we were very pleased with our students’ 

results, which showed the continued strength and growth of the programme at Saint Kentigern.  

Our Saint Kentigern students’ pass rate was 92.3%, which is 22% above the international average, 5% above the New Zealand average and 1% 

above the Australasian average.  Our students’ average point score was 36, which is 7 points above the international average, 3 points higher 

than the Australasian average and 4 above the New Zealand average.   

This year, eight of our students gained a score of 40 points or more, placing them in the top echelon of IB Diploma students worldwide. These 

results equate to 31% of our 2019 IB Diploma cohort gaining 40 points or more. Internationally each year, an average of only 5% to 7% of 

students sitting the Diploma achieve this level of results.

Congratulations to our top IB Diploma students:

Margaret Li 

43 points

Richard Lu 

43 points

Sophia Chiang

42 points

Will Feng

42 points

Jenny Jiang

42 points

John Hsieh

40 points

Eric Li

40 points

Megan Yen 

40 points

LEVEL 1  

Top Student  

Nathaniel Bailey - 

99.3%

LEVEL 2 

Top Student  

Yuchen (Betty) Zhou 

- 98.7%

LEVEL 3 

Top Student  

Xiyuan (Jesse) Niu 

- 98.5%
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NZQA Scholarship 
Results

With the release of the 2019 NZQA Scholarship results, six 

of our senior students had particular reason to celebrate, 

having each been awarded a ‘NZQA Scholarship Award’ for 

gaining three or more NZQA Scholarship exam passes. Eric Li 

(Year 13) and Grace Chang (Year 12) gained four scholarships 

each, with Jesse Niu (Year 13), Cindy Yi (Year 13), Ben Fraser 

(Year 13) and Heeju Rho (Year 12) each gaining three apiece. 

This is the second year that Ben has earned this award, having 

also sat Scholarship exams the previous year as a Year 12 

student. As well as the pride of academic achievement, there 

is great monetary incentive to do well in Scholarship exams. 

These students will be awarded up to $6000 each towards 

their tertiary studies.

In total, 24 of our students gained a total 41 Scholarships 

across a range of subjects, of which 6 were marked at 

‘Outstanding’ level. Also of note are the two students in Year 

11, Winnie Liang and Kevin He who were earned a Scholarship 

each, Winnie’s being marked at ‘Outstanding’ level, and the 

13 students in Year 12 who were awarded 19 Scholarships, 

including three at ‘Outstanding’ level. These exams are more 

usually undertaken in the final year of study in Year 13.

Students who sit NZQA Scholarship are assessed on their 

ability to demonstrate high-level critical thinking, abstraction 

and generalisation. Successful students are those who 

can also integrate, synthesise and apply knowledge, skills, 

understanding and ideas to complex situations. The exams are 

designed to extend the very best students and are regarded 

as the most prestigious secondary school award in the 

country, offering financial rewards for those going on to full-

time tertiary study in New Zealand.

Overall Scholarship Awards
These are awarded to students who gain Scholarships in 

three or more subjects. 

The Award is worth up to $6,000 towards tertiary studies.

Note: Year levels refer to 2019.

Eric Li  

(Year 13) 

4 Scholarships

Grace Chang 

(Year 12) 

4 Scholarships

Ben Fraser  
(Year 13) 

1 Outstanding and 
2 Scholarships 
(awarded for a 
second year)

Jesse Niu  

(Year 13) 

1 Outstanding and 

2 Scholarships

Heeju Rho 

(Year 12) 

1 Outstanding and  

2 Scholarships

Cindy Yi  

(Year 13) 

3 Scholarships

Saint Kentigern New Zealand 
Scholarships by Subject
In addition to the monetary awards noted to the left, students who achieve 

Scholarship in one or two subjects receive an award of $500 per subject 

(maximum $1000).

Note: Year levels refer to 2019.

NZQA 
SCHOLARSHIP 
SUBJECTS

Outstanding 
Scholarship 

Scholarship Total 
Per 
Subject

Accounting Christopher Simonds (Year 13) 1

Biology Cindy Yi (Year 13) 

Eric Li (Year 13) 

Heeju Rho (Year 12)

3

Calculus Xavier Yin 

(Year 12)

Jesse Niu (Year 13) 

Eric Li (Year 13) 

Grace Chang (Year 12) 

Kevin He (Year 11) 

Heeju Rho (Year 12)

6

Chemistry Jesse Niu 

(Year 13)

Lisa Schulze-Bergkamen 

(Year 12)

2

Chinese Winnie Liang 

(Year 11) 

1

Design 
and Visual 
Communication

Alisha Gao (Year 13) 1

Drama Greer Webber (Year 12) 

Christie Martel (Year 12) 

Charlotte McDonald (Year 12)

3

Economics Ben Fraser 

(Year 13)

William Feng (Year 13) 

Eric Li (Year 13) 

Grace Chang (Year 12) 

Junyi Yu (Year 12)

5

English Heeju Rho 

(Year 12)

Elizabeth Batten (Year 12) 

Grace Chang (Year 12) 

Ben Fraser (Year 13) 

Dylan Muggleston (Year 12) 

Cindy Yi (Year 13) 

Xavier Yin (Year 12)

7

Health and 
Physical 
Education

Kate Pennycuick (Year 13) 

Cindy Yi (Year 13)

2

History Ben Fraser (Year 13) 

Zuoxi Lu (Year 12)

2

Physics Joseph Chan 

(Year 12)

Jesse Niu (Year 13) 

Christopher Simonds (Year 13)

3

Statistics Grace Chang (Year 12) 

Eric Li (Year 13) 

Kate Pennycuick (Year 13) 

Connor Stevens (Year 12)

4

TOTAL 6 35 41
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2020 Academic Colours and Honours

In recognition of our students who strive to achieve at the highest academic levels, Saint Kentigern College awards Academic Colours and 

Honours.  At a special assembly held in their honour, students who had achieved at the highest level were recognised for their achievement in 

last year’s external examinations. 

The standard set to gain Academic Awards is high and intended to motivate our top academic students to achieve at the highest levels of 

excellence. The students who are awarded Colours receive a special breast pocket to wear with pride on their blazer and were proud to receive 

these at assembly with their parents present.

Senior College Academic Colours and Honours

Year 13 NCEA Academic Colours 

Yuchen (Betty) Zhou, Connor Stevens, Owen Chen, Vishakhan 
Bhakhavan, Jasmine Huang, Michael Bebelman, Joseph Chan, 
Grace Hou, Victoria Stewart, Nicholas Stirling, Morgan Roberts, 
Lulu Denholm, Samuel Ou, Charlotte McDonald, Amelia Rose, 
Ling-Hui (Ling) Kong, Christopher Manning, Claudia Beere, 
Catherine Chang, Sean Daly, James Holmden, Sophia Ying, Nuo 
(Yvonne) Jin, Hannah Parkman, Bridget Ivory, Campbell Jordan 
and Jasmin Manning

Year 13 NCEA Academic Honours 

Hugo Du Temple, Helena Danesh-Clough, Ivan Zhang, Nicola Stewart, 
Xingjian (Aaron) Sun, Guy Weenink, Holly Simmons, Lisa Schulze-
Bergkamen, Dylan Muggleston, Christie Martel, Simon Sung, Lulu 
Edgar, Sofia Shing, Matthew Wai, Samuel Chan, Luke Creemers, 
Jessica Bardo, Boyang (Charlie) Gu, Hannah Monaghan, Athena Bond, 
Oliver Mitchell, Olivia Powell, Joshua Plummer, Mei Han (Arabella) Sun 
and Scarlett Jacques

Year 12 NCEA Academic Colours 

Nathaniel Bailey, Nathan Xu, Matthew Chandler, Cameron Dean, 
Michelle Guan, Isabeau Pan, Zara Jancys, Emma Jorgensen, Alicia 
Lynn, Sarina Wang, Lucia King, Danielle Mayer, Christina Chen, Anya 
Prakash, Daniel Huang, Hannah Riley, Haokun (Kevin) He, Ethan Po, 
Louis King, Kaia Olsen, Andrew Sun and Sophie (ZiYing) Zhang

Year 12 NCEA Academic Honours 

Blake Walker, Guo Yu, J’adore Harris-Tavita, Hayley Adams, Luka 
Borland-Lye, Samuel Everitt, Harrison Lowe, Evan Metcalfe, Chloe 
Beeche, Sijie (Cindy) Huang, Jude Beullens, Ming Han (Hank) Huang, 
Thomas King, Christine Gao, Nathaniel South, Maria Pavlenko, Anna 
Finlayson, Amelia Eaton, Tayla Craigen, John Hayes, Samiya Patel, 
Matthew Larsen, Zack Levy, Rachel Black, Harjot Dharni, Weiling Li, 
Emma Halliday, Samuel Gunn and Charlotte Symons

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE DIPLOMA

The table below shows the standards required for Colours 

or Honours in each of our Senior School year groups who 

study for the International Baccalaureate Diploma.

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE DIPLOMA AWARDS

Academic Colours Academic Honours

Year 12 38+ points 36+ points

Year 13 38+ points 36+ points

NCEA (National Certificate of Educational Achievement)

The table below shows the standards required for Colours 

or Honours in each of our Senior College year groups who 

study NCEA.

NCEA (NATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATIONAL 

ACHIEVEMENT)

Academic Colours Academic Honours

Year 12 Overall GPA of 95+ Overall GPA of 90+  

Year 13 Overall GPA of 90+ Overall GPA of 85+  

Year 13 IB Academic Colours 

Heeju Rho, Grace Chang, Cynthia Gu, Xavier Yin, Tony Yu, Josie Lu, 

Catherine Song and Celina Tsui

Year 13 IB Academic Honours 

Fin Wong, James Batten and Harrison Orr
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‘Top in the World’ for Ethan!

We were very proud at the start of the year, when we heard that Year 11 student, 

Ethan Fung had been awarded a joint equal ‘Top in the World’ for Cambridge 

IGSE Mathematics!

In the past, Middle School students who had been accelerated in mathematics and 

had completed the Year 10 course as a Year 9, were offered the opportunity to sit the 

Cambridge exams in Year 10, prior to embarking on their Senior School courses. Last 

year, 25 of our Year 10 mathematics students were studying above their year level. In 

the last year that Saint Kentigern offered students the opportunity to sit this exam, not 

only was Ethan ‘Top in the World,’ he scored 100% as a Year 10 in an exam intended for 

students in the Year 11 age range!

Cambridge ‘Top in the World Awards’ are awarded by Cambridge Assessment 

International Education to learners worldwide who achieved the highest standard 

mark in the world for a single subject. The Outstanding Cambridge Learner Awards 

programme celebrates the success of learners taking Cambridge examinations in over 

40 countries around the world.

At the end of 2019, as a Year 10, Ethan was awarded Dux of the Middle College. Last 

year he consistently achieved Excellence or Excellence Plus in his core subjects, 

which included Year 11 Science and Year 11 Cambridge Mathematics, with a total GPA 

of 397. His exceptional results are underpinned by his outstanding effort in all that 

he undertakes. In 2019, Ethan also received a Distinction award in the Australian 

Mathematics Competition and was placed in the Top 100 in the New Zealand Junior 

Mathematics competition. He was also awarded Academic Honours and his class prize.

Excelling not only academically, but in his varied co-curricular involvement, last year 

Ethan was also awarded the Badminton Singles Trophy, as a member of the Badminton Premier team. He was a member of the Junior 

Premier Debating Team and a participant in the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award.  Musically talented, Ethan plays the clarinet in the Symphony 

Orchestra and was a finalist in the 2019 Solo Music Competition.  He has also been a member of the Concert Band and the Lepidoptera Society.

Well done Ethan on this outstanding achievement. We are very proud of you!

New Zealand Physics Team Selection for Xavier

Congratulations to Year 13 student, Xavier Yin who has been 

selected into the New Zealand team for the International Young 

Physicists’ Tournament (IYPT).

Earlier in Term 1, Xavier, along with teammates, Heeju Rho, James 

Batten and Winston Zhang entered the New Zealand Young 

Physicist’s Tournament (NZYPT), earning silver in the Auckland 

Regional competition. This was the second year that Xavier, Heeju 

and James had entered, having earned bronze last year.  Winston 

helped the team in the build-up, but on the day, only three were 

allowed to compete. Their placing this year had entitled them to 

a place in the national competition, but unfortunately, due to the 

COVID-19 Lockdown restrictions, this competition was cancelled.

Instead of meeting physically to 

compete, the NZYPT organisers 

invited students in the top teams 

from the Auckland, Wellington and 

Christchurch regions to trial for team 

selection online. Each student was 

required to do an investigation that 

addressed one of the questions set 

and submit a narrated PowerPoint of 

their findings. These presentations 

were to be submitted by Thursday 9 

April from which the selection panel 

shortlisted several students for an 

interview on the following Sunday. 

Xavier selected a question about 

Friction Oscillators: ‘A massive object is placed onto two identical 

parallel horizontal cylinders. The two cylinders each rotate with the 

same angular velocity, but in opposite directions. Investigate how 

the motion of the object on the cylinders, depends on the relevant 

parameters.’ Xavier was required to submit a qualitative explanation, 

a quantitative model, show his experimental set up and data analysis, 

along with any further insights he has observed.

Of the fourteen students invited to submit presentations, seven were 

interviewed with the top five students selected for the New Zealand 

team. Sadly, once selected, Xavier also got news that due to the 

current COVID-19 situation worldwide, the international competition 

will be cancelled or delayed. 

Xavier says the New Zealand team is currently looking for other 

countries around the world who may be willing to participate in a 

‘one on one’ online with the NZ team. Congratulations Xavier on 

your selection. Let’s hope you have a chance to compete!
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Thinking about Thinking
What use are answers if the questions are never raised?

With thanks to IB Diploma Theory of Knowledge Teacher, Dr Hugh Kemp

At the conclusion of Year 11, our senior school students have the 

choice of two academic pathways to consider for their final 

two years of study – they can elect to continue with New Zealand’s 

national qualification, the National Certificate of Educational 

Achievement (NCEA), or choose to follow the two year International 

Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP). Each of these courses 

are rigorous, leading to internationally recognised qualifications, but 

there are aspects of the IBDP programme that set it apart as a unique 

learning experience.

When our Year 12 students embark on the IBDP, they soon notice 

a key difference in their studies - Theory of Knowledge classes, 

otherwise known as TOK, for all IB Diploma students. TOK is a course 

of study in addition to the core curriculum subjects studied for the 

IB Diploma. This, along with the Extended Essay and the Creativity, 

Action and Service components gives an added dimension to their 

course of studies.

When Year 12 students begin this line of study, typically they 

have 16 years of life experience and more than 10 years of formal 

education behind them. They have accumulated a vast amount of 

knowledge, belief and opinions from both academic disciplines and 

their lives outside the classroom. TOK is a flagship element in the 

IBDP, encouraging critical thinking about knowledge itself, to try 

to help young people make sense of what they encounter. Its core 

content consists of knowledge issue questions such as: What counts 

as knowledge? How does it grow? What are its limits? Who owns 

knowledge (if anyone)? What is the value of knowledge? What are the 

implications of having, or not having, knowledge?

What makes the TOK course unique, and distinctively different from 

other academic disciplines, is its process. It is centred on student 

reflection and questioning, it places the knower(s), as individuals and 

as groups, at the centre. Surrounding the knower(s), are eight ways of 

knowing; reason, sense perception, memory, language, imagination, 

emotion, intuition and faith. Students also consider other ways of 

knowing - testimony, authority, revelation. Related to the ways of 

knowing are ‘Areas of Knowledge.’ At Saint Kentigern, we study 

Natural Sciences, Human Sciences, Indigenous Knowledge and one 

other, chosen from Maths, Arts, Ethics, History, and/or Religion.

No ‘barrier’ separates these areas as students are encouraged to 

ask the questions, ‘How do I know?’ and ‘What do I know?’ The TOK 

course also considers other ways of knowing as well as what might be 

known in the future. Students learn critical thinking skills and engage 

with the knowledge issues underneath the other things they’re 

learning at school. For example, in Science, we might ask, ‘To what 

extent can a model be true, if the model has changed over time?’ In 

the Humanities we might ask, ‘Are facts over-rated? What sorts of 

evidence might be needed to validate a knowledge claim?’

At Saint Kentigern, TOK teachers strive to make their lessons unusual, 

fun and provocative. TOK activities and discussions help our students 

to discover and express their views on knowledge issues. They are 

encouraged to share ideas with others so that their understanding 

of knowledge as a human construction is shaped, enriched and 

deepened. Connections may be made between knowledge 

encountered in personal experiences, different academic subjects, 

their CAS (Creativity, Arts and Service) experience or in extended 

essay research.

TOK is ideally placed for our students to foster internationalism, 

in close harmony with the aims of the IB learner profile. It aims 

to embody and encourage our students to develop many of the 

attributes needed by a citizen of the world: self-awareness; a 

reflective, critical approach; interest in other people’s points of 

view; and a sense of responsibility. Each student comes away  with 

a greater awareness and an innate curiosity to keep asking those 

important questions.
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How and why do I think like I do?
With thanks to Year 13 IB Diploma student, Alexander Rivers

What are my own biases when confronted with opposing views? 

How will I engage with my learning to better understand my 

position in the world? How and why do I think like I do? The world we 

live in is complex and filled with numerous paths. It is hard to realise 

one’s own assumptions, traditions and habits that compose one’s 

sense of self.

Theory of Knowledge addresses this. It is a course that is broad 

and flexible and the questions it raises are central in the process 

of striving to attain higher degrees of consciousness. Although it 

may first appear to be over-intellectualised, Theory of Knowledge 

is designed to be practical and applicable in daily life. The benefits 

received are in proportion to the degree of contribution. When 

I apply honest thought, humility and curiosity, then I have been 

amply rewarded for I have learned how to be composed in the face 

of disputes, how to be self-reflective enough to question my own 

inclinations, and how to be brave enough to walk down the path of 

independent investigation. 

My experience in the Theory of Knowledge course has been unique 

and incomparable in my schooling at Saint Kentigern. I’ve been 

blessed to have an engaged peer-group and an invested teacher 

to guide us. My past year in the programme has led to fascinating 

presentations and fruitful discussions that have broadened my 

perspective on world views and deepened my respect for the various 

ways truth and knowledge are regarded in cultures around the world.

The independent investigation of truth is a way of learning that I’ve 

been familiar with during my upbringing and has been reinforced 

during Theory of Knowledge. To me, it is the process of giving value 

and weight to answers. What use are answers if the questions are 

never raised? How will a single perspective stand out if no others are 

ever experienced? 

The habit of questioning and self-reflection have made my position 

in a multicultural world more rooted. A better understanding of ‘why 

do I believe this?’ and ‘how have I come to this point?’ has made 

me eager to be part of groups that aren’t always like me, and don’t 

always agree with me - not for the sake of conflict, but rather to grow 

a better understanding of the world. If I 

am always questioning why I believe 

something then when somebody asks 

me to explain myself, it becomes a 

natural process. At the same time, 

respecting another’s viewpoint 

becomes less confrontational. I now 

understand how interconnected 

different perspectives are and that respectful investigation and 

conversation beats ignorance. These are the habits that are cultivated 

in the course. 

A course highlight for me was a trip to the Auckland War Memorial 

Museum and St. Paul’s Anglican Church on Symonds Street. The 

intent of the trip was to experience two distinct places of learning and 

so to identify a ‘real life situation’ which could be investigated in an 

oral presentation during the following weeks. I noticed that both the 

museum and the church were locations and sources of knowledge, 

and both safeguarded accumulated past experience. So I questioned 

the relevance of knowledge once it has passed its creation date. 

I came up with a Central Knowledge Question: ‘To what extent is 

knowledge applicable outside its own time of creation?’ As I began 

to consider the question, I realised that it’s difficult to isolate one 

period of understanding without recognising what thoughts it was 

built upon, or how it has influenced subsequent thinking. I found 

that a better way to think of the building of understanding was to 

imagine a sequence - a progression of innovation. In this sense, I 

came to question the strategy of taking snapshots (for memory) and 

classifying events artificially. That knowledge formation is a natural 

progression of creativity, of throwing the past out into the future and 

pulling myself towards it. 

Theory of Knowledge is a core course, all IB Diploma students 

across the globe do it. And this is good, because it raises questions 

that provoke analysis, critical thinking and deeper ways of knowing. 

Applying these habits of questioning in all areas of life is something 

I’ve grown to value. 

New Zealand IB Diploma Top Scholars Awards
Eight of our students were invited to attend 

the New Zealand IB Diploma Top Scholars’ 

Awards at Parliament in Wellington early 

in the year, with five of the students able 

to attend on the night. The ceremony 

recognises the outstanding performance 

of students from around New Zealand who 

gained 40 points more for their Diplomas.  

Gaining 40 points or more places students 

in the top 8% of students taking the 

Diploma around the world.  The eight 

Saint Kentigern students who achieved 

this high ranking score were Margaret Li 

(43), Richard Lu (43), Sophia Chiang (42), 

William Feng (42), Jenny Jiang (42), John 

Hsieh (40), Eric Li (40) and Megan Yen (40), 

who represented 31% of the Saint Kentigern 

IB Diploma cohort for 2019.  

The awards ceremony was hosted by 

National MP Nicola Willis, who is a 

member of the ‘Education and Workforce 

Committee’ and the National spokesperson 

for ‘Youth.’  She congratulated the students 

on their achievements saying that it took 

more than natural academic ability to 

achieve highly - dedication and attitude 

had an equally important part to play.  

Nicola used the analogy of mountaineering, 

where all climbers set out to achieve, but to 

reach the top they must persevere.  Nicola 

wished the students well as they head off to 

universities all around the world but hoped 

that one day many of them would return to 

New Zealand – to parliament as MPs!

IB Diploma Programme alumna, Michelle 

Too, then spoke about how the IB Learner 

Profile had assisted in her career beyond 

school.  In particular, she highlighted how 

being a risk taker had led her into study in 

the male dominated field of Engineering, 

and how she now works to encourage more 

females into Engineering as part of her role 

with AECOM in Wellington.  

Our congratulations go to Margaret, 

Richard, Sophia, William, Jenny, John, Eric 

and Megan on their fantastic achievement 

and we wish them well as they enter 

tertiary study in New Zealand, Australia, 

the UK and the USA.
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Bruce House Leaders Appointed

At the end of the day, when all others have gone home, there are 

currently 101 students who stay behind on campus and head up 

to Bruce House to share dinner, do homework and settle for the night. 

For the 70 boys and 31 girls who board, College life is so much more 

than a school day – it is a 24/7 immersion! Accordingly, the student 

leaders of Bruce House have the responsibility and privilege of having 

a huge impact on their fellow boarders’ lives.

This year, Treyah Kingi-Taukamo and Romy Salmond have been 

appointed as Bruce House Head Boy and Head Girl, having 

demonstrated leadership, self-discipline, humility, sensitivity and 

empathy in their time as boarders. The pair will be well supported 

by their fellow Bruce House Prefects: Ema Miyaura, Lulu Edgar, Pam 

Putipanpong, Sacha McLeod, Alefosio Aho, Kaleb Stevens, Ben 

Canton, Te Rama Rueben, James Holmden and Tony Yu. 

Head of Boarding, Mr Martin Piaggi explained, ‘This year we have 

chosen a leadership team of twelve prefects. Each prefect will lead a 

dinner table group, with each group a mix of age and gender, giving 

a ‘family-like’ balance to the dinner table. We have a daily Duty Team 

that consists of two staff members and two prefects each day, giving 

each pair of prefects the chance to step up to responsibility. The 

idea is that, collectively, we own who we are. We own how Bruce 

House operates, how it feels to live here, how Bruce House fits into 

the College and how others view Bruce House boarders. It’s ours to 

influence, ours to own. It’s exciting!’

This year, former Head of College, Mr Steve Cole was invited back to 

hand out the Bruce House prefect badges at the first formal dinner of 

the term. Mr Cole spoke fondly of his Saint Kentigern years and told the 

boarders, ‘Ownership and belonging to a place such as Bruce House 

will stay with you for a long, long time. 

Remember your time positively and be 

grateful for the experience it offers. I 

know I have still have strong emotional 

ties to this place!’

In addressing fellow boarders, Treyah 

and Romy said, ‘Like many other 

students sitting here today, we were 

both new to Bruce House last year, 

yet we found it really easy to fit in and 

make new friends. This year, as a house, we have decided to focus 

on the values of gratitude and contribution, which both teachers and 

prefects believe will help unite the house and make each individual 

a better person. The prefects hope to maintain a legacy, which has 

a huge emphasis on our sense of family and house spirit. We want 

to make sure everybody feels a sense of belonging to Bruce House, 

and as a family, we need to support and encourage everybody’s 

activities and achievements, whether it’s academic, sporting, musical 

o personal. Afterall, we are a home away from home!’

The Bruce House prefects are well attuned to lead their fellow 

students and help new students adjust to life as a boarder. They 

all recall the initial feelings of missing their families but came to 

learn that the best way to combat homesickness is to get involved. 

With the College and all its facilities on their doorstep, the capacity 

for boarders to engage and gain the benefits of our ‘World of 

Opportunity’ is easy. 

We wish Treyah and Romy all the best as they take on the challenge 

of leading Bruce House in 2020!

Bruce House ‘Stay Back’ Weekend
With thanks to Year 13 boarder, Sofia Montgomerie

For those new to boarding, those first few nights away can be a bit of 

a scary prospect and so the first weekend back to school each year 

has become known as ‘Stay Back Weekend.’ All the boarders, even 

those who would generally head home for the weekend, ‘stay back’ 

for a weekend of fun to make new friendships and form new bonds 

across the age groups. Regardless of whether a new boarder begins 

their Saint Kentigern experience in Year 8 or in Year 13, this weekend 

is a great opportunity to make friends, build trust and to bond with 

their ‘second family’ – the Bruce House family! 

From a laughter-filled trip to Maraetai Beach on Friday to enjoy fish 

and chips to a fun police fitness test, waterslides, games in the pool, 

an amazing race and the chance to pull up couches and beanbags  

on the hill to watch an outdoor movie, there was plenty to keep 

everyone busy. 

By Sunday evening Chapel, Sophie said, 

‘Chapel allowed us to reflect on how the 

weekend had bonded the Bruce House family 

and helped integrate our new students. It was 

great to see the new boarders open up to 

their new peers, and to witness the support 

and encouragement from seasoned boarders. 

We all come from such diverse backgrounds, 

but are now ready to accomplish this new 

school year together!’

Romy Salmond and  

Treyah Kingi-Taukamo
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Dining Room Makeover!
Everyone who visited Bruce House at the 

start of the year was absolutely amazed at 

the transformation that had taken place in the 

dining room over the holidays! A fresh new 

year, a fresh new start, a fresh new look and a 

fresh new menu! In eye-catching shades of grey 

and yellow, the dining room now resembles a 

suburban eatery, and the returning boarders are 

clearly proud of their café-style dining space!

Boarders Welcome Mr Brooke
Soon after Mr Russell Brooke took up his tenure as the new 

College Principal, the boarders invited him to their Wednesday 

night Formal Dinner. Over the years, the College Principals 

have been frequent and welcome visitors to the weekly Formal 

Dinner at Bruce House; a night when the boarders don their full 

formal uniform for a shared roast dinner.

Prior to the dinner, the boarders challenged Mr Brooke with 

the rousing Bruce House Haka, out on the tennis courts. 

During dinner, Mäori language teacher, Matua Maurice Nelson, 

explained the origins of the Bruce House Haka
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When we returned to school at the start of 2020, who would ever 

have imagined the turn of events before the end of the first 

term? Unseen to the eye, a virus turned the world upside down, with 

New Zealand caught in its wake.

As we watched events unfold from afar, knowing that it would only 

be a matter of time before it reached our shores, our country had the 

advantage of time to plan how we would respond, having seen and 

learnt from other parts of the world.  In turn, Saint Kentigern had the 

advantage of time to put our Pandemic Plan into action, ensuring 

that by the time Alert Level 4 was called, and the country went into 

Lockdown, we were confident that the College was ready to roll out 

Distance Learning.

Dawn in New Zealand on Thursday 27 March was like no other in 

recent history, as the streets fell into silence. No College students 

waited at bus stops, school bags packed, ready to be picked up and 

delivered to school - and the campus lay quiet. 

Instead, our students and staff set up their workstations from their 

home bubbles, ready to pick up teaching and learning from where 

they had left off earlier in the week, and it was ‘straight back to 

business,’ albeit in a very different setting. 

Yes, we all had to learn to do things differently. Our staff met online, 

first thing in the morning, on Microsoft Teams to connect and plan the 

day ahead, and throughout the day, teachers connected with their 

students to continue their daily timetable. Reverend Smith delivered 

his chapel services online and full school assemblies were in a virtual 

space, with our staff and student leaders providing video content. 

In one of these online meetings, Head Girl, Lulu Denholm expressed 

quite simply, what was to become our rallying cry, ‘We’ve got this!’

Year 8 student, Amelia Evangelidakis expressed similar feelings, ‘I 

learnt that we were so lucky to have our teachers and friends in our 

‘home’ classroom every day, as it kept us motivated and not feeling 

so isolated.’ Connection was just as important between the teachers 

and Year 8 teacher, Catherine May was thankful for the collegial staff 

constantly sharing tips, technical help and support to ensure students 

were fully engaged in their learning. ‘The key is to share what you 

know and learn from others.’

Of the seven weeks in Lockdown, five of them were in term time 

and during that time, all the work going on in the background was 

always with our students in mind, so they could continue to learn 

and stay connected during a time of upheaval. From Day 1, lessons 

got underway from hundreds and hundreds of ‘bubbles’ scattered 

across Auckland and beyond. Like our students at home with their 

families, our teachers were also at home, with the added challenge 

of their own family dynamics within their ‘bubbles,’ as they 

continued to deliver their teaching programmes – from their kitchen, 

garage, bedroom, or wherever there was a place to perch! This was 

a learning curve for all of us as staff, students and their families, 

alike, worked through the challenges of isolation and settled into 

routines that best suited their own households. Father of two young 

children, History teacher, Mr Simon Johnston said, ‘Differentiating 

the online classroom to provide thought-provoking activities that 

reached beyond inquiry and comprised collaboration and inclusion - 

whilst managing a family - was an exciting challenge. I often worked 

with my nearly three-year-old son drawing beside me. The time 

spent with him has been invaluable.’

As our students got involved in their daily teaching and learning 

programmes and settled into new routines, we were hugely 

impressed by their resilience and ability to adapt. Sachida 

Naidu, Head of Chemistry said, ‘In this high trust remote learning 

environment, most of my students have shown great resilience and 

have stepped up to be more responsible learners. Their learning has 

certainly been disrupted but their interest in learning has not.’

The circumstances we all found ourselves in were certainly unusual. 

Head Girl, Lulu Denholm shared, ‘The most important thing that I 

have learnt is that we can’t control our circumstances, but we can 

control how we respond to them.’ When faced with a forced isolation 

for many weeks, many of our students said they were grateful to 

have their studies to keep them occupied and were thankful for the 

continued connection with their teachers and classmates.  Year 13 

student, Moiralisa Aneru said, ‘Learning from home, I have enjoyed 

Teaching 
and Learning 
in Lockdown
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the ability to be independent, whilst also having the teachers check up on me each lesson, to help 

keep me accountable. The hard work did not stop during Lockdown and I applaud the teachers who 

worked with such patience and understanding to make sure we students received enough attention 

and support through an unpredictable time.’

Our parents played an important part in keeping their sons and daughters on track with their 

learning, and we valued their support and feedback. We have always known the importance of 

having a true three-way partnership between our young people, their home and their place of 

learning, and the weeks in Lockdown served to strengthen this. We thank our parents for their 

understanding and encouragement as we worked through creating best online practice - in a 

situation that had never been practised before! The constructive comments kept us on our toes, 

ready to adapt, respond and learn. The positive comments from so many of our parents were 

important. For teachers, seeing their students in their own home environment added another 

dimension to teaching. Drama teacher, Sara Standring said, ‘I enjoyed having the parents in the 

background joining in and becoming part of the learning.’

Over seven weeks, our ‘team of 5 million’ pulled together across the country to achieve a collective 

goal. Our own ‘team’ - our extended Saint Kentigern community - also pulled together to make the 

best of challenging circumstances and it has been wonderful to witness the strength that has grown 

between us, and experience the special feeling of belonging and connectedness. Prime Minister, 

Jacinda Ardern urged all New Zealanders to ‘be kind’ and this was borne out many times over in our 

own community. Tayla Smith in Year 13 summed the it up well, ‘The most important thing I have learnt 

during Lockdown is how it has brought my family, and others within New Zealand, closer together. 

The whole community is trying to help each other, which is really shaping our country.’

After 63 days since we first sent a message home to say that our schools would close at the end of 

the day on Monday 23 March, our students finally returned to school on Monday 11 May, and once 

again  the laughter, activity, busyness and social interaction returned to campus – our staff were 

so pleased to see their students in person again, and our students were super excited to reconnect 

with their friends. Luka Ljubisavljevic, Year 13, voiced the thoughts of many, ‘What I missed most 

about being at school in the classroom was the social interaction with my peers. I didn’t realise how 

crucial this was to my learning.’

We all hope that for New Zealand, Covid-19 has been consigned to history and we can look ahead to a 

bright future, remembering all we learnt about ourselves during this ‘unprecedented time.’

‘During Lockdown, I have learnt the importance of human relationships over material objects and 

day to day things.’

Morgan Roberts, Year 13 
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Chalmers Wins House Lockdown 

Chalmers are proving they are certainly the House to beat this year! 

Having won House Swimming and House Athletics in real time 

earlier in the term, they added the virtual House Music Video title to 

their accomplishments! It became evident that nothing ever dampens 

House spirit, not even a nationwide Lockdown! 

Given a week to create a video consisting of as many students and 

staff members in their House as possible, the students filmed, edited 

and submitted their videos to be judged by College Principal, Mr 

Russell Brooke and guest judge and film producer, David Morgan. 

The competition required the students to come up with a creative 

way of showing connectedness, support and unity, despite not being 

able to physically work together. Each student performed and filmed 

an activity, action or movement from home to fit in with their chosen 

House theme. Each House put great thought into their pieces and 

their underlying messages of strength, the importance of remaining 

optimistic and supporting one another during this time. 

Judging was a challenging task for Mr Brooke and Mr Morgan as 

they were blown away by the energy, enthusiasm and thought that 

had gone into the videos. In the end, it was the key messages, how 

the students displayed support and connectedness, symbolism and 

technical skill that set the winners apart. Chalmers were named the 

champions for their ‘Friends’ video, 

with the clear message, ‘I’ll Be There 

for You.’ Hamilton placed second with 

their ‘pass the parcel’ technique and 

Wishart placed third with their toilet 

paper inspired video - highlighting 

the ‘crazy situation’ we found 

ourselves in during Lockdown! 

You are screen sharing       10:19 Stop Share

Concert Band Beats Isolation!

When her Concert Band of 55 students from Year 7 to Year 13 went into isolation, 

Head of Music, Miss Mary Lin didn’t miss a beat. Used to gathering her musicians 

for rehearsal every Friday morning, she saw no reason to stop – despite her wind, brass 

and percussion sections now being spread across Auckland! In a massive effort of co-

ordination, she set about bringing them together in a virtual studio.

To fit in the co-curricular practice around the daily demands of Distance Learning, 

Miss Lin decided she needed to do something uplifting. A relatively easy, popular 

piece of music was chosen, the ever-enduring ‘YMCA’ from the Village People. The 

students were given instructions to practise, then record themselves playing ‘at a 

metronome,’ so everyone played at the same speed. Almost 50 members of the Band 

submitted video and/or audio, and it took a long period of editing, between teaching 

commitments, for the final video to come together. With each student recording only 

their own part, they had no inkling as to how the final product would look and sound – 

wow, what a result!

HOUSE CHAMPIONS

1ST CHALMERS

2ND HAMILTON

3RD WISHART

BE GOOD, STAY SAFE.

SO WHEN WE COME BACK WE CAN

KEEP ON ROCKIN
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Beating Lockdown to Compete!

Early in Lockdown, Grace Chang (Year 13) competed in a special online weekend run by 

Auckland Schools’ Debating, in lieu of the Regional Championships. Grace was one of 

many debaters online from all around the country who was put into teams, via Zoom, to 

participate in debates to select a squad of the six best debaters. At the conclusion, Grace 

was named as one of the top six in Auckland and will now go on to compete in the National 

Championships later in the year – hopefully in person by then! Well done Grace!

Alissa Huang (Year 11) is also a very good public speaker and was invited to take part in the 

first regional, online heats of the ‘Race Unity Speech Awards.’ She secured second place by 

encouraging her listeners to help her to ‘change the world we live in.’  At the heart of Alissa’s 

speech was that different ethnicities add richness to life in Aotearoa. 

‘F1 in Schools’ Competition 

During Term One, Year 10 students, Josh Evangelidakis, Oliver Long and 

Jashil Rana, along with Head of Visual Arts, Rodney Stratton, flew to 

Melbourne to join an Australian team, to take part in the largest STEM (Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Maths) competition in the world, ‘F1 in Schools’ - a 

challenging STEM experience based on Formula 1 Racing. Our boys were the 

only students from New Zealand to compete in the competition. 

Joshua and Jashil report: ‘Prior to the competition, we had six months to work 

with our fellow team members from Brighton Grammar School in Melbourne, to 

design and manufacture a miniature car from the official F1 Model Blocks using 

CAD (Computer-Aided Design) design tools. Once our design was completed, 

we used 3D printing and laser cutting to build the car, which we raced around 

the 25-metre-long track at the competition. 

Prior to race day, we had to gather sponsorships and manage budgets to 

fund our research, travel and equipment. We had to build a trade display that 

provided the judges and public with information about our design and process, 

and we had several verbal presentations and meetings with the judges. These 

meetings were critical as they gave us points towards the total – resulting in our 

team placing 12th out of 36 teams.

The week we spent in Melbourne was an action-packed trip with countless 

opportunities to immerse ourselves in STEM related activities. We enjoyed 

getting to know other like-minded students from all over Australia and look 

forward to creating an all-New Zealand team in the future. We thank Mr Stratton 

for organising the trip and the Mitchell family for hosting us.

Shields for 
Frontline Staff

When the country went into Covid-19 Alert Level 4 

Lockdown, a call went out from the ‘ShieldsUp’ 

initiative, asking for volunteers to assist in creating PPE 

type face shields to protect front line staff who worked for 

‘essential services.’  

Isaac Lindroos, Year 10, and Campbell Wright, Year 12 are 

both enthusiastic about 3D printing; they own their own 

printers and connect through social media to other 3D enthusiasts. 

When the call came through the 3D printing network for assistance, 

Isaac and Campbell put their hands up to get involved. The ShieldsUp 

initiative has an impressive network of volunteers from all over New 

Zealand who have been 3D printing, assembling and delivering 

masks.The boys took the initiative to sign up themselves, and then 

announced to their families to expect multiple courier packs to arrive 

with the equipment required! They found the initiative to be very well 

organised with online meetings and there was plenty of email and 

chat room correspondence to make sure they were on track. 

Working in their own garages, Isaac and Campbell put together 

over 600 face shields and delivered them to doctor’s practices, 

pharmacies, rest homes, 

St John’s depots and 

other care providers 

across Auckland.  They 

were issued COVID-19 

essential workers IDs and travel passes so they could legitimately 

travel out of their neighbourhood to make the deliveries – one small 

hitch, the boys are too young to drive and so their parents were 

roped in as part of the process! The boys have loved being a part of 

the national pandemic response and being able to put a hobby to 

essential use. Well done boys!
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Shake The …GFC!

After an untimely squall in the middle of last year’s performance 

changed ‘Shake the Quad’ to a quickly reformatted ‘Shake the 

Chapel,’ all eyes were on the weather charts this year! After a long, 

hot summer like no other, it surely had to be a safe bet to expect a 

perfect twilight sky for an outdoor performance on show night, right? 

By the weekend prior, there was every indication that a ‘tempest’ 

could be due to pass through, so leaving nothing to chance, 

Shakespeare shook the Goodfellow Centre this year instead!

Saint Kentigern’s Festival of Shakespeare, long-known as Shake the 

Quad, is always the first Performing Arts event for the year, giving 

co-curricular drama students from Years 7 - 13 a unique opportunity 

to perform Shakespearean scenes to a live audience - usually in a 

relaxed outdoor setting! This year, it was a relaxed indoor setting, 

with plenty of beanbags for comfortable viewing. At the time, little 

did we know this would be the only chance for a live performance this 

term with all other shows cancelled under Covid-19 Lockdown.

Showcasing work of their own devising, students were involved as 

cast members and directors, as well as those working behind the 

scenes to ensure costumes and props were at hand. The students 

largely had free rein and their chosen scene could be set in any time, 

place or costume - there was just one essential requirement, the lines 

spoken had to be true to Shakespeare’s words!  With one exception. 

MC, Peter Wallace (Year 13), playing the part of the fool, kept the 

evening flowing with lively banter of his own creation - where did he 

get all those ‘Shakespearean’ puns?

Students could choose to take on the challenge of directing their 

peers, or to be directed. They took on the responsibility to select a 

cast, attend rehearsals, determine costuming and conceptualise how 

each piece should be performed, often reflecting the contemporary 

world. In so doing, they re-connected us with the classic works, but 

often in a new way. 

From King Lear to Macbeth, Julius Caesar, A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream, The Tempest, Romeo and Juliet, and Othello - whether 

it was the youngest of our students making their first foray into 

Shakespeare’s works or our more seasoned actors taking command 

of the stage, each performance was a joy to watch as the carefully 

rehearsed words were delivered. 

Over 40 young thespians rose to the challenge this year, with a 

further group of musicians providing music, whilst fellow actors and 

members of the Arts Council delivered refreshments before the start 

of the show. Students from the Design Council designed posters 

and the programme, making the whole evening a truly 

collaborative student effort.
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Prior to the show, the students were fortunate 

to benefit from a workshop with one of New 

Zealand’s top Shakespearean actors, Stephen 

Butterworth. One of the leading stars of the 

Pop-up Globe, Stephen has been a lead actor 

since its first season and most recently, played 

Richard the Third. Following the workshop 

on Shakespearean acting for our students, he 

critiqued each of the scenes, giving valuable 

feedback to the students. His input clearly paid 

dividends with the students exuding an air of 

confidence throughout their performances.

Great Start for the 
Pipes & Drums

Early in the year, The Pipes & Drums of Saint Kentigern successfully 

competed at the annual Auckland Pipe Bands Championship.  

Bands from around Auckland and neighbouring provinces gathered 

in Pukekohe to compare their performance skills in various 

disciplines. 

Our Pipes & Drums once again established themselves as the top 

juvenile band in the region, in the U19 grade, winning back the 

Alexander Family Trophy. One of the other highlights was attaining 

excellent marks in the categories of piping, drumming and ensemble, 

which carried them into third place in the Grade 4 Medley event 

against an all-adult field. They were also pleased with their third 

placings in both the music and foot drill categories of the Street 

March event.  

In a year that has become one of disruption for all, this was a very 

positive start to the school year for the band. It came at a time when 

they were focusing their attention on preparation for a return to the 

Basel Tattoo in Switzerland, on invitation from the Swiss Minister 

of the Federal Department of Defence, Civil Protection and Sport 

(DDPS). Sadly, like so many other planned trips for our students, this 

has been postponed.

Actor Leads Workshop
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USA Space Expedition
With thanks to Chemistry Teacher, Roxanne English and Year 10 student, Josh Evangelidakis 

During the summer holidays, 33 students in Years 9 and 10 

embarked on a trip of a lifetime, travelling to the USA to immerse 

themselves in the world of space. From Alabama to Texas, the 

two-week adventure left the students feeling like true American 

‘Space Cadets,’ having had the opportunity to experience life as an 

astronaut, through simulation and training activities, sleeping habitats 

and food. 

Their trip was filled with lectures, motivational talks, experiential lab 

activities and exploring science in the world around them, further 

developing their knowledge about space, earth, cells, enzymes and 

DNA.  The students gained great insight into the science behind 

space exploration and space habitation, and the many different 

pathways that can be explored in science. 

Student Josh Evangelidakis reports:

‘Space Camp was an amazing experience, filled to the brim with 

opportunities and tasters of what life would be like as an American 

Space Cadet. From going on simulators that make your stomach 

churn, to cultural experiences such as an NBA game, there was plenty 

for everyone to take in and enjoy on the trip. 

Space Camp was held in two locations within America, with the first 

week being in Huntsville, Alabama and the second week in Houston, 

Texas. While we were in Alabama, we stayed at the U.S Space and 

Rocket Centre (USSRC) This is a Smithsonian Affiliate and the Official 

Visitor Centre for NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Centre which has one 

of the largest collections of rockets and space memorabilia on display 

anywhere in the world. 

Here, they had a wide range of simulations and experiences for us to 

explore that only astronauts would have been able to use in the past. 

For example, the 1/6th gravity trainer! This was used to simulate the 

gravity strength on the moon and was where the astronauts trained 

to do their moonwalks. Another simulation was launching spaceships, 

where we were fortunate enough to experience what it would be like 

to be a pilot or a mission controller. Incredibly, all the instruments we 

used were what mission controllers and astronauts originally used. 

In addition to simulations, there was a lot of theoretical and physical 

activities available for us to try. For example, we were split into 

groups and were required to build rockets which were launched using 

small scale engines. We also designed habitats that needed to ensure 

human life could continue on a foreign planet. 

The USSRC also had a museum. We were given textbooks and were 

shown around the different parts of the campus. We heard about 

the history of space flight, as well as getting the opportunity to see 

many artefacts from space, for example, the wreckage from the space 

station Skylab and the crew capsule of the Apollo 11 mission.

The second week was in Houston where we covered many different 

things from understanding how humans can sustain long durations 

of time in space and how we can become more effective teenagers. 

On one of the days, we visited a health museum where we took 

part in a cell lab. We did a range of experiments such as reviewing 

our DNA, acquired by conducting cheek swabs and using blood 

samples. We used machines such as a centrifuge to figure out what 

blood type we had. 

Another day was spent listening to motivational speakers and doing 

activities that were based on the Seven Habits of Highly Affective 
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Teens. This segment of the trip was focused on giving us 

values and skills to better manage ourselves at home, at 

school and in all aspects of life. We also got the opportunity 

to meet a real-life astronaut, aquanaut, artist, engineer, 

scientist and pilot, Nicole Stott. She spoke to us about her 

experience, spending more than 100 days on International 

Space Stations. An engineer from NASA’s JPL also spoke 

to us about the challenges that they have overcome to get 

where they are now.

We had many local experiences on this trip as well. We went 

to support the Houston Rockets at an NBA game, we shopped 

at Walmart and also visited Memorial City Mall. 

Another interesting part of our trip was visiting the Johnson 

Space Centre - NASA’s centre for human spaceflight, where 

human spaceflight training, research, and flight control are 

conducted. Here we were able to look through space-related 

artefacts, such as the Saturn V Rocket, Skylabs and a shuttle 

transporter with a mock-up shuttle on top. When we came 

back to the Space Centre one evening, we were greeted with 

awesome galaxy lights. There were Christmas lights that 

were lit up around the Saturn V building and throughout their 

grounds. They were all space themed - planets, astronauts, 

space stations and rockets! It was a fun night.

The NASA trip was truly amazing! We learnt so much and had 

many incredible experiences that we will all never forget. Our 

teachers were awesome and just as excited to be there as we 

were. It was a once in a lifetime opportunity with a 

great group of people.’ 
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The fun-filled, action-packed and mainly sunny Year 7 Camp was once 

again held at Chosen Valley in the Bombay Hills during the second 

week of March. We were fortunate to be able to complete this camp just 

in time before restrictions were introduced regarding Covid-19. 

Due to our large number of Year 7 students this year, the week 

was divided into a boys’ camp for their four classes from Monday 

to Wednesday afternoon, and a girls’ camp for their four classes 

from Wednesday morning to Friday afternoon. So, Wednesday was 

a busy changeover day with 170 students and 14 staff and many 

parents in attendance!

After a summer of near drought conditions, the very first afternoon 

was spent ‘enjoying’ a gentle rain fall, but it had no effect on the boys 

as they completed the challenging confidence course, sped down the 

hill on trolleys, fired at the archery target, made their way around the 

obstacle course, traversed balance island, solved the mysteries of the 

rope maze and got even wetter on the water slide. 

Both camps were characterised by the students being very 

cooperative and positive. The students showed great teamwork and 

were very supportive and encouraging to fellow classmates who 

found an activity challenging. But it still didn’t stop them having a 

good laugh when someone crashed spectacularly on the trolleys or 

fell into the ‘eel-infested’ water under the confidence course!

Year 7 Camp – Just in Time!
With thanks to Mr Kevin Taylor, Head of Year 7

The eagerly anticipated inter-House relay, which involved all students 

completing a leg in one of four teams for their House, was held on 

Wednesday afternoon. Running, kayaking, skipping, rope mazing, 

watersliding and swimming kept all involved. Hamilton emerged 

unexpected winners, with Stark second and Chalmers 3rd. When the 

four race times were combined for each House, 1st to 6th placing 

were only separated by a little over one minute in an epic contest. 

Thanks to the Heads of Houses who came out to support their House 

during this event.

The mornings were spent learning the camping skills of outdoor 

cooking, creating paper towers, adventure problem solving and 

getting in touch with their artistic and creative side. 

In the evenings, we enjoyed a movie, the mental challenges of 

Mastermind and for the girls, an entertaining impromptu camp 

concert before retiring to the cabins for a well-deserved sleep.

It was an invaluable time for our new Year 7 students to firm up those 

bonds with their new classmates and teachers, to finish the settling in 

process and to try a whole range of new and often challenging 

experiences that pushed them out of their comfort zone.
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Year 9 Orientation Camp
With thanks to TIC Year 9 Camp, Mr Dave Sheehan

The 2020 Year 9 orientation camps were a great success in the last 

week of February, with all Year 9 students, their tutors and Peer 

Support Leaders enjoying some fantastic weather and a great range of 

activities in this annual camp held amongst the beautiful hills of the Totara 

Springs Christian Camp in Matamata. 

The Year 9 camp is a great opportunity to help cement new friendships 

and create strong bonds in each of the Tutor Groups. With a new intake 

of Year 9 students at the beginning of the year, joining those who have 

already been at the College for Years 7 and 8, this camp is strategically 

timed to bring new groupings together in a week where activities and the 

opportunity for challenge were plentiful.

Set amongst 90 acres of park-like grounds and native bush, Totara Springs 

offers a multitude of challenges both indoors and out. The students enjoyed 

many of the traditional camp activities including abseiling, archery and 

the kart track. Highest in the popularity stakes by far, however, was the 

downhill, high speed water slide – in fact anything with water! 

The students were also set team-building tasks that were particularly 

worthwhile as it got the whole Tutor Group talking, helping to set up their 

Tutor Group dynamic. Amongst these tasks was the requirement to build 

their own shelter from supplied materials for a night camping out. Some 

were successful but others found themselves up in the dead of night 

reconnecting their sagging shelter! Regardless, fun was had by all!

Camp is a fantastic opportunity for the boys and girls to step out of their 

comfort zones and challenge themselves physically and mentally in a new, 

yet supportive, environment. Through their time away from home, they 

were able to learn more about themselves and others, while growing in 

self-confidence.  Our Year 13 Peer Support leaders played a big part at 

camp, providing support, encouragement and guidance for the Year 9’s 

and instilling a sense of what it means to be a Son or 

Daughter of Kentigern. 

There is an enormous amount of careful planning to 

ensure trips beyond the campus are challenging, have 

a true sense of purpose, are safe and run smoothly. 

We accord our thanks to camp organiser, Mr David 

Sheehan, who was ably supported by the Year 13 Peer 

Support Leaders and the Heads of Houses. This group 

of core staff, together with their team of House Tutors, 

worked together well to ensure the camp was once 

again a great success!
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Chalmers Retain 
Swimming Title! 

Under a blazing summer sun, Chalmers laid claim to the first House 

event of the year, winning the Swimming title for their House for the 

second year in a row! 

Preliminary heats across all age groups had been raced during the first 

days of term, to award House points for participation and determine 

which swimmers would race in the finals. Chalmers had the winning 

formula, ensuring they topped the participation points as well as 

streaking away in the finals!

On finals afternoon, the friendly rivalry between the Houses was loud and clear as the first group of 

swimmers took their mark. The noise was deafening as the races got underway and the House prefects 

led their students to cheer on their House representatives. Once again, we welcomed Year 7 and 8 

swimmers from the Girls’ School who put in a strong performance, with a first place in the Year 8 

race and clean trifecta in the Year 7 race! The seniors, both boys and girls, put on an incredible show 

of stamina and speed in their races, with the Senior Boys’ events, in particular, ending in some of the 

closest results ever seen!

The day concluded with relay racing and as always, it was heartening to see our newly appointed 

student leaders rally around our youngest swimmers to give them support. This was followed by the 

annual staff v prefects’ race. Who won? Hard to tell but each would like to claim the victory!

Congratulations to all swimmers, age-group champions and Chalmers for winning the first 

House event for the year.

Individual House Swimming Champions 2020  

1st 2nd 3rd

Senior Girls Abbey Keyte (H) Brooke Hill (CH) Beth Harford (S)

Senior Boys Will Bason (CH) Danny Weng (CA) Nic Stirling (S)

Intermediate Girls Liv Peebles (CA) Isabella Campion (CH) Olivia Sweetman (Wl)

Intermediate Boys Oliver Avis (W) Charlie Bassett (CH) Alex Perry (W)

Junior Girls Alex Campion (CH) Imogen Perry (W) Jane Chen (CA)

Junior Boys James Crosbie (CA) Sam Boyes (CA) James Chambers (W)

Year 8 Girls SKC & SKGS Amelia Duff (CH) GS Olivia Kay (CH) Scarlett Bassett (CH)

Year 8 Girls SKC Only Olivia Kay (CH) Scarlett Bassett (CH) Lucy Sweetman (Wl)

Year 8 Boys Chichi Zhang (CA) Chris Tong (CH) Sam Armstrong (W)

Year 7 Girls SKC & SKGS Kayla Knight (CH) GS Kate Slyfield (CH) GS Jaime Knight (Ch) GS

Year 7 Girls SKC Only Samantha Lye (H) India Neshausen (CH) Annalise Cherrie (CA)

Year 7 Boys Nolan Zou (Wl) Monty Neubert (CH) Josh Lee (W)

HOUSE SWIMMING 
CHAMPIONS

1ST CHALMERS

2ND WISHART

3RD STARK

4TH CARGILL

5TH HAMILTON

6TH WILSON
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Chalmers Wins House 
Athletics – Again!

Chalmers is definitely on a winning streak having firstly won the House 

Swimming for the second year in a row, quickly followed by winning 

House Athletics - again!

Held over two stunning days, the students embraced the spirit and took on 

as many events as possible to gain House points for participation and, for 

some, further points for success. 

The first day of track and field gave all our students the opportunity to participate, each choosing their 

own preferred events. With finalists decided for the key track events, by finals day, the field was a blaze of 

House colours, as students gathered trackside to cheer on the 100m finalists and relay teams. The much-

anticipated ‘Prefect v.Bruce House v. Staff Relay’ concluded racing with the staff team managing to cross 

the finish line first - due to a rather sneaky head start - followed closely by Bruce House. 

With the points tallied across two days, Chalmers retained their title as Athletic Champions. 

Congratulations to Cecile Velghe (Senior Girls), Jade Nomani (Junior Girls) and Timothy Wallace (Year 

8 Boys) who all retained their 2019 age group titles, and to the Girls’ School students who performed 

exceptionally well.

Thank you to all staff who stood in the scorching heat to time, measure and record! 

2020 Athletics Champions

1st 2nd 3rd

Senior Girls Cecile Velghe (S) Zara Smith (W) Mia Harries (W)

Senior Boys Logan Cowie (CA) Nick Wales (H) Leo Ashcroft (H)

Intermediate Girls Ruby Spring (CH) Charlotte Manley (W) Neve Webster (S)

Intermediate Boys Joe Berman (CH) Xavi Taele (W) Matthew Larsen (CH)

Junior Girls Jade Nomani (W) = Emmerson Garrett (S) 

= Katelyn Quay-Chin (CH)

Junior Boys Coen Anderson (S) Zeph Lototau (WL) =Elijah McMillan (CH)  

   =Luke Parr (W)

Year 8 Girls SKC & 

SKGS

Sienna Moyle (GS) (H) Cleo Hancock (GS) (H) Anna Ros (WL)

Year 8 Girls SKC Anna Ros (WL) Dorothy Anderson (S) Greer Gilhooly (CA)

Year 8 Boys Timothy Wallace (CA) Ollie Mai (CH) Sam Armstrong (W)

Year 7 Girls SKC & 

SKGS

Charlize Kerr (WL) Emma White (GS) (W) Eden Murdoch (GS) (CH)

Year 7 Girls SKC Charlize Kerr (WL) Selina Zhang (CA) Izzy Hawthorn (W)

Year 7 Boys Sam Wallace (CA) Fletcher Houghton (S) Cooper Thomas (H)

HOUSE CHAMPIONS

1ST CHALMERS

2ND HAMILTON

3RD WISHART

4TH STARK

5TH CARGILL

6TH WILSON
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The potential for overall success in a number of summer sports was halted by the onset of the Covid-19 restrictions as the term’s play came to 

a halt when Alert Level 4 was introduced on 29 March and the country went into Lockdown. This was disappointing for our sporting students 

as this also meant the suspension or, now in most cases, the cancellation of competition during Summer Tournament Week and other planned 

National tournaments to be held over the holiday period.

The students and coaches of these teams will be disappointed they couldn’t finish their season but must remain proud of their achievements 

within the Auckland competitions and the progress that they made during the 7 weeks of competition.

Sports Round Up

Zone Athletics 
Following on from the College Athletics Championships, over 50 students competed 

in the Zone Championships at Mt Smart in March with a large group of 38 qualifying 

for the Auckland finals which 

unfortunately were cancelled.
Junior Girls

Alexandra Campion 3rd 800m

Katelyn Quay-Chin 3rd 100m 

Junior Boys

Coen Anderson 2nd 1500m 

Intermediate Girls

Natalia Rankin-Chitar  1st Shot Put 

1st Discus

Hannah Riley 2nd Triple Jump 

Jade Nomani  1st High Jump 

Intermediate Boys

Xavi Taele  2nd Long Jump

Liam McKenzie  3rd 100m Hurdles 

Boys 4x100m Relay 1st     

Senior Boys 

Boys 4x100m Relay 3rd

Senior Girls

Caitlyn McKenzie 3rd 100m Hurdles 

National Gold 
for Natalia
Congratulations to Year 12 

student, Natalia Rankin-Chitar 

who won two gold medals and a 

bronze medal at the NZ National 

Athletics Championships. She 

won gold in both the U18 Girls 

Shot Put and Discus, throwing 50m 

to break yet another College Record and also 

qualify for the Youth Olympics. She also won 

a bronze in the U20 discus. Natalia was also 

named in the NZ Secondary Schools Team for 

the Australian Championships in Sydney but 

unfortunately this event was cancelled.

Swimming 
The zone championships 

were held in March with some 

excellent results from our 

swimmers but the Auckland 

qualifiers weren’t able to be 

completed. Individual swimmers did 

have some excellent results at the Auckland Age 

Group Championships.

Auckland Age Group Medallists

Liv Peebles (14) 1st 50m Fly, 100m Fly, 50m 

Back, 2nd 50m Free

Alex Campion (13) 1st 200 IM, 400 IM, 100m 

Fly, 2nd 200m Fly, 50m 

Free

James Crosbie (13) 1st 400 IM, 400m Free, 2nd 

50m Back, 200m Back, 

100m Fly, 3rd 100m Back, 

100m Free

Isabella Campion 

(15)

1st 50m Free, 100m Free

Oliver Avis (15) 3rd 200m Fly, 400 IM

Waterpolo
The Auckland Waterpolo season 

got through to the end of pool 

play with the highlight being 

the placing of the Premier Girls’ 

Team who are the first girls’ 

team from the College to secure a medal in the 

Auckland Premier Competition. After last year’s 

team was the first to reach the top four, there 

was a collective determination to go one further 

in 2020 and be amongst the medalists. There 

were a number of tight games, including a 10-9 

win over Rangitoto and a 7-6 win over Baradene 

in the early stages. They led runaway winners 

Diocesan 4-3 at half time, before succumbing in 

the second half. Eventually, it came down to the 

final weekend with games against Carmel and 

St Cuthbert’s. A 13-9 win against Carmel, was 

enough to secure a medal. The team fought hard 

against Saint Cuthbert’s, in a bid to secure the 

Silver but fell a couple of goals short. However, 

they were really pleased to win a bronze medal 

and were looking forward to the opportunity to 

repeat the feat at North Islands and Nationals.  

The boys’ team placed 6th in Auckland. 

Rowing
The U15 Girls enjoyed success 

at the North Island Club 

Championships. After winning 

their heat and qualifying 

with the second fastest time, 

the U15 Girls Octuple fought 

hard in the final to secure 

3rd place on the podium and 

receive a well-deserved bronze 

medal. This was a fantastic 

result in what is becoming a 

very competitive event in NZ 

Secondary School Rowing.

Table Tennis
There were more outstanding results from our 

table tennis students at the Auckland Summer 

Open played during Term 1.

Nathan Xu: Open Men’s singles runner-up, Open 

Men’s doubles winner, U21 Men’s singles winner, 

U21 Men’s doubles winner, U18 Boys’ doubles 

winner (with Timothy Choi).

Joanna Yang: U18 Girls’ singles winner, U15 Girls’ 

singles runner-up.
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Orienteering 
The East Auckland Orienteering Sprint 

competition on average has 550 Year 7-13 

students from local schools competing. 

This year we had our biggest number yet 

with 45 students entered. We completed 

four events with 13 of our students placed 

in the top 10 across the age groups, with 

three gaining first place. Congratulations 

to Thomas Cranefield in the Senior Boys, 

Sophia Ying in the Senior Girls and Kelly 

McKinnon in the Intermediate girls. 

Volleyball
The boys’ and girls’ Senior A teams had a strong 

zone competition with the boys placing 1st and 

the girls 2nd in the zone. This qualified them for 

the Auckland Championships at Bruce Pullman 

Stadium where the girls finished 2nd in Division 2 

and the boys 9th in Division 2.

Yachting 
Auckland Secondary Schools Fleet Racing 

Championships

The annual Auckland Secondary Schools Fleet 

Racing Championships was the first event for the 

year and saw nine students compete across four different classes 

over the two-day regatta. All students performed well and achieved 

their goal of top three, placing second overall. Well done! 

Nathan Vince    Gold - Starling class 

Jack Hayward-Slattery  

and Lachlan Marker  Gold - Double handed RS Feva class 

Morgan Lay   Bronze - BIC O’pen Skiff

Secondary Schools National Keelboat Championship

The next key regatta for the College team was the Secondary Schools 

National Keelboat Championship held at Westhaven in Auckland. 

This event sees the top 20 schools in New Zealand compete for the 

honour and is always a very close competition. The Saint Kentigern 

team comprised of Jack Frewin, Jack Hayward-Slattery, Dan Nichols 

and Jack Webber who started the regatta off well by topping the 

qualifying series and securing a finals berth. The final day of racing 

saw some very tight sailing in the gold fleet with only two points 

separating the 2nd, 3rd and 4th teams. Saint Kentigern finished 4th 

overall after countback.

Individual Achievements

There was also notable individual achievements for the sailors in open 

competitions. Nathan Vince secured the 2020 New Zealand Starling 

Match Racing Championship title. He also placed first in several key 

regattas for the Starling Class such as the Sir Peter Blake Regatta and 

Auckland Championships.  Jack Frewin, who is a current New Zealand 

representative in the 29er Class, also secured first place at the Sir 

Peter Blake Regatta and Auckland Championships, and was 4th at the 

Australian 29er National Championships.

Track Cycling
Congratulations to Year 10 student, Ruby Spring who travelled to Invercargill 

to compete in the Vantage Age Group Track Nationals, representing Auckland. 

Ruby competed in the U17 age group and medalled in every race including two 

gold medals. In the Team Pursuit, her team also broke the NZ record and then 

teamed up with former Saint Kentigern student, Sophie de Vries, to win Gold in 

the team sprint.

Under 17 Girls: 500m Team Sprint – Gold. 3000m Team Pursuit - Gold (Broke NZ Record). 

2000m Individual Pursuit – Silver. Sprint – Silver. 500m Time Trial – Bronze. 5000m Scratch

New Head of 
Sport and Coach 
Development 

The College is delighted to welcome Mrs 

Temepara Bailey, MNZM, who recently accepted 

the new position of Head of Sport and Coach 

Development. This new role was established 

following the Trust Board’s review of the sports programme in 2019, 

and fulfils one of the recommendations from the review. Mrs Bailey’s 

focus will be on working closely with the heads of each sporting code 

to develop and improve the quality of coaching across all sports. She 

is also tasked with establishing a student coaching programme for 

our senior students to be involved.

Mrs Bailey comes to us with a vast experience in the sporting 

industry, having been a high-performance athlete both 

nationally and internationally, including the Silver Ferns Netball 

Team, Netball NZ, Northern Mystics and Northern Stars ANZ 

Netball Franchises. She has coached and been involved in 

high performance at a national and international level with the 

Northern Stars and NZ Netball.  

In addition to her netball experience, she will be a great role model 

for our students with her considerable amount of knowledge, 

experience and skills in all levels of sport.  She understands the 

secondary schools sporting programme, having had a role at 

College Sport for two years, and is well-networked within regional 

and NZ Sport. Mrs Bailey’s leadership, competitiveness and 

personality will be a fantastic addition to the Sports Department 

at the College.

It was pleasing to note that the number of students participating in Term 1 sports increased from the previous year with extra teams in Tennis, 

Volleyball and Cricket, and more individuals joining Orienteering and Touch.

The College’s Athletics and Swimming events were extremely successful. Tremendous House spirit and strong competition allowed many 

students to compete in a fun and exciting environment. 

We are hopeful that as the Alert Levels drop, the winter codes will be able to start sometime in Term 2, dependent on when the government 

gives the go ahead. In the meantime, all students should be doing some form of individual fitness to maintain good health and wellbeing. 
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Tennis had the good fortune to complete much of their season before 

the COVID-19 Lockdown restrictions were put in place, producing some 

outstanding results in the Auckland events at both individual, doubles and team 

competitions. Their strength in the regional competition boded well for the 

Nationals had they taken place but sadly this competition was cancelled. The 

players are hopeful that this may be rescheduled at a later date to give them the 

opportunity to compete at National level.

Auckland Teams Tennis Champions
Once again, our Premier Tennis Teams dominated the Auckland Secondary 

Schools Championships, winning three Gold medals, two Silver and one Bronze. 

Congratulations to the Premier Boys’ and Girls’ Teams who held onto their 

winning titles from last year, remaining the Auckland Champions. Well done!  

Auckland Teams Tennis Championships

Premier Boys’ Team Auckland Champions

Premier Boys’ Team 2 Bronze 

Premier Girls’ Team Auckland Champions

Premier Girls’ Team 2 Silver 

Girls’ Junior A Team  Auckland Champions 

Boys’ Junior A Team Silver 

Auckland Champions of Champions 
Held over three weeks, the Auckland Champions of Champions saw our 

students compete against the best players in Auckland for individual titles. 

The competition at this level is tough and each player took their place on 

court with a fierce determination to succeed. At the end of the matches, 

points were awarded for the quarter-finalists, semi-finalists and finalists, 

and once the points were tallied, Saint Kentigern was once again awarded 

the overall Auckland trophies for the best boys’ team and the best girls’ 

team. Congratulations!   

Auckland champion of champions 

Junior Girls 

Anabelle Loutit, Kate Anderson Junior Girls Doubles Champions

Junior Boys 

Max Richardson Junior Boys Singles Champion

Intermediate Girls 

Emma Anderson Intermediate Girls Singles Champion 

Intermediate Girls Doubles Runner Up

Carolann Delaunay Intermediate Girls Singles Runner Up 

Intermediate Girls Doubles Runner Up

Intermediate Boys

Alex Mirkov Intermediate Boys Singles Champion 

Intermediate Boys Doubles Champion

Jake Riordan Intermediate Boys Doubles Champion

Senior Girls

Ana Tamanika Senior Girls Singles Champion

Senior Girls Doubles Champion

Ema Miyaura Senior Girls Singles Runner Up

Ela Vakaukamea Senior Girls Doubles Champion

Senior Boys 

Sam Hodges, James McPherson Senior Boys Doubles Runner Up

Auckland Overall Schools Trophy

Boys’ Team Auckland Champions

Girls’ Team Auckland Champions

Top Tennis Teams in Auckland
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Medals Aplenty for Multisport
With thanks to Triathlon and Cycling Coach, Nathan Richmond 

The triathlon season commenced in Term 4 of last year with a solid squad of 22 

athletes who would be returning. With structured training sessions seven times per 

fortnight covering all three disciplines – swimming, cycling, running - the interest for 

the code grew, and by Term 1, the squad had 34 athletes keen to compete. 

One of the highlights was the annual triathlon training camp in January, which saw the 

students take part in three days of intense race season preparation. The entire squad 

attended this and supported one another to achieve their goals and personal bests. 

New Zealand Secondary Schools Triathlon Championships

Sophie Spencer Silver U16 Individual Girls 

Zara Jancys, Huw Jenner, Sacha McLeod 

and Jack Melhiush

Bronze U19 Mixed Team Relay 

Sophie Spencer, Olivia Rooney along with 

two Macleans students

Gold U16 Mixed Team Relay 

Auckland Secondary Schools Aquathon Championships

The Auckland Secondary Schools Aquathon Championships were held at the 

College in February and reached record numbers across all categories. Saint 

Kentigern fielded a strong team of 26 athletes who all performed well and 

showed a level of improvement, coming from our training programme. 

Auckland Secondary School Aquathon Championships

Joshua Gordon-Glassford Gold Junior Boys

James Crosbie Bronze Junior Boys

Sophie Spencer Silver Intermediate Girls 

Olivia Rooney Bronze Intermediate Girls 

Zara Jancys Silver Senior Girls 

Zach Clarke and Nick Stirling Bronze Senior Boys’ Team 

Auckland Secondary Schools Triathlon Championships

The final key event on the calendar was the Auckland Secondary Schools 

Triathlon Championships held at Pt England Reserve in March. Saint Kentigern 

fielded its largest team of athletes in three seasons and this event gave our 

athletes a chance to demonstrate all they had gained from a consistent season 

of training. 

 

Auckland Secondary School Triathlon Championships

Coen Anderson Gold Junior Boys

Joshua Gordon-Glassford Silver Junior Boys 

Dorothy Anderson Silver Junior Girls 

Madeline Ballard Bronze Junior Girls 

Sophie Spencer Gold Intermediate Girls 

Olivia Rooney Silver Intermediate Girls 

Isabelle Bannister Bronze Intermediate Girls 

U16 Boys Team: 

Sunny Sun, Harry Hannan, 

Joshua Gordon-Glassford

Bronze Intermediate Teams

U16 Girls Team:  

Liv Peebles, Ruby Spring, 

Isabella Campion

Gold Intermediate Teams

Jack Melhuish Bronze Senior Boys 

Zara Jancys Gold Senior Girls 

U19 Boys Team :  

Nic Stirling, Campbell 

Jordan, Zach Clark

Gold U19 Senior Boys

U19 Mixed Team :  

Liv Peebles, Emma 

Hannan, Coen Anderson

Gold U19 Senior Mixed

New Zealand Secondary Schools Triathlon Championships

Following the training camp, 10 triathletes ventured south to Wanaka, to take part 

in the New Zealand Secondary Schools Triathlon Championships, which provided 

our competitors with the chance to compete as individuals in their allocated age 

categories, and also the mixed team relay (MTR) event. While all athletes performed 

well in each and gained some valuable learnings that come from being at a National 

event, special mention must be made of Sophie Spencer who won the Silver medal in 

her U16 Girls’ Individual Race. Her performance was outstanding. We also congratulate 

Zara Jancys, Huw Jenner, Sacha McLeod and Jack Melhiush who claimed Bronze in the 

Under 19 MTR, and Sophie Spencer and Olivia Rooney combined with two Macleans 

College athletes who claimed Gold in the U16 MTR.
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OLD COLLEGIANS

From the President of the Old Collegians

Well, the 2020 year has certainly seen a strange start! COVID-19 

has affected us all and the shutdown of our borders, 

businesses, schools and country has thrown many associations, clubs 

and organisations into a ‘state of suspension’. Our Old Collegian 

Association is no different. We have already seen the postponement 

of our annual OC fixtures against the 1st XI College Cricket team, as 

well as both the Girls’ 1st Xl and Boys’ 1st XI College Hockey games. 

It’s disappointing that this has happened, as I know the OC’s who 

compete in these annual fixtures love to come back to the College 

and see how the new generation of sports stars are going, but rest 

assured, if we can reschedule these games, coordinating with 

the College coaches for later in the year, we will. This will 

depend on how those sports schedules have changed 

with a compressed calendar.

It would be great to hear from Old Collegians living in 

other parts of the world as to how you are coping in 

your daily overseas lives with the various restrictions 

in place. If you could provide an insight into how you 

have adapted and are dealing with challenges to our 

Piper readers, I feel it would help those who might be 

planning an overseas experience in the future. 

Please get in touch with us at skoca@

saintkentigern.com 

This is a dynamic, changing situation so 

we need to be flexible in our approach 

to the different events we had planned 

for the rest of 2020. Some of our 

events, like the annual golf day and 

Recent Old Collegian evenings aren’t 

scheduled until later this year, so we 

can park these for now and update 

you all in the future.

Our Annual Dinner and our 

‘Graduating Class of 1995’ 25 year 

Reunion Dinner can also be planned for 

later in the year, however, the format, 

size and venue of these events might 

need to be changed to fit with the current 

government requirements for socialising and 

organised event management. If we can make these events happen, 

we’re all for it as I think everyone will be pretty keen to have a couple 

of get togethers if things improve!

You may have seen that our Annual AGM has been postponed to 25 

June 2020. Under Levels 3 & 4 we could not conduct an electronic 

meeting under our constitution. Fortunately we had some breathing 

room as the SKOCA Constitution states inter alia …’The Annual 

General Meeting of the Association shall be held at a date no later 

than six months after the balance date.’ As our balance date is 31 

December 2019, under the Constitution, we have until 30 June to 

hold the AGM. To allow things to hopefully return to ‘as normal’ as 

possible, we have decided to reschedule the AGM to 25th June 2020 

at 6.30pm, with the venue to be decided closer to this time.

Lastly, I would like to encourage all Old Collegians to stay 

connected and involved in this great community of ours. Now, 

more than ever, we may have the ability, means and empathy 

to help out our community in any way we can. Together, there 

are over 17,000 of us who are linked in a common bond through 

our time at Saint Kentigern and the lessons and friendships we 

learnt there bind us together no matter where we are 

in the world. Reach out and reconnect, offer 

assistance and help wherever possible, whether 

it’s through philanthropy, your personal time 

or even as a business owner. If you are looking 

to employ someone, I’m sure there is a fellow 

Old Collegian out there who needs that 

support and help. Together we are a very 

strong community.

Stay safe and healthy and as always,

Fides Servanda Est

Hayden Butler, 

SKOCA President

The committee welcomes feedback from 

members so please keep in touch: 

 skoca@saintkentigern.com

Hilary Wham – 
Legal Adviser

Hilary graduated from Saint Kentigern as the Head Girl in 2008. 

During her college years, she enjoyed English, History, Art 

History and Economics which influenced her to pursue a career in 

Law. ‘I loved stories, language, art, learning about how the world 

works and what makes people tick. A big part of why I enjoyed 

these subjects so much was because I had great teachers who 

were passionate about their subjects and about teaching.’

Following Saint Kentigern, Hilary studied a Bachelor of Law 

(Honours) / Bachelor of Commerce (Economics) at the University 

of Auckland and is currently a legal adviser at the Competition and 

Markets Authority in London, England. This is her first role working 

in London’s public sector as previously she was a lawyer at a large 

commercial law firm in Auckland. The CMA looks after merger 

control, consumer law issues and investigates cartels and other 

anti-competitive conduct. 

In Memoriam

It is with sadness that we record the passing of the 

following members of the Saint Kentigern community. 

We express our condolences to their families.

COUGHLAN Jack College teacher 1956 – 1958  

 and 1960 – 1992

HEANEY David Jonathan   #1834

MARSHALL Brian Andrew   #813 

SHIRLEY Ian Kenneth Richard     #18 

STAPLES  Bryan Justin #640



Francesca Wilkinson- 
Continuing to Offer Service

Francesca Wilkinson graduated from Saint Kentigern in 2013 and 

is well-remembered for her skills in cricket, hockey and tennis. 

During her time at the College, Francesca was a peer support leader 

and enjoyed mathematics and science, so much so that she decided 

to study something that would not only challenge her in these areas 

but also help others – Engineering was her logical choice. 

Following her graduation, Francesca moved down south to study 

Mechanical Engineering at the University of Canterbury. She has been 

working as a mechanical engineer at Beca for more than two years 

and helps clients around the world in a variety of industries with their 

projects. Some of these industries include mining, food and beverage, 

chemical production, pulp and paper, and oil and gas. Francesca 

says she loves being able to work internationally and learn about 

different cultures. ‘I love travelling, especially to parts of the world 

less developed than New Zealand.’

Francesca works primarily with clients in New Caledonia, Indonesia 

and New Zealand, building apps for them in an online database used 

to plan and track their projects. ‘This isn’t the path I would have 

expected myself to go down when I left school, but I think I have 

found my niche! I am hoping to dive more into the digital services 

space in years to come.’

Beyond work, Francesca plays cricket, loves to run and has completed 

three marathons since leaving school and is currently training for a 

half ironman in September. Her major passion although is helping 

others in less fortunate positions than herself. ‘I think this passion was 

installed in me throughout my years at Saint Kentigern, where there 

was always a strong emphasis on service to others.’

In January 2020, Francesca travelled to Buikwe, Uganda to volunteer 

with a New Zealand organisation called Purpose Projects. ‘A 

major barrier to effective and sustainable volunteer work is a true 

understanding of the culture and the community. Purpose Projects, 

therefore, chose to partner with the local organisation, Hope Line, to 

help where it is truly needed. Hope Line is based in Lugazi and run by 

Tony Wanyoike who grew up in Kkoba, Buikwe District.’

While in Buikwe, Francesca helped to finish the construction of St 

Gerald’s Wellshine Primary School. ‘This school was built by local 

labourers and volunteers from the previous two trips with Purpose 

Projects. St Gerald’s Wellshine is now providing quality education to 

students within Kkoba who otherwise would have had to travel for 

miles to get to school each day – a 

journey which can be very dangerous. The school officially opened 

on the 14 February with the students parading through Kkoba. School 

is not funded in Uganda and that is a major barrier to learning. Every 

child at St Gerald’s Wellshine is sponsored, with the families paying a 

small remaining fee.’

‘The construction of a high school in Kkoba commenced last year 

and we continued this construction during our time as well. Aside 

from construction, we also worked with Hope Line’s women’s groups 

in Mayindo and Bullyntete. We attended their meetings and helped 

make their craft business profitable. During the school holidays, we 

also ran school holiday programmes for children in Kkoba, Mayindo 

and Bullyntete which included lessons and games.’

Francesca says she is grateful for the opportunities that Saint 

Kentigern gave her in academics and sport. ‘Saint Kentigern pushed 

me to not just achieve, but to excel. I wouldn’t have had all my 

success in sport without the coaching and facilities offered to me. 

Saint Kentigern also taught me the value of serving others and it has 

stuck with me to this day.’

Francesca encourages students to make the most of their 

opportunities while at Saint Kentigern. ‘You will only discover your 

skills and passions if you try new things. At school, I didn’t do any 

volunteer trips and I regret it. It’s so easy to become engulfed in 

your own bubble and take your life out of perspective, but it’s 

super important to see what else is out there beyond your life. Saint 

Kentigern offers some of the most incredible service trips and it’s an 

opportunity to gain perspective on the world we live in.’

‘The sporting opportunities are second to none at Saint Kentigern 

as well. It has some of the most incredible facilities and coaches 

available, so make the most of it while you can – I wish I got into 

triathlon while I was there!’
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‘I’ve attended company ‘dawn raids’, assisted on investigations into misleading online prices, 

and investigated a range of different industries for collusive conduct. I work closely with 

economists, policy teams, and other lawyers, so it is a great mix of my professional interests. It is 

an interesting time to be working in the UK as it prepares for EU-exit. I’m moving back to private 

practice later this year and am looking forward to putting my experience at the CMA to use 

advising clients.’

Hilary said she owes a lot to Saint Kentigern as it gave her a great start in life. ‘I’m grateful, I 

squeezed all the juice out of it that I could. High school is a unique time and Saint Kentigern was 

a great place to spend it. In my five years there I dabbled in a bit of everything - a huge range of 

subject choices and extra-curriculars. I wasn’t good at all of it but having a chance to explore and 

start to figure out what you like and what’s valuable to you is important and harder to do as adult 

life kicks in. One of the best things I got out of Saint Kentigern are my friends. Some of my best 

friends today are my friends from high school.’

Hilary encourages current students to give it all a go. ‘Follow your interests because the school 

will cater for them and provide you with the most incredible resources to flourish. And enjoy 

it - have fun. High school and life more generally can be a bit serious sometimes, but it is easier 

to cope if you let yourself have a laugh along the way. I’d also say be kind to each other. There 

is a lot of life to live after high school and you’ll inevitably meet old classmates again, no matter 

where you are in the world, and it is much nicer running into a friendly face. If you’re in Year 13 

and don’t know what comes next, you’re certainly not alone in feeling that, but talk to someone 

because there’s always lots of help if you ask.’
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Jolene Muir – Humanitarian Aid

While at Saint Kentigern, Jolene was the Football Girls’ 1st lX 

captain, winning several football, as well as academic, awards. 

She looks back on her time at Saint Kentigern with fond memories 

and thanks football coach, Malcolm Cowie in particular, not only for 

coaching her but for ‘being a great mentor and friend.’

‘Mr Cowie pushed me, supported me and instilled confidence in 

me that I was severely lacking at the time. While he may not have 

influenced my chosen career path, his encouragement gave me the 

drive to pursue what I wanted and chase a scholarship in America.’

After graduating from the College in 2012, Jolene took up a football 

and academic scholarship at Lipscomb University in Nashville, 

Tennessee, where she played Division 1 Football (Soccer) for two 

years, while majoring in Journalism and Film. Following this, she had a 

change of heart about her academic career and returned to Auckland 

where she graduated in 2018 with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 

and Sociology, followed in 2019 with a Bachelor of Arts (First Class 

Honours) in Development Studies. Throughout her studies, she was 

also working in several different roles for World Vision NZ.

Most recently, Jolene has returned from Geneva, Switzerland where 

she worked as a Humanitarian Intern for the United Nations Disaster 

Assessment and Coordination Team. ‘Working directly under the 

Global Lead for emergency responses, this role was both challenging 

and rewarding - particularly being involved with the coordination 

of international training simulations and the UN’s response to 

emergencies, such as Cyclone Idai in Mozambique last year.’ While in 

Geneva, she was also fortunate enough to play football for the semi-

professional team - Servette FC. 

This year, Jolene was set to start a Double Masters in Human Rights/

Peace and Conflict Studies at Pontificia Universidad Javeriana in 

Cali, Colombia & University of Peace in San Jose, Costa Rica, but 

unfortunately, she lost her 

scholarship opportunities 

due to COVID-19. Currently, 

she is attempting to save 

and/or source funding 

to start this in July but, 

alternatively, will be looking 

to start a Masters in Peace 

and Conflict Studies at the 

University of Queensland. 

Beyond her work and 

studies, Jolene enjoys 

playing football, travelling 

and volunteering for 

different organisations. 

During her time in Nashville, she was fortunate to complete two 

volunteer trips to San Salvador, El Salvador - one with the generous 

support of Saint Kentigern. Although she struggles to define these 

trips as beneficial for those she was there to ‘help’, she said these 

trips influenced her chosen career path. She also went on a Habitat 

for Humanity build outside Kanchanaburi in Southern Thailand, where 

she worked with other New Zealanders to help build homes for those 

in need. 

Jolene encourages students to step outside their comfort zone, to try 

new things and explore overseas. ‘I wish someone had told me that’s 

it’s okay to not know what you want - what you want to study, where 

you want to go, what you want to do with your life. Don’t be afraid to 

change your mind - try and fail as many times as you need to, you’ll 

figure it out in the end. Also, travel. Explore as many places as you 

can, there’s only so much you can learn in a classroom or online, get 

out there and see the world.’

John Le Bailly Chamberlin – Railway Enthusiast

John attended Saint Kentigern from 1955 to 1961 as a Bruce House 

boarder. Following his graduation, he went on to complete a 

Master of Commerce at The University of Auckland and in 1969 

landed his first job at the accounting firm, Clarke, Menzies & Co (New 

Zealand member firm of Touche Ross & Co) which merged/morphed 

over the years to become Deloitte in 2000.

In 1971, John spent two years in Touche Ross London before returning 

to Clarke, Menzies & Co, where he became an audit partner in 1976. 

Following this, he achieved a Lead Client Service role as the Tax 

Consulting partner in Deloitte Auckland. He ended up retiring in 

2003 but remained as a consultant to the firm, actively involved in 

providing business advice to selected clients.

In late 1961, whilst still at school, John was introduced to the Railway 

Enthusiasts Society (Inc) by Saint Kentigern teacher, Mr Stan Dunn, 

following a post-exam school visit he led to the Otahuhu Railway 

Workshops. Inspired by Mr Dunn, 

railways and transportation were to 

become a lifelong passion for John.

John joined the Society on Mr 

Dunn’s suggestion in 1962, upon 

commencing his university 

commerce degrees. Later he 

was to become President of the 

Society for two separate terms 

(13 years in total). He said, ‘I was 

contemporaneously Chairman 

of the Society’s ‘subsidiary’ 

entity, The Glenbrook Vintage 

Railway Charitable Trust Board. 

Fundraising to develop and 

maintain Glenbrook’s rail and 

property assets was critical. 

Following my retirement as a 

partner in Deloitte Auckland, I 

have continued to undertake the 

role of ‘Overseas Tours Director,’ 

organising and leading Overseas 

Railtours, and related ships’ 

voyages – principally on Cunard,  for groups of between 25 and 90 

Society members on each tour. These commenced with Australia 

and quickly extended on a twice a year basis to include North 

America, including Alaska, the UK, Russia’s Trans-Siberian Railway, 

Europe and Scandinavia, Japan and South East Asia. Unfortunately, 

Covis-19 has led to the cancellation of our 2020 May and June 

Railtours of Japan and Switzerland and like many activities at 

present the future remains uncertain!’ 
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Dr Nelson Lam - Post-Doctoral 
Research in Medicinal Chemistry 

Former Hamilton House Prefect and Dux of the College, Nelson 

Lam graduated in 2009 and says he wouldn’t be where he is today 

without the help of his teachers. Nelson says his College teachers 

were outstanding mentors and helped him to discover his passions. 

‘I would not have chosen my career path without my Science 

teachers, particularly Peter Hadfield and Sue Miller, really fostering 

my love for the subject. Beyond this, the most influential mentors 

were my English teachers, Flora Mather and Bridget Hansen, and the 

teachers who led the Scholars’ Programme, Alison Lee and Jenny 

Sanders. Each and every one of them was instrumental in shaping 

how I responded to problems/issues, and shaped and broadened my 

perspective of the world at large.’

Following his time at the College, Nelson studied at the University 

of Auckland, graduating with BSc (Hons) in medicinal Chemistry, 

conjoined with a BMus in Music Composition. He then was selected 

as a Woolf Fisher Scholar from New Zealand and completed his PhD 

in Chemistry at the University of Cambridge in the UK; his collegiate 

affiliation during that time was with Trinity College. 

Nelson is now a post-doctoral research associate/elected 

Lindemann Fellow by the UK, at the Scripps Research Institute at 

La Jolla, California. His doctoral thesis explored the synthesis of 

architecturally complex marine derived compounds as promising 

anti-cancer candidates. 

Drawn by what he saw as huge inefficiencies in the field of chemical 

synthesis, which he had to experience first-hand doing his PhD, 

Nelson elected to pursue his postdoctoral research in the field of ‘C–H 

activation’. Nelson’s current focus lies in the development of novel 

metal catalysis to help greatly expedite the synthesis of bioactive/

pharmaceutically relevant compounds, and hopefully fundamentally 

reshape how scientists think of constructing molecules.

Outside his study, Nelson continues 

to enjoy music. Whilst at Cambridge, 

he sang with the Choir of Pembroke 

College for two years and during this 

time, was able to record at Abbey 

Road Studios (with Tom Chaplin - 

lead singer of Keane) as well as go on tour 

to Zambia. Nelson says the music teachers at Saint Kentigern, Ross 

Gerritsen and Kris Holmes, were another source of great mentorship 

and helped him to discover his love for music. 

Nelson has many fond memories of his time at Saint Kentigern and 

says the teachers were not only phenomenal educators but were 

willing to go above and beyond their call of duty. ‘They were wonderful 

counsellors for my formative years. I have a lot to be grateful for, 

especially for their tutelage, and I don’t think I can thank them enough. 

Nelson advises our current students to ‘push yourself to try new 

things. There are so many things outside of your classes on offer 

and each of them gives more depth and meaning to your high 

school experience. The path I took, reaching here as a postdoctoral 

researcher in chemistry had many side steps (e.g. music, commerce/

entrepreneurship), a lot of them are extracurricular interests, each of 

them driven by curiously, but all of them were instrumental in how 

I approached problems and my perspective on my work/the field 

at large. As well, I have met some of my closest friends from these 

shared experiences, who give wonderful perspectives of life outside 

of my field.’ 

Dr Rachel Gillard -  
Post-Doctoral Research 
in Medicinal Chemistry 

Rachel graduated from the 

College in 2009 having been a 

Wishart Prefect, a Stage Challenge 

and JRock leader. She loved dance, 

involving herself in the plays and 

musicals, whilst also playing and 

coaching netball. Having received 

Academic Honours in Years 9-13 

as part of the Scholars’ Group, she 

went on to study chemistry at the 

University of Auckland. 

Rachel thanks Saint Kentigern teachers, Peter Hadfield and Sue Miller 

for having had an enormous influence on her interest in science. She 

said, her passion for both chemistry and biology piqued her interest 

in medicine, but she never wanted to be a doctor. ‘When I discovered 

the subject of Medicinal Chemistry at Auckland University, I was set. 

The idea of being involved in the discovery and creation of medicine, 

interested me far more than treating patients. The science behind it is 

just fascinating.’

Rachel gained a Bachelor of Science, majoring in Medicinal Chemistry 

(1st class Honours) and then worked on the synthesis of novel 

antibiotics. She was awarded a PhD scholarship, completing her PhD 

in Organic Chemistry at Monash University in Melbourne, and worked 

on the discovery of novel chemical reactions allowing access to 

previously unattainable molecules.

During her PhD, she spent four months in Scotland and worked at 

the University of Saint Andrews as part of an exchange programme. 

Following her PhD, she returned to New Zealand in 2019 and worked 

for Distinguished Professor Dame Margaret Brimble and wrote 

a paper on the synthesis of naturally occurring molecules with 

medicinal potential (published in 2019).

To date, Rachel has worked in five laboratories all over the world, 

in Australia, New Zealand, Scotland and America. She has six 

publications in peer-reviewed journals. Her major areas of research 

are the discovery of novel ways to synthesise molecules and also the 

design and synthesis of new medicines. She is currently working at 

Scripps Research in California as a postdoctoral researcher, working 

on the design and synthesis of novel anti-cancer compounds.

Rachel is grateful to have been given the opportunity to attend Saint 

Kentigern and says the College provided her with the tools to figure 

out what her interests were - that she loved chemistry, biology, and, 

as a consequence, medicine. 

‘I started university majoring in Chemistry and Biology, I never even 

knew what a Medicinal Chemist was until my second year and then 

I switched. It is impossible to know ‘what you want to be when you 

grow up’, just use these years to find out what interests you, the rest 

will fall into place.’
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Laura Hunt (nee Stenberg) – Communications

Laura started as a foundation girl in Year 9, 2003, graduating 

in 2007. Coming from a small country school, she said Saint 

Kentigern was ‘quite the change,’ but she quickly made friends. 

During her College years, she particularly enjoyed History and 

English, and Media Studies in Year 12. ‘The wonderful thing about 

Saint Kentigern is there are so many strong departments, everyone 

can find something they love and get the support they need to do 

well in that area. I loved Media Studies and the many opportunities 

there were to get real-life work experience at local newspapers and 

hands-on experience working on the College newspaper, The Voice.’

Her teachers, with a passion for media, influenced and encouraged 

her decision to enrol in a Bachelor of Communications degree at 

Auckland University of Technology. ‘So many older students from Saint 

Kentigern had done the degree and it seemed like the obvious path to 

follow if you were looking towards a career in the media industry.’

Laura started out thinking she would major in Journalism, however, 

she ended up choosing Public Relations as a major and Journalism 

as a minor. She graduated in 2011 before spending six months 

doing a range of different consulting roles, and helping a variety of 

small businesses and organisations with their public relations and 

communications projects. She started as an Account Executive 

at Goode PR in June 2012, working across a portfolio of clients, 

planning and delivering PR campaigns and was promoted to Account 

Manager in July 2013. In the following year, she took up an exciting 

role as Communications and Marketing Manager at the then recently 

launched Well Foundation, the official charity of Waitemata District 

Health Board. ‘This was an amazing but hugely challenging role to 

build brand awareness of the foundation and its mission amongst 

the huge population living in the Waitemata district and amongst the 

DHB’s staff of almost 7000 people. Lots of fun, lots of knowledge 

gained and big goals achieved!’

In 2016, Laura and her husband, George bought a lifestyle block 

in North Waikato from where she commuted to North Shore and 

Waitakere Hospitals to continue working for the Well Foundation; 

‘as I enjoyed the role so much’. However, by March 2017, she had to 

make the tough decision to leave the Foundation as the thousands of 

kilometres of travel each month were too much.

Laura took over the administration of their small farriery 

business as well as picking up work copywriting, preparing various 

communications materials, managing social media accounts and 

more for several small businesses. She also had a role as Senior 

Features Writer for Show Circuit Magazine, a popular New 

Zealand equestrian magazine, and a casual role writing for 

Love Racing New Zealand, profiling jockeys, trainers and other 

personalities in the New Zealand thoroughbred racing industry. 

As a passionate equestrian herself, having had horses all her life 

and still competing regularly on the New Zealand show jumping 

circuit, these two roles were a dream come true for Laura.

Married to George, their daughter Scarlett was born April 2018, 

followed by Oliver in November 2019, she says there are never 

enough hours in the day and life for now is all about her family!

Donald Sinclair – Retired Pilot

Donald attended Saint Kentigern from 1955 to 1959 and returned a 

year later to become a Housemaster under the guidance of Stan 

Mair. During his time as a student, Donald was a member of the first 

Pipe Band and has many fond memories of his time at school, before 

moving on to work in the accounts firm, Swan, Swan and Fawcett. 

After two years working at the firm, Donald decided to make a 

career change into Aviation. Following his extensive training, he 

became a junior Instructor at the Waikato Aero Club for three years 

before moving to Papua New Guinea to join Territory Airlines for eight 

years. Mr Mair later married on the Chimbu Airstrip in the Highlands 

region of the country, where he went on to become their Chief Pilot.

Upon his return to New Zealand in 1976, Donald joined Capital Air 

Services in Wellington. For a short time, whilst in Wellington, he flew 

for Nationwide Air. He says, ‘The 

aircraft was a car freighter and a 

converted DC 4’. Once the company 

went into receivership, he went on to 

fly for Eagle Airways for nine years, where 

he landed a training role and later became their Chief Pilot. 

Following this, he moved on to join Air Freight New Zealand, which is 

based just out of Auckland. This job involved flying a Night Freighter, a 

Convair 580, and later led to him becoming their Chief Pilot for several 

years until sadly a car accident ended his flying career. 

Last Christmas, the current Saint Kentigern boarders sent Christmas 

cards to the former boarders and Donald was a grateful recipient!
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Tessa Meyer –  
2020 Future Thinker of the Year

The College 2011 Head Girl, Tessa Meyer made her mark during 

her College years as an exceptional student leader. She was an 

all-round student, Tessa excelled in academics, her chosen sport, 

was an outstanding public speaker and an exceptional young 

artist.  During the 65th Jubilee, she was commissioned to paint the 

remarkable artwork, ‘Upward Contemplation’ that now hangs in the 

MacFarlan Centre. 

Following her College years, Tessa took a gap year to further her 

artwork and travel. Upon her return, Tessa completed a Bachelor 

of Science, undertaking a double major in environmental science 

and geography at the University of Canterbury, before going on to 

complete a Master’s in Urban Resilience and Renewal. Tessa says the 

IB Diploma Programme at Saint Kentigern was ‘a blessing’ and helped 

her to discover her love for science and the importance of service. 

‘Had I not done IB while at school, I probably wouldn’t have seriously 

considered science or climate change planning as a career pathway. 

My work really comes down to improving the health and wellbeing of 

people and our communities through infrastructure and planning. I 

really enjoy what I do.’ 

Tessa currently works as a Corporate Responsibility Advisor 

at Auckland Council’s Development arm, Panuku Development 

Auckland. In her position, she leads sustainability solutions across 

a variety of projects, all of which directly contribute to Auckland’s 

transition to a climate resilient, healthy and low carbon city.

In this role, Tessa led the first Green Star - Communities ratings 

in Aotearoa and Panuku’s world-first volume certification. She 

also worked on an economic analysis tool to incorporate social, 

environmental and economic benefits into holistic decision-making 

regarding community investments and urban development, has been 

involved in a number of 

waste minimisation projects, 

recently completed Panuku’s 

Toitū Envirocare carbon 

reduce certification and led 

internal behaviour change 

campaigns at Panuku.

This work has won her 

recognition from the New 

Zealand Green Building Council 

(NZGBC) who named her the ‘2020 Future Thinker of the Year’ 

for demonstrating ‘environmental knowledge and leadership and 

recognising success, and passion for greener, better buildings.’ 

NZGBC is a non-profit organisation that works with developers, 

designers, and construction companies to ensure that New 

Zealanders live, work and play in a healthy, sustainable office, home 

or community space. Tessa’s submission and interview focused on the 

need to address decarbonisation through community-wide planning 

and infrastructure, and to establish ways to communicate the long-

term economic benefits of this.

Tessa was honoured to receive the award and said it will give her 

a chance to contribute even more to the green building industry 

and help grow the movement at a critical time. ‘Infrastructure and 

planning have an effect that stretches beyond its function; it creates 

jobs, shapes behaviour and influences our quality of life for decades. 

We’re at a critical turning point in our climate adaptation journey so 

my aim is to have sustainability at the heart of our developments and 

to ensure this makes economic sense, too.’

Aditya Arolkar – Trading Analyst

Aditya graduated from Saint Kentigern College in 2014. During 

his time, he was a Peer Support Leader, held Academic Colours, 

was awarded Saint Kentigern scholarships for his performance in IB 

Mathematics and Physics, and earned NZQA scholarships for Calculus 

and Statistics. He was also very involved in extracurricular activities 

and took an accelerated linear algebra course for high school 

students at the University of Auckland. 

Most notably, Aditya entered a social enterprise competition run by 

Social Innovation New Zealand, where teams could create a start-up 

idea that both generated a profit and created a measurable social 

impact. Through hard work and dedication, Aditya and his team went 

on to win the competition and a $2000 grant to start the company 

(you can learn more about their work at facebook.com/gyropad.) 

From here, Aditya was involved in several Model United Nations 

conferences around the country and competed and won in high 

school and university level case competitions.  

After graduating from the College, Aditya went on to study at the 

University of California, Berkeley, located in the Bay Area. He earned 

a Bachelor Degree in Applied Mathematics, with a focus on Computer 

Science. Aditya was influenced to pursue a degree at an American 

university by a Princeton alumni mentor of his, who advised Aditya in 

his US college application process. 

At university, Aditya joined the fraternity ‘Alpha Delta Phi’ where he 

made some great memories and also made close friends. He lives with 

three of his fraternity brothers in Oakland while working in Berkeley. 

He said, ‘A fraternity brother of mine dropped out of college to found 

a market-maker trading company, ‘Midpoint Markets,’ that trades 

cryptocurrency based on a proprietary 

algorithm. I am currently working as a 

Trading Analyst at this company.’ Aditya 

explains that his role involves dealing with 

large amounts of data and generating 

analysis on the trading data. 

Outside of work, he keeps himself busy 

with bodybuilding, 

pickup basketball, 

watching the LA 

Lakers or spending 

time with friends.   

Aditya said if he was 

to offer current Saint 

Kentigern students 

advice, it would be to 

look at international 

university 

opportunities, as 

well as those within 

New Zealand to see 

what is the best 

fit. ‘The opportunities outside of NZ are incredibly difficult to get 

admitted into and require years of preparation and work, preferably 

with a professional mentor who did the same themselves. If you are 

interested in such opportunities, it’s important to decide whether 

that’s for you soon and start early!’ 
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Ashleigh Millington – Criminal Defence Lawyer

Ashleigh graduated at the end of 2013. While at the College, she 

played Waterpolo, was a member of the Concert Band, and 

coached and played Netball. She was also a Peer Support Leader in 

her final year. 

Ashleigh started at the College in Year 8 and remembered thinking 

it ‘seemed like a college empire’. ‘I vividly remember seeing the JPC 

building. I was fascinated and most definitely lured by the creativity 

that flowed from one wall to another. Unsurprisingly I took as 

many creative subjects as possible, including fashion, painting and 

photography.’ 

From Year 11, Ashleigh decided that she would go on to university 

following College. She enjoyed History and Classics and her grades 

in those papers essentially streamlined her decision into thinking she 

would study Law. 

In Year 13, Ashleigh was set on enrolling in a Bachelor of 

Law but a ‘slight hurdle’ to her plan occurred in mid to late 

2013, when her fashion textiles teacher at the time, Ms Henry, 

encouraged her to enter into the Sylvia Park ‘Off the Rack’ 

Competition. Entering involved displaying garments that she had 

created at the busy shopping mall. Next thing she knew, she had won 

the Young Designer Competition and was presented with an $8,000 

cheque to study Fashion! She said this presented quite a difficult 

question – whether to pursue the Arts or a legal career?

In the end, Ashleigh decided to enrol in a Bachelor of Law. She first 

started at Victoria University of Wellington and later transferred to 

Waikato University in Hamilton. She graduated with a Bachelor of 

Law with First Class Honours in 2018 and was admitted as a Barrister 

and Solicitor of the High Court of Auckland in October 2019. From 

University she began a Summer Internship with the Public Defence 

Service/PDS (a criminal defence organisation). She remains at PDS as 

a Criminal Defence Lawyer.

Reflecting back, Ashleigh says her College years were some of the 

most important. 

‘That was when my work ethic was entrenched, and important 

future decisions were made. It was also a time when I started to gain 

independence. Additionally, my eyes were opened to the number of 

opportunities that I had right in front of me - both academically and 

within the sports area. It was essentially a matter of choosing what 

best fitted me.’

Ashleigh encourages current students to ‘engage, engage, engage.’ 

Engage in class settings and in a team sport. Ashleigh said to make 

sure that you ask questions and that she has always been told that, 

‘no question is a dumb question, the only dumb question is the one 

not asked.’ She also encourages the students to be kind and patient 

towards one another and says, ‘I have so many warm memories of my 

time at Saint Kentigern and I hope that you spend time creating those 

memories too.’

Sian Seeley - Engineer

Sian Seeley graduated in 2014 as a Hamilton House Prefect and the 

NCEA Dux. She also played netball, took part in premier theatre 

sports, was a member of the scholar’s class, Mr Potter’s co-curricular 

art class and the Creative Writing Society. In addition to her eclectic 

mix of extra-curriculars, her final year subjects were physics, calculus, 

English, accounting and Spanish. With her wide range of interests, 

she said she found it initially difficult to decide on a career path to 

pursue after school.  

Sian was drawn to physics the most and while she was grateful to 

Mr Swart who took her for all three years of NCEA, it was Mr Wilde 

in a scholarship physics class who first put the idea of engineering 

into her head. ‘Engineering seemed to be the perfect combination 

of creativity, construction and understanding how the world 

works. But I was admittedly unwilling to let Mrs Little’s meticulous 

instruction in accounting go to waste.’ Her solution was to undertake 

a double degree in Engineering and Commerce and was awarded 

a ‘Scholarship for Excellence’ for Monash University in Melbourne, 

accredited with being the best engineering school in Australia. 

Sian found that Engineering disciplines covered a broad array of 

career paths. ‘I eventually found my niche in mechatronics, and - 

in anticipation of the confused looks that always follow the word 

‘mechatronics’ - I will add that it’s just a fancy name for robotics.’ 

In her degree, she constructed autonomous robots, body sensors, 

machine-learning algorithms, computer models and mobile apps.

Sian also became very interested in volunteering. One of her 

favourite roles was with Robogals, a student-led organisation which 

run workshops for children of all ages to practise problem solving 

(the foundation of engineering) by programming simple Lego robots. 

‘As engineering is a male-

dominated profession, I am 

passionate about organisations 

like Robogals which aim to 

encourage young girls as well 

as boys to consider career 

paths within STEM (science 

technology engineering and 

mathematics).’

Now in the sixth and final 

year of her degree, Sian 

is completing a Final Year 

Project that centres around 

the teaching of spatial skills 

(e.g. translation, rotation, scale and perspective) to kindergarteners. 

The project presents young children with spatial puzzles, in the 

form of mobile apps, with the aim to promote their development in 

mathematics and other STEM subjects.     

After completing internships in various industries, including 

telecommunications and mining automation, Sian accepted a 

graduate role in 2021 with Jacobs engineering consultancy; a 

company which is widely recognised for their commitment to 

inclusion and diversity in the workplace and is involved in significant 

infrastructure projects .

Sian said, ‘I look back on my years at Saint Kentigern fondly and 

am grateful for the opportunities afforded to me. The lessons I 

learned during my school days in teamwork and leadership have been 

invaluable to me, but most of all I cherish the friends I made.’             



Saint Kentigern would like to thank and acknowledge our business 
partners for their investment and ongoing commitment to our 
Saint Kentigern schools. We are proud to partner with them on 

various Saint Kentigern events and projects.

.CO.NZ
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Business Partners
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